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This is a strategy document. A white 
paper for those who script, act, direct 
and intersect in the theatre of retail and 
luxury in India. Who design products 

and distill distinct experiences for India. For 
brands which trade in India and for those which 
are imagined, birthed and made here. For 
strategists and business heads who search for 
nuances to keep the arch between the socio-
cultural and the commercial alive. For creators 
who respond to needs and those who respond  
to desires. 

The Atlas of Affluence (AOA) 2022, is the f irst 
such wide and deep white paper from India 
that dissects consumer behaviour studied 
through the prism of luxury. The study was 
formulated over the last several months through 
scientif ically designed consumer research 
across six cities to understand metro and non-
metro differences among buyers, brands and 
behavioural ideas behind consumption. 

The other sections of this white paper 
move beyond luxury as a product to explore 
granularities of affluence. 

Affluence is economically def ined as an 
abundance of money and material goods, and 
often used interchangeably for “wealth”. Yet, 
not every luxury-buying individual ends up 
joining the economic elite of the country. In this 
case, luxury and affluence were not assumed as 
synonyms while commissioning the research. 
Nor does the analysis based on the f indings mix 
up the two. If buying luxury and its aspiration 

was the prism of quantitative research, the idea 
of affluence was probed in qualitative interviews. 

This study uses the time graph of “pre-
pandemic” and “post-pandemic” months to 
specify a comparative matrix. But it also helps 
debunk or corroborate long-held ideas about 
what affluence and luxury have meant to Indians. 
Why we buy, where would we rather buy and 
what do we eventually seek from it. Does the 
logo matter, does brand legacy have meaning, 
is it about trends or is the chase more personal? 
How did the pandemic exactly alter mindsets, 
if it recast the value of money? 

As AOA reveals, for an evolved luxury market 
to form a Venn diagram with affluence, the 
skew must be towards planet-f irst, pro-people 
aff irmations. Among the top takeaways of this 
study are individuality and self-expression, to 
assert which, consumers use brands, trends, 
shopping and styling ideas. 

The digitalisation of luxury and retail across 
the world among dozens of other, never-before 
factors has ostensibly rewired consumerism. If 
technology led innovation in design, marketing 
re-invented its wheel. Luxury came home (and 
not always through a device) as our relationships 
with home spaces opened doors to ourselves. 

The f indings here carouse around some 
clichés, but overall, this book includes many 
inflection points. Besides data and statistics 
drawn from primary research done exclusively for 
AOA 2022, there are references to other credible 
data sources, cross checked, acknowledged and 

Atlas of Affluence 2022
The Pandemic and The 
Luxury of Response-Ability
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stacked with existent secondary research. 
Beyond business strategy and numbers there 
is a series of sharp columns, interviews, ground 
reports, intelligently argued stories on architecture, 
personal style, the ascendance of India in South 
Asian design and global luxury, the emergence 
of the gold collar consumer and the growing 
market for beauty and wellness. This study is a 
consortium, a melting pot of topical, relevant, 
ready-to-use creative and commercial insights. The 
executive summary uses phrases that may not be 
characteristic of business documents; it also uses 
anecdotes, instances and names. 

According to AOA 2022, it is high time that each 
pit stop and person—from the designer and CEO 
to the store manager, the store itself as a physical 
entity, marketing teams and sustainability off icers, 
uses refreshed and updated narratives to sell while 
making sense. The discovery of new centres of 
wealth in India and the era of Man-Affluence—the 
male shopper “sneaker-ing” up the road not taken 
f ind cadence here. 

Intriguingly, like the f inest luxurious inner lining 
of an extraordinary garment that can be seen and 
felt only by the wearer, affluence has a reflective, 
inner side. This sagacity echoes across voices of 
luxury leaders represented here from India and 
abroad. It is about altruism minus deprivation, 
about leadership that listens, wealth that does 
not eclipse the rights of the planet. An affluent 
home is not about the most expensive floors and 
shiniest f ittings but a sanctuary for personal and 
generational evolution. 

With this f irst edition, the Atlas of Affluence is 
set to become an annual feature. Besides a yearly 
study examined from various vantage points, AOA 
will evolve as a series of market related deep dives 
to appear periodically. See last page of the book
for what’s next on the table. 

So long then. 

SHEFALEE VASUDEV  

Project Director and Editor, 
Atlas of Affluence 2022
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By mid-2021, it was clear that the 
demand for luxury goods in India 
was on a bigger high compared to 
pre-pandemic levels. This resonated 

with studies on the global fashion and luxury 
industry that reported “recovery” after the 
shocks and slowdowns of COVID-19. Recovery 
graphs varied across continents with sales in 
Europe being the slowest to pick up given the 
cessation of Chinese travellers to the region 
due to air travel bans. But elsewhere, luxury 
marketing and sales were picking up speed. 
With a noticeable tweak to pre-pandemic 
patterns. According to the 2021 report by  
Bain & Company titled From Surging  
Recovery to Elegant Advance, “The pandemic 
has changed the global map of luxury. As 
tourism collapsed by 80% to 90%, spending  
on personal luxury goods by consumers in  
their home markets picked up the slack, 
rising by 50% to 60% between 2019 and 2021, 
according to our forecasts.”

India mirrored this trend, buying luxury 
goods, both international and local at 

home through omni-channels. Euromonitor 
International, placed the luxury goods market 
in India at $6 billion in 2021, predicted to go 
up to $8.5 billion in 2022. While the country’s 
hospitality industry dependent on tourism 
was initially the most affected, discretionary 
purchases—jewellery, home décor, beauty and 
spa brands, fragrances and spirits, technology 
and food sectors picked up. 

New brands launched in India through the last 
two years—from fashion labels to lipsticks, 
high-end wellness products and luxury skin 
care. In the latter half of 2020 and through 2021, 
affluent Indian consumers bought luxury goods 
and some experiences almost unbridled by the 
challenging restrictions of the pandemic, both 
on the mind and the mall. They were responding 
to new spins in the mix of browsing and buying: 
digital shopping, D2C launches, last mile 
selling, client personalisation, social media-led 
marketing, discounts, dark stores (shut to the 
public but housed with goods to meet online 
orders) and home deliveries for luxury goods 
for customers via concierge services with all 

The Rise of 
the Individual

Shefalee Vasudev
and Payal Arora
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COVID-19 protocols intact. 
According to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
based inflation report, India’s retail inflation 
surged to 6.95% in March 2022, the highest  
since October 2020. Reports imply that rising 
freight costs, recent sanctions on Russia and 
disrupted supply chains have pushed prices  
of all commodities. Non-discretionary  
spends specif ically. 

Yet overall retail buoyance continues to remain 
high and follow 2021 trends. This February, the 
India International Jewellery Signature (IIJS) 
Show 2022 organised by the Gem & Jewellery 
Export Promotion Council (GJEPC), generated 
an estimated business of ₹5,000 crore. It had 
more than 950 exhibitors from India and more 
than 14000 pre-registered visitors from across 
the world looking for jewellery business with 
India that generates export revenues. Precious 
jewellery has been on a high in India for the last 
decade. Now though both sellers’ and buyers’ 
markets are moving in newer ways. Consumers 
no longer equate investment as the primary 
driver behind buying precious jewellery which 
explains popularity of brands like Tiffany&Co. or 
the homegrown Sabyasachi Jewellery—neither 
offer buy back or exchange (see page 54). 

Even hospitality recovered after a lull. Indian 
Hotels Company Limited (IHCL), South Asia’s 
largest hospitality focused brand reported 

85% revenue growth at ₹1134 crore in Q3 of 
FY 2021-2022.  This April, hospitality major 
InterContinental Group (IHG) announced plans  
to double its presence in India over three years 
to f ive years and bring more luxury brands to 
the country.

In f inance and business studies affluence is 
about assets compared to liabilities. But for an 
evolved luxury market—which includes aesthetic 
f inesse, awareness, aspiration, affordability and 
distinction as well as trend def ining choices—
to form a Venn diagram with affluence, a new 
set of aff irmations are being expressed. It is a 
combination of wealth, assets, high disposable 
incomes, socio-cultural awareness, self-
knowledge, and a response-able outlook.  
That’s comes out clearly in this white paper. 

So far, spending on luxury goods among 
affluent Indians as well as new aspirants was 
associated with international travel. It included 
the lure of duty free deals at airports. Most 
Indians would have reservations about spending 
big monies at home on goods they believed 
were taxed too high. But with travel blocked 
or restrained during the pandemic, luxury 
purchases brought optimism, and a sense of 
 self-enablement, right to the doorstep. 

This though is not the full story.

For an evolved luxury market—
which includes aesthetic finesse, 
awareness, aspiration, affordability 
and distinction as well as trend 
defining choices—to form a Venn 
diagram with affluence, a new set
of affirmations are being expressed. 
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Beyond the Beautiful 

Alongside, there are growing concerns about climate 
depletion, environmental impoverishment as well 
as pandemic-triggered anxieties about health and 
well-being. Is India’s health care system even up 
to new challenges? A collective reflection on what 
affluence means in India spiked during the two 
years of the pandemic, given the sharp class divide 
that became all too visible during the throes of the 
national lockdown. This was when India’s poorest, 
disowned by the cities and their employers were seen 
making their way back to the villages, in a march 
that shamed the nation and shocked the world. 
The deeply problematic discrepancies between the 
rich and the poor became starker. According to the 
‘World Inequality Report 2022’, India is among the 
most unequal countries in the world, with rising 
poverty and an ‘affluent elite.’ The report highlights 
that the top 10% and top 1% in India hold 57% and 
22% of the total national income respectively while 
the bottom 50% share has gone down to 13%. It also 
states that emerging economies like India and China 
experienced faster jumps in private wealth compared 
to wealthy countries after “they transitioned away 
from regulated economies. In India, particularly, 
private wealth went up from 290% in 1980 to 560% in 
2020.” Defining the true economic elite of India thus 
is as much a cultural issue as an economic one.
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Restorative 
Affluence 

If products competed during the pandemic 
with luxury experiences that had been 
favoured not so long back as ultimate 
expressions of biting into the apple of 
affluence, now the garden of delights has 
complexity sown into it. In the search for 
restorative experiences to substitute foreign 
travel, consumers were simultaneously 
thinking about health, nutrition, well-being 
and rejuvenation. The quality of sleep, what 
they ate, fitness routines that could be 
tracked on smart watches and technologically 

EXHIBIT 1

advanced monitoring devices, the enticement 
of small, intimate celebrations instead of 
lavish weddings, COVID-19 vaccination status 
among their closest or peripheral circles—all 
contributed to an “affluent” lifestyle. 

While market analysts across the globe 
were shuffling through terms like ‘revenge 
buying’ (used for China in the State of Fashion 
2022 study by BoF and McKinsey & Company) 
‘domestic spending’, ‘pent up demand,’ super 
players in luxury having to worry about stressed 
supply chains, in India, a hitherto under-
defined idea of affluence was waking up. 
Under-defined, not undefined. 

The Atlas of Affluence (AOA) 2022 charts 
this waking up.

 The overall luxury market tracked by AOA 
2022 comprises 11 segments. Clothes and 
couture, jewellery, tech products, watches, 
footwear handbags were evaluated in-depth. 
While luxury cars, fine dining, travel and 
home décor were briefly captured both in 
quantitative and qualitative research. 

New Cultural Shifts 

Indian society is going through a revision of identity and from traditionalism and  
social affirmation, it has moved to individualism and a flexible, global-local pursuit of self.

Findings from Qualitative Interactions
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The desires of the luxury consumer have changed with a mindset transformation.

From Entitlement to Individualism 

Findings from Qualitative Interactions

EXHIBIT 2
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The Why We Buy luxury paradigm is driven by Value 
and Exhibition (of products and experiences) followed 
by name of the brand and logo. Lust for logos may be 
“back” if trend stories in fashion magazines are to be 
believed but overall in AOA 2022 it took second place 
and was behind other values now associated with 
affluent buying. 

It is not that logos, wealth consciousness, 
memberships to exclusive clubs, fine apparel, global 
couture, stylised destination weddings, high-value 
gifting, big watches and precious jewellery—have 
vanished. They are all in the fray but they now 
compete inside the consumer’s mind and wallet 
in a compelling duel (see page 64). 

On the other side are notions of simplicity, time as 
luxury, capturing the moment instead of stressing 
about investments into the future. Agency and 
flexibility over enslavement to goods. Often it is 
Win-Win. Which means the moment is as important 
as the future. For instance, the name of the brand 
(thus its storied legacy and value) creates the 
highest resonance among buyers. As many as 63% 
respondents said so. This was followed by 37 % who 
said logos were the drivers that guided brand affinity. 
Celebrity association, social media, and other factors 
like shopping inspiration from luxury magazines  
were ranked lower. Overall, 56% respondents said 
they looked at fashion and luxury magazines to 
make purchase decisions. This emerged as the  
lowest on a list of factors that lead to luxury buying.

Why We Buy:
Legacy Over Logo  
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Discounts during the pandemic had contributed to 
the surge in retail and shopping across categories 
according to news reports. But during the qualitative 
probing of the AOA 2022 study, consumers did not 
place discounts among top drivers. So, the argument 
of marked down prices as a luxury driver wasn’t 
fully rationalised.

49%
42%

29% 28% 27% 24%

63%

37%

26% 22% 21% 17%

 

Key Drivers Behind Brand Affinity

Key Drivers Behind Luxury Purchases

The luxury paradigm is driven by brand value and exhibition. 

The exciting experience of being pampered with family and friends compiled with high value  
purchases demand a second opinion in choosing the best product that reflects their personality.

Ranked in Order of Most Important to Least Important-Top 2 Box

EXHIBIT 3

EXHIBIT 4

Ranked in Order of Most Important to Least Important-Top 2 Box

Brand 
Name

Logo &
Aesthetics

Personalised 
Customer 

Service

Sustainable
Practices

Celebrity 
Association

Instagram/ 
Social Media

Recommendations  
from Friends

& Family

Deals &
Discounts 

Online 
Newsletters/
Magazines

Celebrity
Endorsements

Offline 
Newsletters/ 
Magazines

Influencers & 
Social Media 
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What We Buy: 
Category Deep Dive 

While overall product preferences with luxury remain skewed towards jewellery, 
gadgets, apparel, cars, footwear, handbags, watches, homes and travel, more 
people are looking for ways to enhance their personal lives instead of adding to 
savings. Self-indulgence comes out even bigger than exhibition. 

For comparison, secondary research was referred to. The State of Fashion 2022 
by McKinsey & Company x BoF used the phrase Wardrobe Reboot, to explain how 
consumers are expected to reallocate wallet share to other categories beyond 
loungewear and sportswear. “According to that study, 37% fashion executives 
expect occasion wear to be a top-three category for year on year sales growth.” 
According to the 2021 report by Bain & Company, luxury cars, personal luxury 
goods, fine wines and spirits, and high-end design furniture could grow enough 
to exceed their 2019 levels. 

These findings echo among AOA 2022 respondents. Home décor, skin care, 
accessories and technology were the star performers. Followed by jewellery, 
tech products, watches and handbags. According to data from Reliance Brands 
Limited, RBL (comparative period of study—2018 to 2022), among luxury brands 
sold in India, sales of women’s handbags were at a peak during COVID-19—200% 
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Personal goods, cars and hospitality are associated
spontaneously with luxury.

higher than pre-COVID years. Michael Kors handbags 
stood out in the RBL data. While it is a bridge to 
luxury brand—Indian consumers say it is a rite of 
passage on their journey of converting to luxury 
buying (see page 82).

Fashion has not been totally usurped. However, 
while 48% total respondents ranked fashion as the 
top association for luxury buying, 43% admitted they 

had reduced spending on fashion and accessories. 
40% agreed they spent more on technology and 
37% said they spent more on premium quality  
food and nutrition.

Qualitative interviews revealed that the home 
decor segment had benefited from consumers 
spending more on their homes, with focus on  
living rooms and bedrooms. The blending of living 
and working spaces fueled “resimercial” growth,  
with consumers seeking increased comfort.

In the consumer’s mind while fashion as a 
monolith connotes luxury more strongly than 
jewellery, watches, cars and travel, the overall  
spend on it was reduced during the pandemic.

According to RBL data, luxury footwear in non-
metros grew between 2019 and 2021 from less than 
1% of the total spend to 3%. However, for bridge to 
luxury brands footwear grew from 1% in 2019 to  
13% in 2021. 

When asked to name brands in different categories 
that instantly reminded them of affluence, Gucci, 
Ralph Lauren, Rado, Rolex, Chanel, BMW, Tesla, 
Mehrasons’ Jewellers, Tanishq were among the 
brands that came up. Maldives as a travel destination 
came up on top. Apple was in this mix, defined as a 
luxury brand—connoting that the planet of affluence 
is incomplete without technology. A bite of the 
“Apple” is a must in this garden of delights. Some 
even included sports brands like Adidas and Nike, 
alerting moderators of the qualitative survey  
how important sportswear and sports accessories
are today. 

FASHION JEWELLERY WATCHES FOOTWEARGADGETS HANDBAG

27% 20% 19% 12% 11% 9%

Category Preferences as a Luxury Buyer

High fashion and jewellery are the first direct signifiers of luxury and are given prime importance as they 
define style, class and personality. Tech products are gaining importance due to imposed lockdowns  
feeding into higher entertainment and experiential needs while heading towards futuristic desires. 

EXHIBIT 6 

Remaining 2% respondents coded “others” 
Single-coded Responses

Open-ended Responses

Spontaneous Associations 

with Luxury

EXHIBIT 5

Others

24%

Fashion
Cars
Travel/Hospitality
Watches
Jewellery
Home & Interiors
Tech Products

21%

19%

10%

7%

7%

7%
5%
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36%

64%

The uncontested protagonist of the pandemic era 
is the digitalisation of luxury and technologically 
sparkling e-commerce experiences. 2 in 3 
respondents claimed that they shopped online for 
the first time ever during COVID-19 restrictions. 

Ease of buying and proliferation of luxury 
e-commerce has changed a lot for non-metro 
consumers. 36% of non-metro residents agreed that 
online shopping is easier. In metros 28% said so. Ease 
of purchase was also the reason behind 36% of Gen 
Z, 29% of Gen Y and 26% of Gen X preferring online 

buying modes. 
Limited physical accessibility and availability of 

fashion and other luxury goods in non-metros is the 
primary reason why respondents in smaller cities are 
biased towards online shopping.

According to RBL data (which manages and sells 
more than 35 luxury and bridge to luxury brands 
in India), online sales for luxury brands doubled 
between 2021 and 2022. Fine jewellery brand Tiffany 
launched an India-specific e-commerce website. On 
the other hand, for RBL’s bridge-to-luxury brands, 

Shopped luxury online for the 
first time during COVID-19

Were buying luxury online 
even before COVID-19

Where We Buy: 
The Pandemic’s Big O

Online Luxury Shopping 

Emergence of online shoppers during COVID-19 with 100% respondents claiming that they buy  
luxury online and 2 in 3 respondents claiming that they bought luxury online for the first time  
during COVID-19 restrictions. 

Single-coded Responses 

EXHIBIT 7 
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India in offline stores. The D2C model in fact makes  
the most of this very idea

Similarly, 25% sales of The Collective, the super-
premium lifestyle retail chain run by Aditya Birla 
Fashion Retail Limited (ABFRL) which has 100 plus 
brands across categories, comes from its e-commerce. 
50-55% of demand for luxury goods on The Collective’s 
e-commerce portal comes from cities where there  
are no physical stores.

The luxury e-commerce map from India includes 
Tata Cliq Luxury, another popular e-commerce luxury 
platform currently has 750 brands live out of which  
445 are international and 305 are Indian brands.

online sales increased from 20% in 2021 to 29% in 
2022 (this comparison is only available between  
2021 and 2022).

Online shopping platform Ajio Luxe which 248 
brands (120 international and 128 Indian brands) 
currently averages nearly a million sessions a day 
with more than a 1000 daily orders. Ajio Luxe has 40 
exclusive brands out of which 28 have been launched 
in India for the first time. Some of these are Cult Gaia, 
Stella McCartney, Self Portrait, Benedetta Bruzziches, 
All Saints, and Zimmerman among others. Part of 
the excitement behind online buying especially for 
Gen Z is the access to brands that are not available in 

51 49
44

36
40

34

30%
Find online shopping to 
be easy and convenient

36% of Gen Z feel online 
shopping is easier compared 
to 29% and 26% of Gen Y 
and Gen X respectively.

Expectations from Online Shopping Platforms

Personalisation is key and equates with Gen Z leading the attribute. 
Experience is paramount and more of Gen Z with their preference to be
immersed and embodied in an experience. 

During probing in qualitative interactions, personalisation and experience 
were mentioned which were further evaluated in quantitative module 
(see exhibit 8).

Only those who “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” are represented

EXHIBIT 8

Gen Z Gen Y Gen X

Personalised shopping 
experience

Make me feel like I am in 
the real high-end store
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While the surge in online shopping is the predictable 
outstanding takeaway of AOA 2022, the most surprising 
finding is the unrelenting hold of the charm of shopping 
at stores. The thrills of stepping inside a store as a social 
activity, the enduring appeal of malls and markets is 
like a loud and clear whistle over the din of pandemic’s 
lockdown frustrations on retail. Across age groups, 
categories and cities, consumers admit they miss going 
out in general and specifically for luxury shopping as it is 
an activity they share with friends, family and partners. 
They miss physical, in store experiences, the pampered 
personal touch which only comes alive while buying 
offline. In offline stores, the outstanding preference is  
for monobrand formats instead of multi-brand spaces 
(see exhibit 10).

Unlike other parts of the world where virtual shopping 
is rewiring the consumer mindset and motivating 
companies to strategise and invest more on digital 
shopping platforms, the Indian consumer is happier 
stepping out. It is either the backlash of the pandemic 
deprivation or a cultural reality in a country comfortable 
in with crowds. Most likely both.

The notion of the “concept store” isn’t new in India. 
Designers from Shantanu & Nikhil to Gaurav Gupta and 
Tarun Tahiliani, Manish Malhotra to Vaishali S and several 
others including the new Satya Paul store (Khan Market, 
Delhi) have expressed their aesthetic and work through 
their lavish and thoughtfully designed stores as spaces 
created in collaboration with artists and architects. 
Sabyasachi Mukherjee’s old Kolkata meets new India 
stores, nostalgic in visual merchandising, lighting and 
space design are famous as design destinations worthy 
of tours. In April, couturier JJ Valaya opened The World 
of Valaya—a 1200 square feet museum x fashion and 
couture space x luxury living store x jewellery boutique 
at JW Mariott in Delhi’s Aerocity. With antique Jamawar 
shawls on walls, hand-painted art on others, wood, 
metal, fabric, furniture, gemstones, embroidery, weaving 
and fitting rooms that look like boudoirs in forgotten 
palaces, the store tells the story of luxury.
. 

Brick And Mortar: 
The Real Comeback 

65%
Of those shopping 
online mentioned 
that they are eagerly 
waiting for stores 
to open.
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On the other hand, mall management and 
marketing is a specialised field now. From gaming 
events, to hangouts for kids, discount fests, music 
events, pet friendly sections inside malls, drive-in 
theatres and festival-specific decorations and deals, 
the mall is a constantly buzzing space. Some are 
ticketed, others complimentary events. Curation of 
stores and brands still continues to be key in malls. 
India’s luxury malls like DLF Emporio, The Chanakya 
in Delhi, Jio World Drive, Palladium in Mumbai, 
or UB City in Bengaluru among others compete 

for footfall and attraction through a variety of 
measures (see page 70).

Footprint expansion follows the popularity.  
RBL opened 23 new stores between 2021 and so 
far in 2022 in malls across India. These included 
Versace, Tory Burch, West Elm, Paul & Shark,  
Brooks Brothers, Paul Smith, Michael Kors,  
Kate Spade, Satya Paul and Tumi among others. 
Several fashion designers have done the same 
while launching newer categories like fragrances, 
footwear and travel collections.

Mono-brand Stores vs Multi-brand Outlets 

Mono-brand outlets of brands offer more variety compared to 
sections in malls or multi-brand department stores.  

EXHIBIT 10

Togetherness in
shopping

Personalised customer
experience
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atmosphere

Option to feel
the clothes
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Key Motivators for Offline Shopping

People miss going out in general and even more for luxury shopping as it is a shared occassion  
with their loved ones. Moreover, the experience involved with pampered personal touch is missing.  

EXHIBIT 9 

Only those who “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” are represented

Findings from Qualitative Interactions

Gen XGen YGen Z

Multi-brand
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Mono-brand
Stores
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More than the moral timbre of a brand, functionality or self-indulgence, luxury for those in  
non-metros is about upcoming trends.

The growing affluence and luxury aspiration in 
smaller cities or towns, earlier labelled as Tier 2 or 
Tier 3 is no longer just media hype. Non-metros 
are close on the heels of metros in terms of luxury 
buying with online shopping having added to 
the elasticity and variety of their experiences. The 
definition of luxury for respondents from non-
metros found a slightly different expression when 
compared with metro respondents. More than 
the moral timbre of a brand, functionality or self-
indulgence, luxury for those in non-metros is about 
upcoming trends. Memberships to exclusive clubs, 
global travel and premium technology too are high 
on the radar. 

In terms of categories, cars, jewellery, fashion and 
watches stayed ahead of footwear and handbags. 
41% non-metro residents placed discounts behind 
their decisions to buy while 43% in metros said so. 
Spends on travel were seen more amongst no-
metro residents where 15% of non-metro residents 
said they invested in luxury travel compared to  
6% in metros.

With growing awareness about fine living and 
brand presence, expectations from brands in non-
metros have increased. This was observed during 
recent research for The White Crow (TWC), RBL’s 
multi-designer stores where non-metro buyers laid 
stronger emphasis on quality, service and variety. 

Buying Luxury Across Geographies

69
78

60 59 57
62 65

55
51

68

I buy luxury for
functionality

and indulgence

I expect luxury
brands to have
moral standards

I want extraordinary and
exclusive experiences

I use luxury as a
marker of wealth

I always look at
upcoming trends

before buying luxury

Metro Non-Metro
Multi coded Responses 

New Centres of Wealth 
Beyond The Metros

EXHIBIT 11
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Brand legacies are preferred more in Metros. 
Non-Metros rely on external sources of information 
such as online platforms for exploration and buying.

There are 7 TWC stores now in India, out of  
which 5 were opened after the lockdown in cities  
like Indore, Lucknow, Jaipur and Surat. 
“I started buying from The White Crow around two 
years back, that time there were fewer brands and 
honestly I was also new to this. But now I tell them 
to bring more brands here like Hermès, Ted Baker, 
Lacoste, Furla etc.,” said a respondent.  

When probed further about their sources of 
awareness, non-metro respondents mentioned 
online platforms such as Farfetch, Ajio Luxe and  
Tata Cliq Luxury as playgrounds for exploration  
and buying.

What was once a fascinating story about 
small town India scripted with vigour in films, 
literature, on OTT platforms and television, about 
the ambitious resilience of small city protagonists 
with fire in their bellies denoting the emerging 
gene pool of economic and cultural power is now 
a clear market. AOA 2022 found that when it came 
to yearning for store experiences, insistence on 
personalisation or openness and awareness about 
climate change and sustainability, non-metro 
customers had strategic insights and expectations. 

These discoveries nudge one of the most  
relevant takeaways of this survey about India’s  
new centres of wealth. 

Among the super spenders on Ajio Luxe’s  
profiles of top 100 customers, for instance, is a 
couple from Jamnagar. Jointly they spent more 
than ₹26 lakh in the last year online on luxury 
goods. They describe themselves as “luxury 
hedonists” and create YouTube videos to visually 
narrate their “luxurious lifestyle”. Among their  
most preferred brands are Giorgio Armani, Paul 
Smith, Emporio Armani and Zegna. 

This super spender list includes consumers  
from Hospet, Gorakhpur, Dadri, Mohali, Panipat, 
Kohima, Ludhiana and Lucknow in search of 
influence through affluence. Their average annual 
spending on this one online platform is ₹9 lakhs. 
They include a principal of a nursing school, a first 
time book author, a clinical psychology intern and 
a few junior politicians besides other professionals. 
It is a safe deduction to say that Ajio Luxe is not the 
only platformthey shop at. 

With 32% of non-metro respondents for AOA 
2022 saying they looked for celebrity brand 
endorsements before making luxury purchases 
(compared to 16% in metros), it is also evident  
that luxury triggers and desires remain high  
in non-metros. 

Data from Ajio Luxe also indicates that India’s top 
18 cities bring 64% of the customer base while the 
rest 36% came from the remaining 1,298 cities. The 
platform currently delivers to 13,300 pin codes.
Luxury brands considering expansion can no longer 
be relevant unless they extend their footprint to 
India’s non-metropolitan cities. While Chandigarh 
and Ahmedabad have been studied here, Raipur, 
Indore, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Pune, Surat, Lucknow, 
Indore, Nagpur and a number of other centres are 
ready for the luxury explosion.
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Sustainability and climate change concerns did not come up spontaneously 
among respondents. But when probed in qualitative surveys a majority said 
that they expect luxury to be mindful and responsible.

 

 

Male, 26-40 age group, Ahmedabad

If I like something and it is sustainable and eco-friendly then, my conviction to buy it 

may rise by 10%-15% more. However, if I do not like something, I will not buy it only 

because it’s sustainable. As an individual, I do contribute to sustainability in any 

case and I don’t have to rely on a brand for it. Also, I don’t know whether a brand is 

actually following sustainability principles or just claiming it.”

“

People, Planet 
and Sustainability 

Values of Luxury Beyond Tangible Products

Luxury buyers believe in the progressive values of luxury and upon 
probing said they make an effort to associate with brands that resonate 
with their beliefs.

53%
46%

42% 41%

Only those who “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” are represented

22%
Ranked ‘sustainable  
practices’  as top  
two key drivers  
behind brand affinity.

EXHIBIT 13
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While most of these sentiments emerged in the process of 
probing and may not have been spontaneous, the affluent 
consumer has become conscious about “conscious luxury”. 
And about urgencies of a depleted planet. They are more 
sensitive and respectful towards luxury goods from small, 
lesser known ateliers in India, where local crafts knowledge 
and handcrafting processes paired with processes of luxury  
are used to make fine goods. An example would be  
Varana by Sujata Keshavan which opened its first shop on 
Dover Street in London. It is created in traditional and  
sustainability positive workshops in India but sees the  
world as its cultural stage.

On the one hand, Indian consumers are keen to know what 
top league international luxury brands like Gucci and Hermès 
are doing about sustainability issues, new materials like 
mushroom leather or fair-mined gold (see page 115). On the 
other, they are becoming more cautious about greenwashing 
by brands which clouds the issue of transparency across the 
industry. As conglomerates like LVMH and Kering among 
other globally established luxury brands set to fulfill their 
promises to reduce carbon emissions as committed at COP26 
in Glasgow last year, brands produced in India will need to walk 
the same path. Blockchain technology, transparency in supply 

chains and vendor collaborations, 
worker rights, gender inclusivity at 
workplaces, the use of non-toxic dyes 
and sustainable fabrics and attention 
to the circular economy in production 
will be seen as marks of excellence 
and innovation.

In qualitative interviews, a majority 
of respondents for AOA 2022 said 
that going forward they would favour 
brands which cared for their people 
and the planet over other values. 
Cruelty to animals, child labour, 
oppressive work environments  
and sweat shop kind of exploitation  
is unacceptable. 

Surprisingly, according to 
qualitative findings Gen X seems to 
be living under a rock when it comes 
to initiatives being taken around 
the world by brands to encourage 
sustainability and green luxury. 
While Gen Z leads the change. 

Values of Luxury Beyond Tangible Products - 

Generational Differences 

Gen Z is a generation where these values sprung up in the main 
narrative and they embodied it wholly. They are also responsible  
for transmitting into luxury Gen X buyers. 

45
51

41
47

52

58

41
38 3839

44
47

Only those who “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” are represented

Gen XGen YGen Z
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The last two years have underlined India’s rebound. 
In 2021, RBL bought a 40% stake in brand Manish 
Malhotra, 52% in Ritu Kumar followed 60% in AK-OK. 
While Aditya Birla Fashion Retail Limited (ABFRL) 
invested 51% in brand Sabyasachi and 33.5% in Tarun 
Tahiliani in 2021.

While the latter followed with a 51% stake in the 
House of Masaba this year, RBL went on to buy 
majority stakes in brand Rahul Mishra for ready-to-
wear (60:40) and in Abraham & Thakore. A majority 
acquisition into the main couture brand Abu Jani-
Sandeep Khosla at 51% would follow. A trust vote of 
sorts has been sent out with the promise to architect 
Indian fashion and couture for buyers outside India 
as well as the local market in finer form and with 
stronger business standards.

That’s just about fashion. That beauty is big 
business got a firm acknowledgement when Falguni 
Nayar, founder of India’s beauty behemoth Nykaa 
(which added a luxe vertical with 60 plus luxury 
cosmetic, skincare and fragrance brands online and 

offline) raised $700 million at a $13 billion valuation 
through an IPO in November 2021. These figures that 
won Nayar a place in the TIME 100 Most Influential 
Companies by TIME magazine in an April 2022 issue.

A variety of other factors are at play. If India is 
waiting for Armani Café, new stores by Valentino  
and Balenciaga (the latter has also been noted by 
TIME magazine among the 100 most influential 
brands) Indian couturier Sabyasachi Mukherjee 
flagged his second collaboration with Bergdorf 
Goodman, New York’s luxury retailer recently. On 
the other hand, Anjali Patel Mehta’s luxury resort 
and lounge wear brand Verandah which launched 
collections at Neiman Marcus and Bergdorf 
Goodman in the US in December last year raised 
$1.1 million in seed funding. Verandah adopts zero 
waste principles and uses entirely biodegradable 
and recycled fibre as well as carbon neutral shipping. 
Verandah’s notice outside India has ticked a few 
points at once where affluence generated through 
exceptional design thinking in India is headed.

49%
Consumers consider  
unique Indian traditional 
designs to be luxury. 

47%
Believe handcrafted  
creations are luxury.

The Ascendance 
of India
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Anita Lal, Indian luxury lifestyle brand Good Earth’s 
founder and creative director who launched LilaNur 
a new fragrance brand (imagined in India and 
made in France with Indian ingredients) at Bergdorf 
Goodman last year, turned Tastemaker this March 
for a Christie event—its ‘Art of the Islamic and Indian 
Worlds’ auction. 

Beyond a supple market, India’s ascendance 
in global design has moved beyond South Asia 
and the country’s long time value as a sourcing, 
manufacturing and embroidery hub for the world’s 
top luxury brands (see page 88-111). Formerly, the 
excellence and dexterity of Indian design through its 
arts, crafts and textiles was celebrated in museums 

across the world or was recreated for affluent and 
discerning consumers in other countries by curators 
and designers. They would recruit skilled craftsmen 
to create “Indian luxury” for those who admired it 
from afar. 

The new shift is beyond this dualism. If, on the 
one hand it exists in couturier Gaurav Gupta’s “blue 
fantasy bio-morphic” gown on the Oscars 2022 red 
carpet worn by an American rapper, Megan Thee 
Stallion, on the other it beams in designer Rahul 
Mishra’s consistent presence at Paris Haute Couture 
Week with creations made in collaboration with 
India’s rural artisans. From jewellery to swimwear  
and architecture, India is at home in the world. 
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18%

82%

Awareness Across Cohorts

24% 76% 18%
82%

9%

91%

19%
81%

15%

85%

Metaverse 
and NFT

At the crossroads of the digital surge, artificial 
intelligence (AI), virtual trial rooms, NFTs and the 
Metaverse―a portmanteau of all words meta 
(beyond)—is the next level of significant opportunity 
in the business of affluence. The AOA 2022, however 
revealed a very small percentage of respondents, 
that is 82%, were unware of the term “Metaverse” (the 
term was specifically used by interviewers) and its 
potential in India. Respondents find the idea futuristic 
and intriguing on a conceptual level, something that 
could redefine what a consumer will find digitally 
desirable in the future.Information and intrigue 
about NFTs was even smaller. Only 5% of overall 
respondents said they were aware, out of which 9% 
were those from the Gen X age group. 6% of these 
lived in metros and 3% in non-metros.

Awareness of the 

Term “Metaverse”

While the awareness of the term Metaverse is 
low, respondants perceive it to be futuristic  
and intriguing on a conceptual level. 

Dichotomous Scale 

Aware Unaware

Gen Z Gen Y Gen X Metros Non-Metros

EXHIBIT 15

EXHIBIT 16
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95% are unaware of NFTs.
Overall awareness of NFT is marginal and ownership is negligible.
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The Indian male shopper is well 
and truly out of the closet. This is where 
brands, designers, influencer advisories 
and marketing mavens should look.

Man 
Affluence  

“M any men want to change 
but they don’t know how to,” 
said Deepa Narayan, former 
senior advisor to the World 

Bank in her 2021 podcast titled “What’s A Man, 
Masculinity in India”. 

This may be a reading, a re-reading even of 
the stereotypical idea of the Indian man as an 
inflexible character, caught in deep complexity 
at the crossroads of India’s socio-cultural 
revolution. This study is not an exploration into 
the fraught politics of gender, yet it indicates a 
certain “change”. Attitudes don’t change with 
wardrobes as some may argue but if change is 
a multi-layered phenomenon and its seemingly 
innocuous signalling is as important as its 
innards, The Atlas of Affluence 2022 brings  
some insightful f indings. With men at the 
fulcrum of visible transitions in the politics of 
their own dress and identity and as drivers of 
what’s nudging consumer behaviour in India. 

From the non-cliched ways in which they 
def ine affluence (not as a synonym simply of 
entitlement and wealth), to why individuality 
must score in shopping and fashion and what 
consumerism means to them, there are  
valuable takeaways. The study may not be 
referring entirely to men practicing Zumba in 
pink sneakers or those who like Japanese  
cherry blossom bath gels after long facials.  
But also those who have left behind the blue 
blazers of the corporate world to mix dress shirts 
with high-end sneakers and are pursuing an  
elasticity of “image” at work and play. 

In AOA 2022, men lead women in shopping 
as much if not more across categories. They are 
the f irst to experiment with the digital buying 
universe. They are more eager to return to 
malls and brick and mortar stores compared 
to women. They invest more in personal luxury 
products too. Predictably they spend a lot on 
tech and gadgets but they spend as much on 
home décor, loungewear, shoes, and shaving 
kits. Skincare to sports, f rom hanging out 
in malls to the pleasures of shopping alone, 
they are as invested in the game as women. 
They value design as much as they hanker for 
personalisation in customer care. They want to 
spend time buying gifts for signif icant persons 
in their lives, and would like to be informed 
about “deals”. Unsurprisingly, in Ajio Luxe’s 
Top 100 Customer prof iles, the top 5 
superspenders are men. 

57%
Men in AOA 2022 claim that 
their fashion spend, including 
apparel and accessories, has 
increased during and post 
COVID-19 followed by 38% 
who claim that they spend 
more on tech products now. 
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1 in 2 men put clothes and couture first in luxury preferences. Clothes and couture  
also contribute to their maximum overall luxury shopping budget. 9 in 10 men agree  
they spend 30% of their overall shopping budget on luxury clothes and couture. 

60% men said they were driven by the name of the brand followed by 39% choosing logo/
aesthetics and 27% choosing customer service.

50% men agree that their purchase decisions are driven by word-of-mouth.

As per RBL data, men’s brand portfolio saw 46% growth in 2021 compared to 2019.  
For women, it was 14%.

More men show inclination towards offline shopping as compared to women. 45% mention 
they missed shopping for luxury in stores. When probed, 44% men mentioned that online 
spaces did not promise personalised luxury experiences and 38% said they wished online 
platforms make them feel like they’re in a luxury store. 

(Note: Automobiles, hospitality and food as groceries were not included in survey.  
However, men did place cars and watches in “luxury association” behind clothes)

Consider this:
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Darshita Goyal

Why Affluence 
Doesn’t Start With 
A: In Conversation 

With Gen Z

W hile the Atlas of Affluence 2022 survey 
studied respondents (18-35 years of 
age across six cities of India), through 
a quantitative study model, a separate, 

interview-based reportage of consumers between the 
ages of 18 and 23 was followed. The group was a mix of 
residents from Bengaluru, Delhi and Mumbai. Men and 
women as well as those who identify as gay, lesbian or 
bisexual. Predictably, these interviews revealed that  
those work in or study fashion had slightly more informed 
responses. Brands like Jaywalking, Jordans and Huemn 
(neither luxury nor bridge to luxury) kept coming up as 
successful brands among them and their peers. The  
other set comprised of people not directly associated  
with fashion but who find inspiration from social media 
and make an active effort to curate their wardrobes. 
Everyone we spoke to was very conscious of dressing 
admitting that they often discussed trends with their 
friends as well. While luxury to all those interviewed here 
 is more about travel, experience and home décor, in 
fashion they prefer subdued logos and personalisation. 
Finding brands and trends through social media and 
online shopping is their go to way. According to AOA 
findings 72% of Gen Z respondents said they had shopped 
for luxury online during COVID-19 compared to 67% and 
69% of  Gen Y and Gen X. 

The questions put to them here for this report followed 
the broader interview model of the survey. What luxury 

Subdued logos, smaller weddings, travel and  
experience over fashion. A majority do not  

associate luxury with Indian designers.
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meant to them, did they aspire for it or pursued it 
through fashion or travel. Also, if it extended to fine 
dining and lifestyle choices. Sustainability found its way 
in too as did the ethical matrix of a brand. While the 
AOA 2022 study clearly indicates the inclination of Gen 
Z respondents towards climate change sensitivity, in 
this array of testimonies we found that while they are 
curious, most Gen Z shoppers do not make an active 
effort outside what social media throws at them. Some 
also presume that if a brand is luxe, it must have done 
its due diligence on supply chain transparency to reach 
its position in the market. 

Indian couturier Sabyasachi Mukherjee came up 
as the only Indian luxury designer this cohort had 
heard of. Even so, very few aspire to wear his clothes 
and jewellery. No other Indian designer they claim 
speaks to the Gen Z mood. Clearly there is a misfiring 
going on between social media posts of several Indian 
brands and the fact that most Gen Z shoppers spend 
7-8 hours a day online. Most remain clueless on what 
Indian luxury means beyond wedding wear. Most 
who aspire to own luxury don’t want token products 
or logos: they want every aspect of their life to reflect 
a luxe aesthetic. Interestingly, none want a traditional 
big fat Indian wedding—they favour small but 
personalised and curated destination wedding. 
All interviewees voted mostly against logos and  
placed travel and experience above fashion apparel. 

Tanay Parulekar, 19, Mumbai

Bachelors in Engineering 

“Bollywood/movie idols and their logos have 
become irrelevant to my generation. For us luxury 
is defined more by the lifestyles of people online 
and not just influencers but streamers like OTV 
& Friends. I don’t even consider owning branded 
clothes a luxury, I would rather travel and truly 
get to know a place by spending time with the 
people, collecting art, watching plays and learning 
skills from there. I have just started to explore my 
aesthetic, so for me luxury fashion is not about 
famous names that are set in their ways. It is about 
a designer that appeals to the Gen Z mood and is 
creating something experimental and unique–if 
they are well known then that is a plus. It is also 
about a brand that is mindful in its creation and 
tells us the truth about how its products 
are made.” 
 
Shreyas Isaac, 21, Bengaluru

Masters in International Relations

“My understanding of luxury is very different 
from that of my parents or the generation before. 
For me it is travelling and exploring a place to its 
fullest, dining with curated menus, engaging in 
immersive experiences, owning limited edition 
Jordans, Armani clothing, Ferrari merchandise, 
and the Apple ecosystem. For them it was owning 
a smartphone and a car–those are necessities 
for us today. To be honest I do not think of Indian 
brands as luxury, even the ones that are supposed 
to be well-known. In my mind luxury comes from 
global recognition and heritage, if I’m wearing 
a Rolex watch people instantly recognise it as a 
status symbol.”

Shreya Ravi, 20, Bengaluru

Bachelors in Law

“I have grown up dreaming of a life of luxury 
and it does not stop at luxe clothing. I want 
curated dining, extravagant travel plans and 
tasteful decor. I think decor is very important in 
representing a luxurious lifestyle and I would not 
compromise on it. In terms of luxury fashion, my 
first big buy will be a bag or shoes–mostly from 
Gucci. However, once I have at least one classic, I 

Testimonies
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would be interested in exploring new-age luxury 
designers who are lesser known and are creating 
experimental silhouettes.” 

Shachi Ankolekar, 22, Mumbai 

Graphic design and visual communication 
student, freelance tattoo artist

“For me luxury is defined by quality, heritage and 
recognition so I would be skeptical buying from 
a lesser-known luxury designer. I can only justify 
spending that kind of money if the brand is well 
recognised. As an adult, my understanding of 
luxury is better informed but I am drawn to Dior 
and Prada for decades of heritage and creating 
quality-first products that remain timeless. I do 
not research a brand’s moral and sustainable 
practices before buying from them but I shop 
scantily so luxury fashion makes sense to me. I 
wanted a Dior bag for a long time but instead of 
buying it in leather, I got one in canvas and that 
feels better. I am also interested in plant-based 
leather bags and am looking forward to more 
mycelium fashion products—I would invest in 
those without feeling too bad.”

Danish Shariff, 22, Bengaluru

TSB Bank employee, applicant for a Masters in 
Luxury Brand Management 
 
“The old school aesthetic that Louis Vuitton or 
Burberry promote does not attract me. I would 
never wear a belt with an LV logo–I am into hype 
style and when I own luxury it will reflect that. So 
the Dior x Jordans collaboration, Supreme and 
Balenciaga drip and Kanye’s (West) style, with 
these it is not just about the logos but about 
attaining that vibe. The only Indian luxury designer 
I know of is Sabyasachi and that too for weddings. 
I do not know anyone creating luxury streetwear 
in India, the closest to that is Jaywalking. If there 
are luxury designers why do we never hear about 
them or see them on our social media feeds 
despite spending so much time online?” 

Gen Z’s Spontaneous Association with Luxury 

Most Gen Z associate luxury with travel and lifestyle above fashion 
apparel. Preference of personalised, purpose-led experiences over 
expensive, extravagant travel is visible.

Open-ended Responses 

Campaign shot of Jaywalking
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Interiors
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EXHIBIT 17
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Aditya Goyal, 22, Bengaluru

Athlete, state level cricket player 

“For me luxury is about owning the good things 
in life: a great car, decent collection of watches 
and fragrances, an expansive wardrobe, travelling 
the world and building my own mansion, like the 
one Drake has. Recently my (male) friends and 
I have started experimenting with jewellery, so 
I think eventually accessorising with gold rings 
and chains instead of knock-offs too. It is funny 
because my father has always been into luxury 
but for him it stops at expensive watches, for me 
it is about the entire lifestyle. If I am being honest, 
when I buy luxury I would prefer it if it carried the 
logo subtly–definitely not on a belt or all over the 
shirt–but still present. Unless it is something iconic 
like Jordan’s, those you recognise instantly by 
the style alone.” 

Kamakshi Kochhar, 21, Gurugram

Consultant at Deloitte

“I wish I could say I researched a brand’s moral 
and ethical practices before buying from them 
but presently I do not. I also think when brands 
like Gucci, Chanel and Dior become as big as they 
are today, if they were doing something terrible 
it would come out. Established brands become 
what they are because they gain trust and carry 

heritage over decades. That is the kind of luxury 
I would put my money into. I would definitely 
prefer to stay in luxury resorts when I travel  
instead of smaller homestays or hostels. And 
I am sure I want a big fat Punjabi wedding 
with a Manish Malhotra or Sabyasachi outfit 
colour coordinated with the groom, a beautiful 
destination and personalised decor.”

Dhwani Paradia, 22, Mumbai

Fashion Design student, also runs an Instagram 
clothing shop  

“Anything luxe is an immersive experience for 
me, whether it is staying at a luxury resort while 
travelling or buying a Birkin bag. For example, 
when you buy a Sabyasachi sari, you do not 
just get the outfit but also the experience of 
unpacking it from that beautiful embossed box 
carrying the Bengal tiger as the logo–those little 
things matter a lot. A luxury product makes me 
feel special, even if it sounds materialistic,  
I love that not every second person would have 
the same thing. I think having a lot of people at 
weddings is a waste of money. I would rather 
spend on the destination, outfit and jewellery”. 

Ranked in Order of Most Important to Least Important-Top 2 Box

Key Drivers Across Generations 

For Gen Zs, it is about creating memorable brand experiences through storytelling and experiential retail.

Darshita Goyal is presently pursuing a masters in 
Arts and Lifestyle Journalism at University of the 
Arts London. 
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GEN Z FINDINGS 
IN AOA 2022      

Brand name and logo are the currency of 
building and asserting their identity. They believe 
that the brands they associate with hold them 
to better standards and celebrity association 
adds more value. Sustainability is a default 
narrative and is subsumed in brand trust.

The generation is shaped by evolved mindsets 
towards luxury as they grew up in affluent 
households. Coupled with modern Indian 
narratives of pride, there is a rediscovery of 
Indian fusion luxury.

Identified as real drivers of the category with 
their overbearing influence on Gen X, their 
parents and financial decision makers of today. 

*Drive the online segment and set out clear 
expectations that brands have to abide by  
or get cancelled - from easy and unique 
experiences which are custom tailored rather 
than mass produced, to a more equitable, 
conscious and greener world, the onus is on 
brands to transform not just their products.

*Infinite scrolling on social media with infinite 
content becomes an exploration to discover 
new products that resonate with them – with 
celebrities, influencers, designers & experts as 
their role models that drive purchase. 

Luxury Purchase Parameters Across Generations

Infinite scrolling with infinite content becomes an exploration to discover 
new products that resonates with Gen Z.

Ranked in Order of Most Important to Least Important-Top 2 Box

Gen XGen YGen Z
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It’s a Wrap: AOA 2022
At A Glance 

Shifts in culture, economics, sociology, 
a palpable movement beyond sharp 
gender divides of the past towards 
an unambiguous acceptance of fluid 
genders and a rejection of former 
stereotypes. A mouthful? AOA 2022 
brings us India’s New, New Man. In 
temperament, style and aspiration, 
seen here through the male shopper, 
emergent, bold, big on style. An 
indication of a significant if small 
societal shift (see page 32). If there is 
a Person of the Match in this survey, it 
is the man. 57% men claim that their 
fashion spend (apparel, accessories  
and other components) has increased. 
 9 out of 10 men say they spend 30% 
of their overall budget on fashion  
products which is similar to women.
From buying as much as women in 
terms of quantity, frequency, variety,  
to being label and trend conscious;  
even wanting to find personal stylists 
and invest in wardrobes, this is the  
most nuanced and exceptional finding 
of the survey. The top 5 on Ajio Luxe’s list  
of 100 top customer profiles are men.

Luxury paradigm overall is 
driven by Value and Individuality 
followed by brand name and 
logo. Assertion of Identity through 
luxury shopping is related to self-
assertion and articulation instead 
of traditional notions of marking 
status through wealth or social 
territory. People choose purchases 
on the basis of individual 
choices, not herd mentality. 
Personalisation and customisation 
reflect everywhere. Affluence is 
a restorative idea more than a 
competitive one.

Non-metros are close on the 
heels of metros in terms of luxury 
buying with online shopping 
having added to the elasticity 
and variety of their shopping 
experience. Outstandingly, 
larger sections of those surveyed 
in non-metros also showed 
consciousness towards style, 
trendiness and sustainability 
compared to metros.

2 out of 3 among the affluent 
(as identified in AOA 2022) claim 
that they had shopped online for 
luxury for the first time during 
COVID-19 restrictions. Online 
shopping is a big wave but the 
generation that shops most online 
is Gen Z. This finding is consistent 
among genders as well as in 
metros versus non-metros. Overall 
though, online shopping even 
for most expensive products is 
welcome and exciting. Consumers 
prefer personalised curation of 
their favourite goods online, direct 
selling initiatives, catalogues on 
WhatsApp, quick exchanges and 
reliable home deliveries.

01 02 03 04

MAN
AFFLUENCE

WHY WE BUY 
LUXURY

NEW CENTRES 
OF WEALTH

ONLINE 
SHOPPING

57% 76% 65% 2 out of 3 
Men claim that their fashion 
spend has increased.
As per the RBL data, men’s  
brand portfolio saw 46%  
growth in 2021 compared to 
2019. For women, it was 14%.  

Invest in luxury brands that 
depict their sense of style over
26% who still see luxury as a 
means of social assertion.

Of non-metro residents  
buy luxury on regular  
basis vs 53% in metros.

Among the affluent had 
shopped luxury online 
for the first time during 
COVID-19 restrictions.

What Makes a Brand
Consumers now expect more from brands in terms of meaning, responsibility for people, authenticity, climate consciousness. 

They also expect seamless cross-channel conveniences expecting to tear down the difference between offline and online.
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Shefalee Vasudev is an author and journalist  
and the editor-in-chief of The Voice of Fashion. 

Payal Arora is a consumer research and 
insights manager at Reliance Brands Limited.  

Offline stores are not going away 
anywhere. Across age groups, 
categories and cities, people 
say they miss going out in 
general and even more for luxury 
shopping as it is something they 
share with friends and family. 
They outstandingly miss physical, 
in-store experiences of the 
pampered personal touch which 
comes through offline buying. 
Online shopping and a variety of 
tech experiences spurred by the 
pandemic have not erased the 
matter and might of the mall  
and the market.

AOA 2022 studied respondents 
in the 18-35 age group in six cities 
of India, with the considered 
intent of studying this segment as 
luxury buyers and aspirants. What 
comes out in the findings, syncs 
with socio-cultural insights and 
reporting from across the world. 
Gen Z emerges as an identifiable 
consumer segment but do not 
follow the historical pattern of 
luxury buyers in other generations. 
They buy more online, are more 
persuaded by social media 
influencers, are clear about
climate change commitments 
and sustainability. Logos do 
not matter as much to them as 
functionality, ease, personalisation 
and distinctive products.

In the broader re-evaluation of 
luxury and its drivers, consumers 
no longer indulge in blind fan 
following of celebrities. Bollywood 
stars matter but they don’t make 
or break a brand anymore. And 
while the influencing orbit now 
includes those called “Influencers” 
on social media, respondents 
of AOA 2022 place them at the 
bottom of the ranking hierarchy 
when asked about key drivers 
behind luxury purchases. Only 
50% of those in non-metros say 
they look for celebrity brands 
endorsements before making 
luxury purchases, while only 37% 
in metros said the same. The lure 
of celebrities endorsing luxury 
brands once the highlight of 
marketing campaigns has ebbed 
in the last few years, the pandemic 
notwithstanding.

Uncertainty, Foreboding, Soul 
Searching during the pandemic 
led to valuing of home spaces. 
It changed the category map of 
luxury and affluence. Skincare, 
wellness, nutrition, COVID-19 
vaccination status, sleep and 
exercise monitors matter as much 
as personal luxury goods, travel 
and cars. While there was an 
initial slowing down in shopping, 
retail picked up by late 2020 
hitting a peak in 2021 even above 
pre-pandemic levels. Technology, 
beauty (wellness and skincare), 
home décor—the three 
biggest shifts.

05 07 08

BRICK & MORTAR,
THE REAL COMEBACK

GEN Z AS A 
VIABLE MARKET

INFLUENCER
ORBIT

PSYCHO-FINANCIAL
CROSSROADS

26% 58%52%65%
Gen Z spontaneously 
associate luxury with travel 
and hospitality followed by
21% who associate luxury  
with fashion and apparel.

Agree that they have spent 
more on tech products 
to curate a futuristic 
entertainment experience 
while being stuck at home. 

Respondents keep  
celebrity endorsements  
and influencers in top 2  
ranks for key drivers  
behind brand affinity.

Of those shopping  
online mention that  
they are eagerly waiting  
for stores to open.
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“Creating Affluence 
is About Patience and 
Flawless Execution”
Darshan Mehta on crafting the many rungs of the ladder 
in the big business of fashion, luxury and design in India.

Darshan Mehta 

President and Managing 
Director, Reliance 
Brands Limited.

President and Managing Director of Reliance 
Brands Limited (RBL), Darshan Mehta 
is not a manifestation of a “type” in the 
Indian fashion and luxury business. To 

f ind Mehta’s type, you must f ind your way back to 
him in one of his corner off ices which express the 
lexicon of his aesthetic. And power. Where books and 
handcrafted carpets, sleek furniture and art relate 
to the conversations he places centrestage. Those 
who know Mehta as the head of the RBL empire with 
55-plus luxury and premium brands brought to the 
country including recent partnerships within the 
Indian fashion landscape—often speak of him as a 
ref ined business mind. Strategic, prudent. He is all of 
that, but the real Mehta, alongside the mechanics of 
business strategy, is about sharp intuitiveness. 

Since he resolutely keeps himself in the bay of 
observation, his sweep of insights brings up the 
building block, the thorn, the gem, the voice, the 
leader, the anecdote, the recruit, the partnership. 
And thus good business. In interviews, quite 
unintentionally, the person and the professional 
in him take turns to make conversation. The 
professional expresses without doubt what he wants 
and how he achieves it. The person then gives away 
the fact that he sees glamour and money but what 
draws him is neither money nor glamour but the 
scent of something big. That has potential to become 
bigger. Good with numbers but perhaps better with 
risk taking, he speaks with the same alacrity about 
his love for fashion, his Paul & Shark linen shirts, his 
next hiking trip as the next business acquisition. 

Here, he delves into the painstaking business of 
affluence, leadership that is tuned to listening and 
strategy that takes the pressure off numbers while 
keeping the score high for value. 
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On The Affluence of Luxury

From the arrival and existence of luxury in five star 
hotels to the first luxury mall (in 2008, when DLF 
Emporio opened its doors) to now, the theatre of 
luxury has changed 360 degrees. Over the years, 
the pre-sales, after-sales experiences continued to 
evolve to get closer to the global benchmark. The 
needle also continued to move on the narrative 
and storytelling in stores. Ten years after that phase 
in India, a kind of democratisation of luxury has 
seeped through. In the mindset of the consumer, 
the association between a product and its price has 
shifted. Even five years back, ₹50,000 for a dress 
or a handbag was considered a very high amount. 
People would weigh options, discuss with friends 
or a spouse before making the decision to buy. 
Now, there is a clear elasticity between a product 
priced at ₹40,000 and at ₹50,000. It doesn’t merit 
a thought process in the mind of an affluent buyer. 
That’s how affluence has crept in. A branded polo 
shirt, a hoodie or a sweatshirt from a luxury brand is 
grab and go for a large volume of people. 

Among the factors that has aided this mindset 
shift is the smartphone and the readiness of the 
consumer to spend upwards of ₹60,000 every year 
or two on flipping a phone. It helps denominate the 
price value equation of spending to other 
categories in shopping.

The other influencing factor is international travel. 
I see a direct correlation between the exposure 
people get when they travel abroad and spending 
at home. Once you spend $800 on something you 
like and sometimes more than $200 for a meal or 
one experience, then, spending ₹30,000 for three 
shirts back in India becomes an extension of that 
same mindset. It doesn’t hurt that much. 

On The Rise of Personal Style 

It has become important for a majority of people 
to create their own signature of fashion. They use 
brands to serve that larger purpose instead of 
buying brands to flaunt wealth as was the case 
earlier. Brands are clearly subservient to this larger 
pursuit of individuality in lifestyle. I think men and 
women both are getting trendier. But I like to make 
a distinction between brands and trends. I often 
observe customers aged 50-plus at a store like 
Zegna for instance, buying shoes or sneakers. When 
you prod them about their purchase, you realise 
they are looking for sneakers that are trendy but 
not over the top. Same with denim. While denim is 

a trend, a certain segment of customers is looking 
for rinse-washed jeans instead of the distressed 
varieties. So they come looking for Armani jeans or 
Zegna jeans knowing they will find what they are 
looking for.  

On the other hand, the logo serves a purpose too. 
That’s why people look for trendy items at luxury 
stores. Did they suddenly decide that sneakers or 
jeans are more comfortable? Clearly there is the 
sway of an underlying trend. 

Overall, besides trend assimilation, customers 
also enjoy the evolving story telling in luxury stores. 
Earlier, a sales person talking about a brand or a 
product was seen as a sales push. Now though, 
storytelling is a welcome part of the ritual and of the 
theatre of shopping. In reality too, storytelling has 
changed enormously. It is informed and engaging 
regardless of what the customer ends up buying or 
not. This has altered customer engagement. One of 
the reasons why sales at Burberry stores in India are 
split 50:50 between men and women is because of 
the brand’s narrative and storytelling. Everywhere 
else in the world, Burberry sales are skewed towards 
women, they form up to 70% of total sales. 

On Building a Luxury Empire 

Over the last 10 years, at RBL, we have had at least 
some rounds of conversations with the top hundred 
and more brands in the world. Even if it is just to 
make an acquaintance and say hello. It has given us 
in-depth insights about the business. 

We also have the ability to pick out cool. 
Significant at a time when thanks to digital 
commerce, there is virtually no difference between 
what one can buy abroad compared to what’s 
available in India. I am constantly asked when 
we will launch brands like Supreme, Off-White, 
A-Cold-Wall—that are available on platforms like 
MyTheresa, Net-a-Porter and have stoked desire 
and curiosity among the young affluent here. 

There is also our ability to heat map and test the 
market. D2C and pop-up have become popular 
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formats. Earlier it used to be retail and wholesale 
but where luxury brands were concerned, they 
were too high up in the chain to even consider 
e-commerce. Now D2C through online is proven 
as a discovery process. When we convey back to 
brands that we have unique pop-up only store 
(like The White Crow at Jio World Drive, Mumbai 
and other cities), they are enthralled. Including 
brands like Dsquared2, Stella McCartney, Paige. 
These pop-ups then become a runway into 
the market. 

On Choosing Business Leaders

Our organisation is the kind of place where you 
get extreme right brain people. Who want to 
design and do creative work. Often they believe 
they are creating luxury for the Indian market, 
but we are after all, a trading company. We sell 
luxury, we don’t create it. On the other hand 
there are extreme left brain people who seek 
newer challenges in the corporate world. Our 
best business leaders though are those who 
can toggle between the two. Who have good 
analytical skills and can put together a business 
plan, intake and exit margins, calculate corporate 
overheads, understand numbers. The idea of 
recruiting left brain people and helping them 
develop some right brain capacities is a little 
more difficult than the other way round. So my 
ideal candidate is a person in between. 

The third crucial skill is pure leadership. It is 
about being a good listener instead of someone 
impatient with too many motor muscle 
movements, who listen only waiting to interrupt. 
So while analysing leadership skills, I often look for 
a good listener. At RBL we have spent a lot of time 
and effort on developing interviewing techniques. 
There is a lot of human skill in the recruitment 
market but to take that to the advantage of the 
company requires talent assessment. A good 
assessor of talent is a good leader. Once among 
us, people also see a lot of conversations on 
acquisition, analysis, business growth, how we 
assess and give feedback. 

On Recruiting the Right Staff in Stores 

In newer businesses where I still get involved, 
I often tell the business team, that it is the store 
staff who pay our salaries. If they are in customer 
delight, we are fine. I believe it is important never 
ever to talk to store heads about targets. Target 
is an outcome. We must train them to focus on 

what’s in their control, factors like upselling, cross 
selling, mystery shopper scores. I also place a lot of 
value on brand and person fitment. For instance, 
Tiffany&Co. and Kate Spade are both beautiful 
brands but they are not interchangeable. The same 
person may not fit into both equally well. You may 
be surprised that a store can lose or gain up to 30% 
sales because of the right or wrong leadership. 

Once a team is recruited, we help groom them. 
Beyond that we have the osmosis rub off or what’s 
called “training the trainer”. The more successful 
store managers are invited to train newer sales 
staff. At our organisational hangouts, I make 
sure store staff is recognised. We look for cross 
cultural insights and create conversations on store 
leaderships. Selling an expensive pair of denim is 
after all very different from selling an expensive  
bag at Tory Burch or a pair of earrings at Tiffany&Co. 

On Strategy, Instinct and Patience 

I do not want to undermine strategy which of 
course is important in picking the right brand. 
But 70-80% of building a luxury empire is about 
patience and execution. Like what we are doing 
with Satya Paul for instance. Luxury takes time 
to build. It also requires flawless execution in a 
repetitive way. It is about getting the right farmers 
than the big hunters. Historically, it was farmers 
who had most patience, the hunters got bored very 
easily. In the farmer-hunter narrative, this company 
values farmers. If you can surround yourself with 
farmers you will always have food on the table. 

Interviewed by Shefalee Vasudev 

The White Crow, Jio World Drive, Mumbai
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The first time wealthy, high-salaried 
individuals who buy with cheques, credit 
cards or via bank transfers could inflect 
India’s spending behaviour.

Rise of the Gold 
Collar Consumer
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Arun Janardhan

W hen Oberoi Udaivilas opened 
 two decades ago in Udaipur, 
eight per cent of the occupants 
were Indians, the rest foreigners.  

By the time Kapil Chopra, then the president  
of the Oberoi Group, quit the company in 2018,  
the Indian occupancy at the luxury hotel  
was at 52%. 

Chopra gives out the occupancy statistics as 
a way to measure the changing consumption 
habits in India, particularly for luxury. The founder 
of The Postcard Hotel says that when they started 
Postcard, high-end did not necessarily mean 
legacy money. Postcard was created for the 
category of people who earn ₹1-5 crore a year, 
want to soak in a destination and seek a  
different experience. These clients tend to be  
from the world of arts, movies, CEOs of their  
own companies, founders of startups, and  
techies among others—not just traditional 
business families. 

While blue collared workers were a product 
of industrialisation—moving from farms to 
factories—and white collared workers emerged in 
the 20th century, modern corporations brought in 
the ‘gold-collar’ workers. Highly skilled, armed with 
post graduate degrees in sciences, management 
and finance, they not only contribute heavily to 
the country’s economy, but also take home eight-

figure annual pay packages that were unimaginable 
a few years ago. Professionals who began to pay 
for luxury goods or experiences through cheques, 
online bank transfers, credit cards or online bank 
transfers even if they were EMIs, all forms of traceable 
payments instead of stashes of cash earlier associated 
with India’s luxury buyers. This group, also contributes 
to surging requests for exclusive memberships to 
private clubs in the country and travel destinations 
abroad that inflect away from the most popular  
spots yet offer distinction for a steep price. 
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The Mid-Day newspaper recently 
cited a report from McKinsey that 
says compared to China with 1.6 
million households which can 
afford luxury, India has 1.5 million 
households—a significant number. 
According to the Knight Frank 
Wealth Report 2021, in 2020, India 
had 3.50 lakh HNWIs (high-net-
worth individuals–with a net worth 
of over $1 million including primary 
residence), which will grow to 6.11 
lakh by 2025. Those with wealth 
over $30 million are considered  
as ultra HNWIs.

The two-year pandemic, 
which included a few lockdowns, 
changed shopping habits. 
India’s richest people more than 
doubled their fortunes during 
this time, according to Oxfam 
India Inequality Kills report of 
2022. People who could not travel 
during the pandemic spent more 
time shopping, usually online. 
There was a substantial disposal 
income at hand, which could be 
directed towards luxury buying. 

Ariff Bham, Business Manager 
at Reliance Brands Ltd. (RBL), says 
there is a definitive but possibly 
temporary shift where customers 
are not citing international prices 
while making purchases at their 
luxury brands. 

The New Consumer 

While this high-spending 
consumer existed in India 
for a long time—lawyers, 
pilots, engineers, doctors and 
consultants—they were and are 
a negligible segment comprising 
the top of the corporate ladder. 
It’s a segment where credit 
card companies focus on. Not 
surprisingly, spends via premium 
and super premium cards too 
show a post-pandemic surge.

Shipra Baranwal, Director of 
Client Experience at Waterfield 
Advisors, brackets the term 
luxury into two: emotional and 
physical, with the former based 
on experiences such as travel and 
entertainment. She remembers 
when the music band U2 were 
touring for the 30th anniversary 
celebrations of their album The 
Joshua Tree, there was a massive 
demand for tickets from India for 
the show at Croke Park, Dublin. 

“It’s also a segment that’s not 
flimsy about money. They will not 
spend it anywhere—there has 
to be value in it,” says Baranwal. 
So travel would be to places like 
Maldives where costs include 
boats or helicopter to the island 
and experiences are on spas, 
snorkelling etc. 

The Road to Luxury 

Starts from Home(s)

Not all ‘gold collar’ consumers 
exhibit the same behaviour—
real estate is considered the 
leading category followed by 
travel, consumer goods such as 
handbags and watches. “There is 
an Indian culture of having a home 
you own, which takes priority over 
anything else,” says Bham. “Most 
gold collar consumers would want 
two homes: primary and the other 
for holiday.”

Any tourist to North Goa in the 
last two years would have noticed 
the explosion of constructions in 
the region, the state’s enviable 
green mass and clean air slowly 
replaced by earth movers and 
dust. Premier builders like Vianaar 
have acquired properties all 
around building vacation homes 
for young people—who have 
change to spare—that includes in-
house teams managing rental and 
Airbnb possibilities for the owners.
There is also a lot of interest in the 
investment migration programme, 
getting residency to another 
country through real estate, for the 
sake of a better lifestyle, education 
for children and protecting 
the family’s interests. With the 

The high-spending 
consumer is a segment 
credit card companies 
focus on. Not surprisingly, 
spends via premium 
and super premium 
cards show a post-
pandemic surge.

West Elm Store, Jio World Drive, Mumbai
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golden visa programme for the 
European Union—Portugal being 
a particularly popular choice—one 
could get a residency card for 
about ₹3 crore. 

Distance Sales, Deal  

Seekers and More 

How much disposable income 
is set aside for luxury spending 
depends in part on geography, 
says Bham, giving the example 
of Mumbai which requires higher 
savings for real estate as opposed 
to Bengaluru. “On a monthly basis, 
a typical gold-collar consumer 
will have a lakh set aside for this 
expenditure, excluding planned 
purchases for a luxury car and 
other stuff. If he/she does not 
buy something this month, they 
will probably use accumulation 
mathematics and save up.”

Bham classifies consumer 
behaviour post-Covid-19 into a few 
broad categories. The “WhatsApp 
Distance Sales addict,” has a lot 
of time on his/her hands, checks 
with stores for product details, 
features, benefits, new product 
drops etc. and shops frequently on 
a whim. The “domestic traveller” 
goes to bigger cities which has 
the stores he/she desires, like 
Delhi getting visitors from Jaipur, 
Lucknow, Kanpur and the North 
East of India. The “deal seeker” 
waits for discounts, usually cites 
international prices as benchmark 
and refuses to pay more than 
what they believe it costs abroad 
“as a matter of principle”. 

“This lot does shop online,” says 
Baranwal, “and is tech friendly. 
Offline happens for items difficult 
to find in the primary market.”

Bimal Sharma, the head of 
Retail, Advisory & Transactions 
Services at CBRE South Asia, says 
this section is more aware, seek 
comfort and convenience from 
the brand they are using, further 

driving the e-commerce demand 
for most purchases. 

Another market helping the 
growth of the luxury e-commerce, 
he adds, is ease-of-access it offers 
to high-income individuals in 
Tier-2/3 cities. “Historically, these 
customers would have to travel 
to larger cities within India or 
internationally to get access to 
luxury brands, but thanks to 
brands expanding their digital 
presence, individuals are able 
to shop for these goods from 
wherever they are.”

Valuing High Value 

The fact that the ‘gold collar’ 
consumer has disposable 
income, are willing to spend and 
experiment, allows for the Indian 
economy to evolve and for made-
in-India luxury to blossom. The 
Postcard Hotel is an example, as 
expenses on health and wellness 
increase even among young 
people. “The primary market is 
the gold-collar,” says Baranwal. “In 
terms of what it means for India—
it’s great. These are early adopters. 
They would spend on what’s high 
value.” “If this generation did not 
exist,” admits Chopra, “I would not 
have created Postcard in India.  
I could not do it in 2010, for 
instance because the market  
was not there.”

This business was created for 
that customer, he says. Those 
who are discerning, will not 
follow norms—the first wealthy 
generation. “The consumer has 
changed now, willing to spend on 
experiences, instead of 15 years 
ago, when they wanted to spend 
out of India. At Postcard, we have 
anytime check-in check-out, any-
time breakfast. For instance, we 
serve only craft beer—no other 
kind of beer. Residents feel like 
they are legacy rich. We give them 
a private jet experience even when 

they are flying business,” he says. 
Their regular clients are in the 

age group of 35-55, savvy on social 
media which allows the brand to 
save on traditional advertising. 

Technology and the internet 
have made the world a smaller 
place. Consumers from smaller 
towns may know what the latest 
fashion trends are just by following 
Kendall Jenner on Instagram. Their 
definition of what’s luxury evolves, 
even if it starts from a Coach bag 
and goes on to a Louis Vuitton. 

“It’s just not about going to a 
fancy place—that may have been 
an initial definition for luxury—
but it’s the ability to be able to 
talk about it. That’s a large part of 
it,” says Baranwal. “For example, 
there is an increasing demand 
for whisky and I don’t think that 
segment is now restricted to 
Scotch-equals-Scotland. There  
is a demand for Japanese,  
because the buyers want to  
show it off in a subtle way. As  
you start using money, how you 
define luxury changes.” 

Frequent travellers turned  
to e-commerce during 
the pandemic.

Real estate is followed by 
travel and consumer goods as 
leading gold collar categories. 

Disposable income set aside 
for luxury expense is also 
geography dependant.

Luxury e-commerce’s ease of 
access adds to the business 
from Tier-2/3 cities.

Technology and the internet
 have made luxury buying 
more accessible. 

 

TOP TAKEAWAYS

Arun Janardhan is a  
freelance writer-editor  
based in Mumbai and partner 
at The Production House.
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Manoj Adlakha

Life and Business:
All Cards on 
the Table

G lobally, brands have moved beyond the 
traditional methodology of segmenting 
consumer base by income and age alone. 
They are embracing psychographic 

segmentation, which is based on consumer lifestyle 
preferences and needs. 

There is a shift in the lifestyles and expectations of 
consumers where they are living hybrid lives—life and 
business being increasingly interconnected. There is a 
transformation in people’s relationships with work. How 
they choose to earn a living, pursue their passions and 
move seamlessly between life and business is changing.

People are living diverse, vibrant, and layered lives. 
For example, their lives are busy and frenetic, they 
don’t necessarily do a 9-5 job and they value human 
connections and experiences over things.

The Fine Interconnects Between Life and Work 

American Express backs its customers in life and 
business by supporting their interconnected business 
and personal lives. Our customers are people with drive 
and aspiration to get more from their lives and are willing 
to pay a premium for that. We call them People Going 
Places with Purpose – PGPs. 

They have strong passion-points, which f ind expression 
in the way they lead their lives. These consumers are high 
spenders whose purchase patterns are determined by 
their lifestyle, preferences and needs. They are astute 
and evolved.  

For them, the acquisition of luxury is no longer an 
occasion—it’s a given. They are driven by making every 
aspect of their lives extraordinary. They seek the best 
brands, quality, experiences and services. 

Duality without conflict, global and local, the ascent of 
affluence in India speaks of purpose driven, need-based 
spends as much as luxury as personal indulgence  
says Manoj Adlakha.

Senior Vice-president and 
Chief Executive Officer, 
American Express Banking 
Corp. India.
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We have seen that during their pursuit of 
a luxury lifestyle, they have not lost sight of 
who they are or where they come from. They 
celebrate the duality—and fusion—of global 
luxuries and indigenous Indian brands in 
their lifestyle. They are determined to stay 
rooted in the traditions and culture of India, 
stay connected to the larger community, 
including sharing the success through 
philanthropy. These consumers are focused 
on greater premium on value, derived from 
unique experiences and premium service. 

Service Diversity as Business Model 

Our business itself is hybrid and reflects 
the diversity of our customer base. Besides 
personal card members, we serve startups 
and entrepreneurs, mid-size businesses, large 
corporations and cater to consumers across 
all segments from Gen X to millennials and 
more, who have premium lifestyle aspirations 
and ambitions. 

We offer a range of premium products that 
come with special privileges, accelerated 
rewards, and extraordinary services like 
platinum concierge services, special offers 
from high-end brands, airline partners, hotels 
and complimentary access to premium 
airport lounges in over 130 countries. As 
a brand catering to premium lifestyle 
expectations, we are continually innovating 
and investing in capabilities and partnerships 
to enhance the experience of our consumers. 

We are driven by our commitment to 
deliver exceptional products, services and 
experiences to our customers. We value 
our strong customer relationships and are 
def ined by how well we take care of them.

Luxury as Achievement 

Instead of Inheritance 

Professionals or self-made business leaders, 
today’s consumers have risen in life the hard 
way. They have not necessarily inherited the 
luxury lifestyle and therefore they pursue 
luxury as a symbol of their success. They want 
the products and services they consume to 
reflect their achievements. They also place 
a greater premium on value; they look for a 
greater return on their investment. They want 

access to luxury goods and services at the same 
time as their counterparts the world over.

The more astute are looking for different 
things—giving rise to a fusion between global 
and ethnic trends. While brand value is 
important and they are splurging to acquire 
international brands, when it comes to 
celebrations, they take pride in Indian culture 
and traditions. As a result, India’s discerning 
consumers are blending local and global luxuries 
to create a distinctly unique lifestyle—one that is 
“ethnic chic”.

Pandemic Leanings 

The impact of the last two years of the pandemic 
is it has led consumers to base their purchasing 
decisions on factors beyond price and quality. 
Consumers are focusing more on need and 
purpose-driven spend. Ethical practices, 
transparency in value, sustainability, inclusion 
and diversity seem to be fundamentally shifting 
the paradigm in consumption in general and 
more specif ic to luxury.  

Some of the trends include consumers 
increasingly spending on need-based categories, 
like health insurance, online retail, OTT, digital 
entertainment, online education and utilities 
such as groceries, health and hygiene. 

Among American Express Card members,  
prior to the second wave of the pandemic, 
we were witnessing a return of pent-up travel 
demand through huge uptick in domestic travel. 
Flight bookings were limited as most Card 
members preferred to drive, but charter booking 

Nigella Lawson and Manoj Adlakha at an American Express event
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requests picked up in place of
 regular flights. 

There was a surge in occupancy in luxury 
hotels, and villas have become a preference 
so consumers can have the whole property to 
themselves. Bookings at f ine dining restaurants 
are high in demand and get sold out many days 
in advance unlike pre-pandemic. 

There is a high demand for luxury retail, 
which grew during the pandemic. More 
customers are spending on luxury retail 
merchants, f rom investing in art to limited 
edition shoes, bags, luxury watches etc.

One of our trend reports revealed that Indian 
consumers are investing more time and money 
on their physical and mental health to combat 
the toll COVID-19 has taken on their well-being. 
About 85% surveyed Indian consumers agree 
that they are spending more on wellness 
compared to previous years. They also indicated 
that they are spending more on natural 
vitamins and supplements (59%), organic food 
(58%) and in-home f itness equipment (56%).  

Implications for the Marketplace 

Discerning consumers have no compunction 
about cost when it comes to acquiring “the 
best”. However, a brand must not fail to deliver 
on any aspect of its promise. Today’s consumers 
look for luxury in every aspect of their lives—
from car services to cosmetics and household 
furnishings to dining out.

Providers today need to look at new ways 
to offer luxurious experiences even in the 
seemingly mundane. Fiercer competition is  
not on the horizon, it’s here. Indian consumers 
are looking for cutting-edge products and 
services to put them a step ahead of their 
peers. Trendsetting products or services, 
innovations that create talk-value will win big.

International brands must strive to 
understand Indian culture and customs to 
enhance their relationship-building efforts. 
This will shorten the distance between new 
introductions and a sense of familiarity in the 
marketplace and earn consumers’ respect.

As told to Arun Janardhan
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Sohini Dey 

Despite soaring prices and turbulent global events, 
jewellery is still going strong as consumers  
identify it as a key signifier of luxury.

The Growing
Value of Shine

The Indian consumer’s love for jewellery draws from 
a long sartorial history, marked by centuries of royal 
patronage in traditional craftsmanship, colossal 
gemstones and unique designs. Where else would 

one find designs like a pair of Mughal spectacles studded with 
diamonds and emeralds, which were auctioned by Sotheby’s 
in October 2021 or designs like Maharaja Bhupinder Singh’s 
Patiala necklace, created by Cartier in 1928 using 2,930 diamonds 
including a 234-carat yellow De Beers diamond in the centre? 

Over a century later, Cartier became one of the many 
international jewellery brands to set up its retail presence in 
India. Jewellery is a huge market in the country, both in terms of 
domestic retail and exports. According to the India Brand Equity 
Foundation, gold and diamond trade contributed 7.5% to India’s 
Gross Domestic Product (as of February 2021). While the sector 
saw a dip in sales during the pandemic, as consumers saw little 
value in conspicuously valuable purchases, it is steadily finding 
takers again. According to The Global Diamond Industry 2021-22 
report by Bain & Company, a 57% rise in weddings boosted the 
sales of bridal jewellery—which reportedly accounts for over 50% 
of all jewellery sales in India—in the latter half of last year. “The 
whole industry witnessed a very positive bounce-back, especially 
in the last quarter of 2021,” says Tarang Arora, creative director at 
the Jaipur-headquartered Amrapali Jewels, He adds that despite 
market fluctuations and rising prices of precious materials 
fuelled by high demand and short supply, the segment will 
not slow down. And if future figures are any indication, the IIJS 
Signature 2022 jewellery show (February 18-21) organised by the 
Gem & Jewellery Export Promotion Council (GJEPC), generated 
an estimated business of ₹5,000 crore.

Above: Campaign shot of Bvlgari Mangalsutra;
(top right) Sabyasachi Jewellery.  
Image Credit: Sabyasachi Jewellery
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Market Share and Pricing

According to the quantitative study under Atlas 
of Affluence 2022, jewellery is a direct signifier 
of luxury in everyday life, second only to high 
fashion—fine jewellery commanded 18% of luxury 
shopping budgets in 2021. It is not a surprising 
association in a category where sleek, everyday 
styles cost over a lakh and elaborate sets on an 
average between ₹20-40 lakh. Consumers are 
even willing to pay higher, as much as ₹60 lakh 
for a polki necklace or upwards of a crore for a pair 
of earrings featuring rare, specially 
sourced gemstones. 

Little wonder then that five Indian jewellery 
and watch companies made it to the Deloitte’s 
Top 100 Global Luxury Goods list: Titan Company 
Limited (Rank#28) which owns the jewellery 
brands Tanishq and Zoya, Kalyan Jewellers, PC 
Jewellers, Joyalukkas India and Tribhovandas 
Bhimji Zaveri. The average luxury goods annual 
sales for a Top 100 company was pegged at $2.2 
billion. In contrast to the retail chain model of 
these brands, India is also home to independent 
luxury labels such as the Jaipur-based Gem 
Palace, Amrapali, Kolkata-based jewellery 
designer Raj Mahtani and Bina Goenka.

Milan Chokshi, Convenor of GJEPC and founder 
of the Mumbai-based jewellery label Moksh, notes 
that while things are changing, there is a need for 
distinct product and service offering in the luxury 

category. Chokshi notes the need to align marketing, 
communication and other aspects of branding with 
product design to create an experience for which 
the customer is willing to pay higher. “For it to be 
really luxury, the consumer has to forget about the 
pricing some extent,” he adds, while stating that 
international jewellery brands are recognised by  
their meticulous branding and strategies  
like monogramming.

International jewellery brands are strengthening 
their offerings in India, in an effort to boost sales in 
a competitive market dominated by homegrown 
names. In September 2021, Italian watches and 
jewellery label Bvlgari, launched a mangalsutra as 
its first India-exclusive jewellery priced at ₹3,49,000. 
American jewellery label Tiffany&Co. which unveiled 
its first store in Delhi in January 2020 pivoted online 
during the pandemic, launching an e-commerce 
store for India last year, with product prices over  
₹51 lakh for a diamond-studded platinum and  
gold necklace among other assortments.
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The Rise and Rise 

of Gemstones

Diamonds, whose prices are 
steadily rising, have become 
integral to the design vocabulary 
of Indian jewellery. According 
to Bain & Co, diamond jewellery 
sales in India rose 16% in 2021, 
following a 25% drop in the year 
before. The report also cited 
increasing purchases in Tier 3-4 
cities citing people moving home 
“to accommodate lockdowns and 
work-from-home policies.”

Singular diamonds designs 
are greatly valued by consumers, 
observes Sachin Jain, Managing 
Director of De Beers India. “In the 
luxury Indian market, we have 
noticed that the purchase of large 
carat solitaire diamonds has risen 
dramatically and continues to 
be sought after by consumers 
seeking high end purchases,” he 
says. In March last year, Natural 
Diamond Council launched its first 
trend report for India, forecasting 
diamond-studded statement 
cuffs, shoulder dusters, gender-
fluid jewels and geometric designs 
as key trends. 

In tandem with gold and 
diamonds, prices of colour 
gemstones are also mounting. 
Pastel-hued gemstones such as 
morganites, opals, aquamarines 
and tourmalines emerged as 

popular fixtures at IIJS Signature, 
especially in bridal jadau jewellery, 
along with large-carat diamonds 
in fancy colours such as yellow 
and pink. 

But the clear winner in this 
category, says Arora, are emeralds. 
“We now have a very good supply 
of emeralds, and companies 
like Gemfields have regularised 
the supply chain—it is much 
more organised than other 
coloured stones segments,” he 
says, crediting this as the main 
reason for its popularity among 
manufacturers and retailers.

Personalisation is  

the New Black

Atlas of Affluence 2022 qualitative 
research shows a desire for 
jewellery that resonates with 
the wearer’s personality and 
taste. “There is an increased 
demand for personalisation—
it is not only about having a 
unique piece, but also finding a 
connection with the jewellery,” 
says Vivek Ramabhadran, founder 
of Gurugram-headquartered 
jewellery label Aulerth.

Arora echoes this sentiment, 
citing instances of clients who 
commission bespoke designs with 
the intention to be involved in the 
entire process of manufacturing—
from assessing the quality of 
gemstones at the sourcing stage 
to choosing from a selection of 
designs developed specifically 
for them in conversation with 
designers and artisans. “Personal 
visits, meeting karigars, seeing the 
process appeal to clients,” he says. 
“They want the story [behind the 
jewellery] and they want to be part 
of that story.” 

The personalised experience 
of buying jewellery is also a factor 
why shopping online remains 
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limited. Qualitative surveys 
under Atlas of Affluence 2022 
note lack of information in look 
and feel, sizing and suitability 
as key reasons. According to the 
findings, customers, especially 
Gen Y women in metros, choose 
at-home shopping provided 
by brands like Joyalukkas and 
Tanishq which extended the 
personalised experience during 
the pandemic. 

Investment versus 

Design Value

Investment value of jewellery 
remains imperative, yet there is 
a growing interest in the worth 
of design and craftsmanship. In 
an interview with The Voice of 
Fashion in 2020, couturier and 
jeweller Sabyasachi Mukherjee 
observed that using jewellery 
as means to hoard undeclared 
wealth led to the importance 
of resale and buyback value. “In 
contemporary times, people 
have started to understand 
the merit of clean money, and 
jewellery is slowly moving from 
investment to consumption,” he 
said. “While the price of jewellery 
is in part based on the precious 
material, the real value will now 
be added by the craftsmanship 
getting more and more rare,” he 
said. Mukherjee is slated to retail 
his store at Bergdof Goodman 
from July this year, following a 
collaborative popup with the 
New York luxury retailer in 2020.

Arora notes that jewellery is 
treated by a majority of retailers 
as commodity, a notion that also 
reflects in consumer expectation. 
“The good part with the price 
of jewellery is underlined by its 
commodity value [of precious 
metals and gemstones]—that is 
only likely to rise. The extra cost 

for karigari and design language 
is what need to be appreciated—
people are also learning that,”
he says. 

The Rise of ‘High’ 

Fashion Jewellery

Fine jewellery remains at the 
core of luxury, but the popularity 
of high fashion jewellery brands 
are creating an inflection point. 
Take for instance brands like 
Outhouse, Suhani Pittie or 
Aulerth. Suhani Parekh, founder 
of jewellery label Misho, whose 
stockists include platforms like 
Farfetch and MatchesFashion 
and designs spotted on 
celebrities like Lady Gaga and 
Adele, notes that innovative 
designs find popularity with 
consumers. “The emphasis is on 
design, message and ethos,”
she says. 

“For it to be really luxury, 
the consumer has to 
some extent forget 
about the pricing.”

MILAN CHOKSHI, Convenor 
of GJEPC & Founder, Moksh

Jewellery seen as a direct  
signifier of luxury in 
everyday life. 

Diamonds continue to be 
popular as solitaires and in 
exceptional designs. 

Consumers want personalised 
jewels and participating in the 
design process.

Colourful gems take 
centrestage with emeralds  
in the lead. 

High fashion jewellery 
emerges in the 
luxury spotlight. 
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How do you describe the rise of local luxury in India and 

how do you position your jewellery in this ecosystem?

Local luxury is on the rise in India—I noticed the trend while on 
my travels as well. With the pandemic, people are re-discovering 
this country, which is great. As for my brand, I have since its 
inception, created a super-luxe product meant for a niche and 
discerning clientele that has exposure and have travelled the 
world. Besides the product is unique in design, the production 
process is fairly detailed, which is also an attribute of luxury. 

Is the Indian consumer shifting to reasons beyond “buy 

back” such as design investment?

Jewellery has always had an intrinsic buy back value, unlike 
clothes. If you sell jewellery, you will get the money back due 
to the value of the stones and the brand in in an auction. In 
niche and artistic jewellery like mine, which is a mix of precious 
and semi-precious stones, it has always been about design, 
workmanship, the finish, the vibe, the feel. My clients appreciate 
these things and buy into that. But for the generic Indian 
consumer, buying jewellery is still an investment. 

Does made-in-India jewellery created with a certain Indian 

sensibility have a global impact? 

My brand crafts jewellery from a global perspective and I have 
clients from all over the world. There is more or less an equal 
demand of my products from global and domestic clients, and 
for both, premium quality and workmanship, are key. However, 
I don’t see many Indian jewellery makers making a mark in the 
international arena yet. I can count a handful of Indian jewellers 
who are creating and selling inventive designs using premium 
quality stones and workmanship abroad, where ideally there 
should be hundreds of them by now. Internationally when 
consumers think of Indian jewellery, they still think of traditional 
genres like jadau, kundan which doesn’t translate well abroad at 
all. Buyers have shared stories of sub-standard jewellery sold to 
them at higher price, cases of breakage and damage. 

Jewellery Designer

Hanut Singh 

Interviewed by
Suruchi Khubchandani,  
Special Projects Lead  
at The Voice of Fashion. 
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Why Beauty is
Luxury’s New Frontier

Skincare and wellness are set to be key drivers in the post-pandemic 
marketplace, even as experts offer insights on why information trumps 
affluence and how the smaller cities are emerging as major markets. 

Snigdha Ahuja

I f you prefer your perfume with a smattering  
of gold flakes, lipsticks packaged in leather  
or saffron-laced facial serums that promise  
to reverse your skin age, you belong to the  

growing tribe of luxury beauty consumers in  
India, a nascent market fuelled by potential. 

“In the West, the lipstick is a woman’s first 
introduction to luxury, be it a Dior or a Saint 
Laurent. Before she buys clothes, she buys the 
lipstick,” says Vivek Sahni, co-founder and CEO at 
the skincare and wellness brand Kama Ayurveda. 
“The reason you feel good owning this lipstick is 
not necessarily because of its colour or feel but 
also because the luxury brand has spent a fortune 
on events, advertisements, social media. You are 
buying into that universe. In India, though, we 
haven’t created that universe yet,” says Sahni.

Sahni is among the few currently fronting  
the beauty movement in India with premium  
products. Founded in 2002, Kama Ayurveda 
has become a haven for customers looking for 
concoctions based on the science of Ayurveda. 
Sahni counts authenticity of formulation,  
quality of ingredient, process, packaging and the  
store experience as a package deal that pushes  
product price and propels a brand into the  
luxury category in the country. 

Meanwhile, the legacy brand boom in India 

is dominated by two of the world’s largest 
beauty and personal care conglomerates, 
L’Oreal and the Estée Lauder companies. While 
the former operates high-end brands like 
Kiehl’s, Saint Laurent, Giorgio Armani, Ralph 
Lauren, Diesel and Guy Laroche with selective 
distribution apart f rom its mass market labels 
and salon chains, the latter retails makeup 
and skincare brands like Bobbi Brown, Estée 
Lauder, Smashbox, Glamglow, Aveda, Jo Malone, 
Clinique, Too Faced and Tom Ford. Nykaa, the 
ecommerce marketplace that has changed 
the game for India’s lifestyle and beauty 
sector, has also become a thriving stage for 
premium, bridge-to-luxury and luxury beauty 
in India. Nykaa Luxe currently sells makeup and 
wellness products by the likes of French houses 
Givenchy, Dior, Guerlain and the American 
Elizabeth Arden.

The most sought after beauty and wellness 
brands in India include American label Bath 
& Body Works, Sephora by the eponymous 
retailer, the Dubai label Huda Beauty and 
the local Forest Essentials. Lancôme, part of 
the L’Oréal Luxury Products division, is the 
only brand in the category that f inds a direct 
mention in the qualitative research for  
Atlas of Affluence (AOA) 2022.
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The Market is Skin Deep 

The luxury beauty market is brimming with 
tints, tonics, serums and sunscreens —but in 
which direction  is it really moving? Category-
wise, while makeup, including lipsticks, 
eyeshadows and foundation, seems to be at 
the top of the purchase graph—Nykaa lists 
the Bobbi Brown Vitamin Enriched Face Base 
and Charlotte Tilbury Airbrush Flawless Finish 
powder among the bestsellers f rom its Luxe 
category in 2021— skincare is the real cha-
ching segment. Research reveals skincare 
to be a star performer during the pandemic 
alongside home decor, accessories and 
tech. The stress on self-care, at-home rituals 
and a renewed interest in skin health and 
appearance driven by virtual engagements, 
has fuelled its growth. Kavita Khosa, the 
founder of the decade-old, Hong-Kong-
based Purearth that sells luxury skincare and 
limited-edition makeup, says masks, serums 
and oils have been consumer favourites, 
along with a targeted interest in scalp care in 
the hair care category. Santosh Kumar, DGM 
Marketing at Kiehl’s India echoes the trend, 
adding that there has been a “paradigm shift” 
in interest moving f rom makeup to skincare 
during the pandemic. 

Euromonitor estimates that India’s beauty 
market will grow to $20 billion by 2025, with 
the premium luxury segment scaling up 
by 15%. The colour cosmetics segment is 
expected to be worth around $1.1 billion but 
skincare will lead at $1.8 billion. 

Another category that f inds mention is 
beauty tools. The Nykaa Luxe list is headed by 
the Dyson Airwrap, a hairstyling tool by the 
Singapore-headquartered luxury appliances 
brand, priced at ₹44,900, with barrels and 
attachments for multi-functional use. The 
skincare-tech category also f inds resonance 
with consumers gaining access to more niche 
tools like the Light Therapy Facial Masks by 
UK brand MZ Skin and Thermo Activated 
Smart Mask Devices by FOREO UFO, Sweden, 
all of them expanding the market’s 
product base.

Who Buys Beauty and How:  

From Bareilly To Gangtok 

The consumer for high-priced beauty and wellness 
products is no longer limited to 35 years and above, 
and it’s not only women who are engaging with 
concerns of skin health and appearance. “The 
audience is getting younger and younger, and 
includes more number of men,” says Sahni, citing 
an example of a recent boost in the sales of acne-
related products that traditionally cater to a younger 
audience. Urjasara, a newly launched hydration oil, 
is specifically focussed on this group and to new 
entrants into the world of Ayurvedic beauty. 

Even as the Gen Z consumer is busy investing in 
skincare, the trend is category-sensitive. However, 
the same may not apply to perfumes. “Younger 
audiences are more driven by the brand. So there is 
more of a chance that they would come in asking for 
a Tom Ford fragrance. There is also a bit of hesitation 

While makeup, including lipsticks, eyeshadows 
and foundation seems to be at the top of the purchase 
graph, skincare is the real cha-ching churner.
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in spending. Having said that, the age bar is being 
lowered from the earlier core target audience of 
35 years and above,” says Surabhi Popli, Marketing 
Manager, SCENTIDO Niche Perfumery. With stores 
in Mumbai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata and an 
ecommerce website, the retailer offers niche perfume 
brands in India, with some of its most sought after 
brands including London perfumer Miller Harris,  
the British brand Roja Parfums, and the Italian  
label Carthusia.    

Location-wise, the market has moved beyond 
the metros, fuelled by ecommerce purchases, 
marketplaces like Tata Cliq Luxury, Purplle and 
Amazon’s luxe beauty segment. “We see a distinct 
shift and spread in the market which is not 
concentrated anymore in the Tier 1 and Tier 2 cities 
where we already have stores. We witness purchases 
from small towns and cities like Lucknow, Indore and 
Dehradun,” says Simi Dewan, Country Head (DGM) at 
L’Occitane India, the country division for the luxury 
French brand in India through an omni-channel 
approach. Kama Ayurveda echoes the trend, with its 
plans for physical expansion in locations like Gwalior, 
Siliguri, Aurangabad, Bareilly and Gangtok. 

While there is a clear mix of purchases done via 
ecommerce and in stores, research suggests that 
shoppers prefer purchasing cosmetics or personal 
care products offline from brand outlets but are 
comfortable buying repeat products online.

As part of a recent chat at the Express e.adda, the 
virtual event by the news daily The Indian Express, 
Anchit Nayar, CEO, Beauty Ecommerce at Nykaa, 
spoke about the undertow market. “We don’t think 
the geography or the population of a city decides its 
affluence, affordability or purchasing power,” he said, 
adding that knowledge and awareness driven by 
social media and access to smartphones has made 
the audience beyond Tier 1 and 2 cities well versed on 
what’s trending globally. 

Direct to Consumer Sales and Social Media 

It’s no longer only burgeoning beauty start-ups or 
D2C (Direct to Consumer) brands that are using 
social commerce and influencer marketing as tools 
for promotion. Premium brands also see the online 
sphere as a stage for storytelling. “There are many 
beauty influencers today who cater to different 
audiences who love them. Because of the reach they 
offer, brands love them too and therefore choose 
them to make people aware of new launches,” says 
Vasudha Rai, author and beauty writer, stressing on 
the currency of Instagram over magazine editorials. 
While most agree that online visibility and social 
marketing is the way forward, personalisation is 
another key trend. “Video consultations, coupled with 
digitisation and technology, are changing the way we 
consume beauty,” says Kumar of Kiehl’s. At its stores, 
the brand has introduced a Healthy Skin Assessment 
tool across the country to assess the strength of the 
skin barrier and hydration of the epidermis, along 
with a customer-facing app to personalise the 
experience further. 

Packaging adds to the luxurious seduction. “It 
is important for a luxury brand to be led by design; 
aesthetics and ethics do not have to be mutually 
exclusive,” says Khosa, who offers products like 
the ‘Mitti’ raw honey face mask, hand-churned in 
small batches and sold in biophotonic violet glass 
apothecary jars.  

“It is important to factor
in that luxury is led by 
design — aesthetics really 
stand out and matter.”
KAVITA KHOSA, Founder, Purearth
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The Future of Beauty in India

The trends are clear. Skincare will 
lead. Metros are no longer driving 
consumption and the younger, 
aspirational audience is swiping 
the credit card more than ever 
before. Dewan of L’Occitane adds 
that the future consumer will be 
more willing to pay a premium 
price for a good product, and 
that the skincare thrust will 
continue with green, clean and 
transparency becoming important 
concerns. “People are curious to 
explore,” says Popli of SCENTIDO, 
where the highest costing 
perfume, the Roja Haute Luxe 
(Gold) is priced at almost ₹2.5 lakh 
and has been selling well. 

The wellness scenario is also set 
to expand. While the spa business 
in India is mostly centred around 
five-starred hotels, there are uber-
luxurious wellness retreats such 
as Ananda in the Himalayas and 
the Dehradun-based Vana with 
fitness, Ayurveda and yoga leading 
the offerings, and adding to the 
unique matrix of the wellness 
business. In India, Spa L’Occitane, 
the luxury spa chain, is operated 
in India by Sanghvi Brands, led 

by Darpan Sanghvi, founder and 
CEO of The Good Glamm Group 
that has been instrumental in 
expanding India’s beauty market 
in the affordable and mass-
market category. The Paris spa 
and salon chain Dessange has 
been consistently expanding its 
footprint in India, too. 

While categories will evolve, the 
purchasing power and propensity 
will increase.

Visibility is key for the future of 
the market, with curation, access 
and information becoming vital 
for foreign brands attempting to 
create a consistent clientele. “If 
international brands are landing 
in India, they have to work on their 
visibility and awareness because 
India is a huge market and they 
need to identify which customer 
they are catering to and offer them 
the right experience,” says Kumar. 

While the outlook is positive, 
logistical issues and policies 
also need to be manoeuvred in 
order to make India a lucrative 
playing field for luxury beauty. 
As Rai puts it succinctly, “While 
the beauty and wellness industry 
will keep growing, the market is 
difficult to gauge because it is so 
unpredictable—not only due to 
pandemic-induced disruptions 
but because of concerns of high 
taxes and duties when it comes to 
purchasing certain international 
products. Till that is taken care 
of, it may be hard to predict a 
consistent movement”. 

Skincare is poised to  
trump the colour  
cosmetics segment.  

Gen Z is willing to invest 
more in premium products.

Tier 2 cities have emerged 
as new markets for  
luxury beauty.  

Personalisation and 
digitisation will continue to 
be key trends.  

Influencer marketing is 
vital  to promotions.

TOP TAKEAWAYS
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Snigdha Ahuja is Deputy Editor  
at The Voice of Fashion.
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Aditi Rao

The country’s most exorbitant event may never be the same 
post COVID-19. So where does it stand on the luxury scale? 

important occasion for huge 
spends among India’s High 
Net Worth Individuals (HNWI). 
Alongside the steady rise of the 
billionaire club and luxury proving 
to be one of the most resilient 
shopping categories as disclosed 
by the Business of Fashion and 
McKinsey & Company’s State of 
Fashion (2021) report, the last 
couple of years have shown  
that the big-buck wedding is  
still around.

“With everyone trying to get over 
pandemic fatigue, last November-
December saw a surge in big fat 
Indian weddings. I’ve attended 
some spectacular weddings 
during this period and they were 
absolutely ridiculous in scale,” says 
Kalyani Chawla, entrepreneur, 
luxury consultant and former VP-
Marketing & Communications, Dior, 
a regular on guest lists of India’s 
most opulent weddings. 

The Big Fat Indian
Wedding: New Weight 

Measurements

In the social 
media-led age, 
intimate details 
have become more 
important than 
scale, enhancing 
the importance of 
scenographers, stylists 
and tablescape artists.

P rivate performances 
by global superstars, 
luxury venues that cost 
few thousand dollars a 

night, expensive gifts from the 
biggest luxury brands, a guest 
list that includes top CEOs, global 
political leaders and movie 
stars. If there was one event that 
represented the pinnacle of luxury 
and signalled no-holds-barred 
spends for India’s most affluent, 
it would have to be the great 
Indian wedding. It’s a unique 
cocktail of rituals, entertainment, 
kinship and exhibitionism that has 
India’s biggest names in fashion, 
jewellers, global luxury brands and 
a posse of seasoned professionals 
sipping at the ambrosial brew.

And while restrictions imposed 
by a global pandemic threw 
a damper on even the most 
exclusive, top-end nuptials, 
weddings continue to be an 
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Some things haven’t changed and we suspect they never will. Travelling to a destination wedding in chartered 
planes, grand bride-and-groom entries featuring helicopters, speedboats or a convoy of the most expensive 
luxury cars from the Bentley Mulsanne to the Rolls Royce Ghost. And, Louis Vuitton luggage for the bride’s 
trousseau. That said, certain post-pandemic trends have altered the luxury wedding landscape, including the 
role of wedding planners becoming more intimate, a higher personalised luxury quotient and elevated gifting 
codes in sync with sustainability consciousness. 

Are all these factors likely to last beyond the pandemic years and define the ultra-luxury weddings of this era?
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“My luxury bridal 
couture operates on a 
price range of ₹3-15 lakh. 
HNIs usually spend 
between ₹5-10 lakh 
and sometimes even 
more for a customised 
couture outfit.”

The Shifting Expenditure Pie 

“HNWI weddings in India start 
at the $1 million mark,” informs 
Devika Narain who runs one of 
India’s leading wedding planning 
companies Devika Narain & Co, 
and counts top business families 
and celebrities among her clients. 
Who are the people spending 
this kind of money on weddings, 
where do they live and what are 
they spending it on? According to 
the Knight Frank Wealth Report 
2021, up until 2020, India had 
3.50 lakh HNWIs, out which 113 
were billionaires. The number of 
billionaires is slated for a sharp 43% 
increase to 162 by 2025. 

“Just before COVID-19, ultra 
HNWIs were spending anywhere 
between ₹2 and ₹10 crore—
sometimes even more—on a 
wedding. It wasn’t unheard of 
that a family from Surat, Jabalpur, 
Raipur or Indore would spend a 
total of ₹20 crore for a five-day 
celebration overseas or a longer 
one in their home town,” says 
Parthip Thyagarajan, cofounder 
of Weddingsutra.com. 

Wedding industry experts 
like Narain, Thyagarajan and 
others suggest that while the 
expenditure has potentially 
remains the same for ultra-
HNWIs post-pandemic, it is 
being spent differently now. For 
instance, the cost of procuring 
perishable items like flowers have 
risen substantially. Thyagarajan 
elaborates that there are over 
2,000 families from across 
India inclined to splurge on the 
celebration of a lifetime. “The 
same people are of course the 
dream clientele for India’s top 10 
to 20 couturiers, bespoke jewellery 
designers and international luxe 
brands,” he says.

Contrary to popular 
assumptions, people want a much 
bigger statement post-pandemic, 
says couturier Gaurav Gupta, 

whose sculptured gowns and 
bridal lehengas that fuse fantasy 
with tradition, are much sought 
after among today’s elite brides. 
In addition to the metros, Gupta’s 
HNWI clientele comes from 
Pune, Gujarat, Raipur, Indore and 
Punjab. “My luxury bridal couture 
operates on a price range of ₹3-15 
lakh. HNIs usually spend between 

Campaign still from Gaurav Gupta’s Summer Couture 2022 collection
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₹5-10 lakh and sometimes 
even more for a customised 
couture outfit, either for their 
actual wedding day, sangeet or 
reception,” he says.

 
Wedding Planners  

Become Indispensable 

As the stress around weddings 
increased with the pandemic, 
people want planners to take care 
of the proceedings end-to-end. 
And in the social media-led age, 
intimate details have become 
more important than scale, thus 
enhancing the importance of the 
services of scenographers, stylists 
and table scape artists.  “Anywhere 
between four to ten companies 
are usually involved in planning 
and orchestrating celebrations 
when the budget is ₹5 crore or 
more. It isn’t the job of just one,” 

says Thyagarajan, breaking it  
down for us.

New-Found Purpose 

and Meaning 

“A certain mindfulness has crept 
into the big fat Indian luxury 
wedding,” says Narain, whose 
Instagram bio now reflects this 
shift. “Couples are keen to have 
a wedding that reflects their 
personalities and is good for the 
planet, curated using locally-
sourced details and working with 
small businesses. The choices I see 
brides and grooms making today 
are influenced by the idea that 
things have to change,”
she explains. 

Narain foresees that among the 
uber-elite, destination weddings 
will become the norm but only 
intimate ones where families 

travel to another city to celebrate 
a wedding, designed to feel like 
a holiday. “The post-pandemic 
luxury wedding will be a unique 
marriage between minimalism 
and maximalism. There will be 
multiple functions at one wedding, 
with fewer guest numbers at each 
function, leading to an emphasis on 
quality. For example, there may be 
fewer dishes on the menu but each 
will be exquisite,” she adds.

Beyond wedding planning,  
there exists a huge opportunity for 
talented creative entrepreneurs to 
offer wedding services for the HNI 
segment. Think proposal planners, 
gifting and trousseau packaging 
specialists, invite and wedding 
website designers, wardrobe 
stylists, jewellery consultants, 
choreographers, makeup and 
hair artistes, salons, food stylists, 
bartenders, dessert and cake 
specialists, DJs, artist managers, 
emcees, hospitality desk managers, 
florists, fabric printers and decor 
designers, candid photographers, 
wedding filmmakers and 
honeymoon crafters. 
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The New Rules of Gifting 

Kalyani Chawla, also the founder of Rezon Luxury 
Silverware says invites and return gift bags now go 
to fewer people than before and as a result have 
become more expensive and include personalised 
luxury items and brands. For friends and family 
unable to join the wedding, remote wedding kits 
including luxury champagne, luxury chocolates and 
kits to set the mood have become common. It’s like 
the luxury wedding’s spin on WFH. Incidentally, The 
Atlas of Affluence consumer survey done among 975 
respondents in six cities found Hyderabad to come 
out on top of buying luxury gifts for weddings. 

The expenditure on weddings 
may be same post-pandemic,  
but money is spent differently. 

People want a much bigger 
“statement” post-pandemic, 
including in fashion.

Intimate details have become 
more important than scale, 
enhancing importance of 
scenographers, stylists and more. 

Destination weddings are set  
to become the norm, but with  
a more intimate setting. 

Remote wedding kits are being 
designed as the luxury wedding’s 
version of WFH. 

TOP TAKEAWAYS

Aditi Rao is a writer, editor and 
brand storyteller who specialises in 
fashion, luxury and lifestyle. Aditi has 
contributed to several Indian and 
international publications.
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“The luxury customer in India is ever evolving—
moving from the desire to ‘own’ a brand to 
owning something closer to the heart, something 
that resonates. Our customers look for a certain 
timelessness, a quality and an intricate respect 
to craft and heritage that defines us. Having 
said that, this customer is not shying away from 
pushing boundaries of experimentation. Also, 
having a presence at international platforms is a 
way for a designer to get our voice heard, if there 
is a point one is making or presenting a new idea, 
it automatically sustains that. For us, luxury is 
about a feeling, an essence, not about a garment, 
but more the process, the thought, the craft and 
the effort that goes behind the making of it. This 
mindset is also about comfort and great elegance 
and the intricate emotions involved in it.”

Fashion Designer 

Anamika Khanna

A still from Anamika Khanna’s fashion film for India Couture Week 2021 
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DLF Retail’s Pushpa Bector on Indians as 
community shoppers, the surge in luxury buying 
and why shopping at a store will never go out 
of fashion.

Mall Road, India, 2022  

Gucci, Chanel, Hermès, Burberry, 
Dior—if you are a buyer of luxury 
fashion in India, chances are you 
have stepped into one DLF mall or 

the other more than a few times. “Curation 
is key,” says Pushpa Bector, Executive 
Director at DLF Retail and Head, Luxury and 
Shopping Malls, who has been at the helm 
of the country’s expanding retail landscape 
for over 25 years. With eight shopping 
destinations spread across Delhi, Gurugram, 
Noida and Chandigarh and 900 brands 
that cater to 62 million-plus customers 
annually—DLF Malls is today at the centre 
of high-end shopping in India. Adding to its 
portfolio are two of India’s biggest luxury 
destinations for fashion, food and lifestyle—
The Chanakya and DLF Emporio—which 
boast of exclusive brand outposts, gourmet 
dining and experiential pop-ups. As the 
Atlas of Affluence 2022 study unmasks the 
post-pandemic inclination of the affluent 
buyer towards brick and mortar stores 
despite the strong surge of online options 
and technological innovations, Bector  
offers insights on why malls matter. 

Pushpa Bector
Executive Director at DLF Retail and
Head, Luxury and Shopping Malls
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The Physics Of It All

The entire debate of brick and mortar versus 
online has now concluded. When everything 
was made available online (during the 
pandemic), buyers got the chance to recognise 
the real value of experiential shopping that 
includes the touch and feel of buying. The 
most noticeable trend now is that consumers 
are discovering products online but often they 
buy these offline—and that’s going to be the 
reality of retail going forward. What adds to 
this unending allure of physical buying is that 
in India, the concept of community shopping 
is important—so it’s an experience shared 
with friends, family and colleagues. And to 
perfect this experience, a well curated space is 
essential. At DLF, I had insisted on curation from 
the word go.. For instance, it can be Hermès 
at The Chanakya that sets the tone and is 
complemented by iconic brands like Tiffany&Co. 
and Saint Laurent. Each floor has its own ‘pull’ 
and the trick is to identify and build on it. 

The New-Age Shopper

With the discoverability of brands happening via 
the internet and social commerce, consumers 
are much more aware of what brands are up 
to, which is one of the reasons that millennials 
have increasingly started engaging with luxury 
shopping. If you visit a Gucci or Louis Vuitton 
store, you will notice that the age group of 
the consumer has actually dropped. They 
may be exploring digitally, but they want to 
come in and shop physically. This consumer is 
also maneuvering market trends, and in turn, 
our curation. For instance, when it comes to 
designer brands from India, we are increasingly 
focusing on younger and emerging labels 
that are reaching out and connecting with 
the design needs of millennials, including in 
the wedding wear market which has moved 
beyond ornate red lehngas. Internationally, 
luxury brands are also echoing this shift as they 
come up with collections that are relevant to 
the post pandemic world. Even classic luxury 
brands like Gucci have been rewired by the 
likes of Alessandro Michele who recognises the 
relevance of the younger buyer. 

The Gourmet Experience

In the post pandemic world, I can confidently 
say that the F&B (Food and Beverage) segment 
will gain dominance, especially because 

experiential dining complements the consumption 
of luxury. For instance, the Gucci store allows only 
a set number of people inside its space at one 
time for a better experience, but people—this new 
millennial consumer—doesn’t mind waiting. This is 
where a gourmet F&B experience comes in as an 
accompaniment. Then, there are concepts like the 
premium Commons space at DLF Avenue (Saket,  
New Delhi) which fills the ‘culture dining’ gap that was 
there in the market with a mix of exclusive eateries and 
avenues to shop. Experiential retail backed by F&B  
is the future.

The Trajectory

Luxury is set to become more relevant, even while 
brands become more exclusive. However, this 
exclusivity will be accompanied by a conscious effort 
to reach out to a younger audience and to cater to its 
needs in terms of design and communication. There 
will also be a rise in the category of bridge to luxury—
look at Indian couturiers introducing diffusion lines and 
sub-brands, which proves that the market is expanding. 
It is also safe to say that luxury retail is a good space to 
be in. Case in point—our sales for international luxury 
brands are more than double of pre pandemic levels. 
The way forward, I believe, from a retail perspective, 
would be to plan and host more luxury popups so 
one is able to give younger design talents a chance 
to showcase their work and to experience how the 
evolving consumer engages with them.

The Chanakya, Delhi

 Interviewed by Snigdha Ahuja 
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Suki Dusanj-Lenz 
is co-founder & Country 
Head of Fashion Revolution 
India and founding  
member at WICCI’s  
India-EU Business Council. 

Known for pushing mega trends, the luxury industry must 
now turn words into action to manage the climate change 
crisis. Here are notes to speed up solutions.

March Hare:
No Tea Party
Without Sustainability

A t a time when we seem to be emerging out of 
a global pandemic, a hard pill to swallow is that 
affluence may be causing a bigger risk and  
more harm to the planet compared to COVID-19.  

The World Economic Forum has, in fact, called for a reset of 
capitalism in the wake of the pandemic to communicate  
that true sustainability will only be achieved through  
drastic lifestyle changes. 

The moral responsibility for brands to be circular is now a 
necessity. The United Nations Fashion Industry Charter for 
Climate Change launched at COP24 in Poland was renewed at 
COP26 in Glasgow, UK, last year with new goals that its signatory 
brands must meet by 2030. This includes a pledge to reach net-
zero emissions no later than 2050 or halve emissions by 2030—a 
step up from the previous 30%—or set science-based targets 
by the end of 2023. The intention to take positive measures now 
rests with 130 of the world’s biggest brands including top names 
like Burberry, VF Corp, Kering that holds Gucci, Bottega Veneta, 
and Alexander McQueen among others, with LVMH joining the 
table making its own pledge.

However, according to The Climate Board of Textile Exchange 
and Consultancy, nearly two thirds of brands which have 
pledged change are lagging behind on their own targets, the 
main problem being that the majority of fashion‘s emissions are 
outside of the direct control of brands and retailers. The fashion 
or luxury industry is not showing signs of either speeding up 
solutions or slowing down its impact on the environment just 
yet—far from it in fact. In 2021, the overall luxury industry sales 
of luxury goods and experiences were estimated at €1.14 trillion 
of which personal luxury goods were forecast to be €283 billion, 
apparel at €57 billion and shoes €23 billion. Global consultancy 
firm Bain & Co predicts personal luxury goods will continue its 
upward trajectory through 2025, advancing between 5-9% CAGR 
to reach €360- €380 billion.
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A Broken System

Post-pandemic, the reality of a broken system has never been so stark where personal survival and 
sustenance have been at the mercy of wages or wealth. Social activists bludgeoned the internet with the 
#PayUp campaign spotlighting massive overproduction, cancellations of orders and the crippling fate of 
living wage workers. Ironically though, brands responsible hardly had a dent in their profit margins. As the 
world shut down, while the rich locked themselves inside their homes, the poor fled to safety and India saw an 

Stella McCartney Winter 2019 campaign shot
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new iteration made from mushroom leather received 
high praise in the industry but became a case study 
of what could go wrong. The bag’s straps are made 
from Evercalf leather so the finished product is far 
from vegan. The Sylvania mushroom leather used 
by Hermès and MycoWorks for this collaboration is 
derived from Reishi, a mycelium material made from 
the mushroom’s renewable root. Its main advantage 
is it’s a lot more customisable than real leather 
which means that the artisan can shape, tweak 
and manage the thickness of this leather better 
than traditional leather. However, it turned out that 
Sylvania was processed under the same ethical and 
environmental standards that MycoWorks uses but 
is instead shipped to Hermès facilities for the saddler 
brand’s old manufacturing process. So while mighty 
brands like Hermès have the power to lead the way 
for material innovation, they may themselves be 
plodding through a trial and error approach.

Long March to Change 

There is no doubt however, that more brands are 
readying for the long march to change. Chanel 
recently dropped fur and exotic animal skins from 
its collections joining Armani, Coach, Donatella 
Versace, Michael Kors, Gucci, Burberry, John Galliano, 
and many others. But what’s next and how the 

overnight mass migration of workers. The complexity 
of affluence, the readiness of social activism and 
purpose finally mattered. Real luxury became about 
having a choice and being able to survive. Some 
brands woke up as the opportunity to be more 
sustainable banged on their doors. The pause also 
woke consumers to the broken system of fashion. The 
Atlas of Affluence 2022 research clearly indicates that 
sustainability and good practices are increasingly 
important for luxury buyers. They do not want to 
associate with a brand that impacts the 
environment negatively.

A Band-Aid Approach 

The millennial consumer is more inquisitive about 
the materials and sourcing chains of a brand or 
product they buy, wanting trade that is fair and 
meaningful. In the Atlas of Affluence study, for Gen 
Z (18-25 years), sustainability emerged as a default 
narrative, a value subsumed into brand trust. While 
47 of overall 975 respondents studied in six cities 
said that luxury brands should be concerned about 
sustainability, 46% said brands should also be free 
of animal cruelty while 41% stressed on background 
checks on the manufacturing processes of brands. 

Authentic sustainable practices however meet 
with many challenges. While material innovation 
brings some remedies, only a Band-Aid approach 
has come to the fore so far. Take the instance of a 
brand like Hermès, considered to be the Holy Grail 
of luxury fashion. When it introduced mushroom 
leather into its product line ,a shift away from animal 
leather, it turned heads in the  fashion industry as 
this was long due. Unfortunately, Hermès faced 
criticism. The Victoria bag introduced in 2021 with a 

A model at the Israeli artists’ cooperative “Creative Change” 
to raise awareness on environmental issues on 
November 19, 2021.  
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alternative will impact the environment, only  
time will tell. 

Beyond materiality, what must also change is 
marketing—instead of master manipulation with 
some ill thought out components, indicating a 
fractured approach to sustainability. 

Some brands are doing it right. Swiss brand Bally, 
for instance, is now a signatory of ‘The Fashion 
Pact’ which is a global coalition of companies in 
the fashion and textile industry committed to key 
environmental goals in three areas: stopping global 
warming, restoring biodiversity and protecting 
the oceans. 

The march to sustainability in luxury, in fact, has 
to be consistent and uncompromising if you were to 
take a leaf out of British designer Stella McCartney’s 
book. When she founded her company in 2001 with 
Kering (then with the Gucci Group) she put stylish 
luxury sustainability on the map challenging the 
systems of fashion production and committing to 
material innovation, pioneering ways of reporting 
and generating transparency in their supply chains. 
Typically, materials comprising McCartney collections 
are re-engineered cashmere, vegetarian leather, 
silk, recycled nylon and polyester as well as viscose 
and organic cotton. Year on year, Stella McCartney 
gets better and better at generating an authentic 

conversation with customers. In 2014, they launched 
Clevercare, a simple way of educating the consumer 
about caring for their products so that they generate 
less waste and prolong lifecycles. In 2021, they released 
an A-Z manifesto with A being Accountable and Z, 
Zero Waste, all 26 letters of the alphabet representing 
values that anchored the core of the brand. 

And yet, in 2019, the brand got into a marketing 
controversy for using real life Extinction Rebellion 
campaigners in their ad campaign for the 
#stellawinter19 collection. Some critics pointed out that 
the campaign was confusing as it used anti-capitalism 
protestors to promote a luxury collection. It may not 
have made sense to everybody but Stella McCartney 
made her stand loud and clear: “In an era of climate 
crisis, action is more important than ever”.

Sustainability and ethical practices 
are increasingly important for 
luxury buyers. They do not want to 
associate with a brand that impacts 
the environment negatively.



Sohini Dey 

Navigating the sea and sale of luxury 
through Instagram, omnichannels, online 
strategies, virtual showrooms, WhatsApp 
shopping, NFTs and metaverse.

How Social Media and 
E-Commerce Became
the Pit Stops  

“I n July 2020, when our stores were 
closed, we generated approximately 
₹20 lakh worth of business alone 
through virtual selling,” says Shruti 

Shetty, Boutique Director at Michael Kors, 
Mumbai. The COVID-19 pandemic, which has 
intermittently disrupted life through the past 
two years, offered a lifeline through virtual retail 
tools and technology-led communication. 
According to the Atlas of Affluence 2022’s 
quantitative surveys, 70% customers turned to 
online purchases for the first time. In response, 
luxury brands such as American jewellery 
brand Tiffany&Co or Indian designers Gaurav 
Gupta, JJ Valaya among numerous others 
launched their e-commerce platforms. Not 
only that several international luxury houses 
such as Canali, Bottega Veneta and Ferragamo 
with physical stores in India, as well as digitally-
savvy Indian brands offered remote shopping 
experiences aided by digital tools. Think virtual 
consultations and styling appointments, 
brochures sent out on WhatsApp, shopping 
enabled right after, follow-ups every 10-15 days 
and device led trials enabled by artificial and 
virtual reality (AR/VR), and more. The remote 
control to omnichannel shopping had  
been unlocked. 

The pandemic accelerated a digital 
revolution which had already started a few 
years earlier. According to a McKinsey & Co A snapshot of Verandah’s Instagram page
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booking, WhatsApp shopping and interactive 
video feature among others. “Virtual styling 
sessions have been particularly successful—we 
receive up to 250 requests a day,” says Shane 
Peacock, cofounder and creative director 
of the label. “WhatsApp personalises the 
process further, and consumers prefer such 
interactions.” The messaging app has emerged 
as a popular form of social commerce across 
market segments, with Indian labels including 
Rahul Mishra, Amit Aggarwal, Paro by Good 
Earth and Tarun Tahiliani highlighting it as a 
key feature on their e-commerce platforms.

Anjali Patel Mehta, founder of Indian luxury 
resortwear label Verandah which retails at 
New York’s Bergdorf Goodman and Neiman 
Marcus Online, notes that brands that haven’t 
capitalised in this digital transformation have 
lost out a lot in the past two years sharing her 

The remote control to 
omnichannel shopping had 
been unlocked. The pandemic 
accelerated a digital 
revolution which had already 
started a few years earlier.  

article, digitally and analytically forward companies 
showed a 1.6x growth from 2010 to 2018, in 
comparison to companies that had not invested  
in such capabilities. Italian luxury brand Gucci 
launched e-commerce as early as 2002 and French 
house Louis Vuitton in 2005. The success of multi-
brand platforms such as Net-a-Porter, which was 
acquired by Richemont, German retailer Mytheresa 
or Moda Operandi, and the rising popularity of social 
media platforms changed the perception that  
luxury cannot sell online. As Sharukh Karadia, 
Assistant Store Manager at Bottega Veneta 
(Palladium) Mumbai says, “Distance selling has  
been appreciated well before the pandemic as it 
saved something that’s very important to high  
value individuals: time.”

Virtual Tools and Remote Shopping

The luxury experience can now be sent to a client’s 
doorstep.  “How do we create impact beyond make 
it a mere transaction? Because the client isn’t 
spending 1,000 or ₹3,000 but ₹60,000 for a pair of 
shoes or a bag,” says Namrata Ohri, Store Manager – 
Jimmy Choo Mumbai. Virtual selling, video sharing 
and white glove shopping (high end personalised 
services) helped generate business for the store, 
dominated by ready-to-wear and accessories. 
Anupam Dham, manager at multi-brand retail store 
The White Crow’s Chandigarh outpost notes how 
distance shopping tools attracted customers in Tier 2 
cities during the pandemic.

At Falguni Shane Peacock, which has been 
investing in digital marketing and technology for half 
a decade now, digital selling has become a dedicated 
segment of the business furthered by tools like 
virtual styling appointments, store appointment 

Sara Tendulkar wearing Self Portrait for a feature in
The Edit by AJIO Luxe.
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own label as an example. “We have a website for 
international shoppers. We will launch a parallel 
site in India, germinating digital content for the 
Indian market,” she says. Curiously, the Atlas 
of Affluence 2022 quantitative studies makes 
apparent however is that brick and mortar stores 
still score higher—83% of surveyed consumers 
agree that luxury retail is best experienced in a 
store. Only 31% consumers definitely agree that 
online shopping is easier for luxury.
 
WhatsApp and Instagram

Make Luxury Democratic 

Parallel to the growth of e-commerce, digital 
content has emerged as a major medium for 
consumer outreach. As quantitative studies 
show, “online buzz” plays a major role in purchase 
decisions along with peer circles and celebrity 
endorsements—information which is also often 
disseminated through platforms like WhatsApp, 
Facebook and Instagram.

Branded digital content, in the form of blogs 
and e-zines, have become popular especially 
among multi-brand retailers. Tata Cliq Luxury 
creates multimedia content disseminated through 
The Luxe Life magazine and social media while 
AJIO Luxe’s magazine titled The Edit features 

interviews and profiles, with photoshoots and 
curated features tagged for customers to be 
directed to the shopping pages. “The essential 
premise is to lend a value addition with innovative 
storytelling through dynamic visuals,” says 
Supriya Dravid, editor at AJIO Luxe. “It is also to 
empower and educate consumers with a slightly 
more nuanced approach towards experiential 
commerce.” Among recent features, The Edit has 
published shoppable content in collaboration 
with celebrities like Jim Sarbh in a Paul Smith-
centric story, Sara Ali Khan for Self Portrait and a 
collaboration for AK-OK featuring restauranteur 
Gauri Devidayal, stylist Shaleena Nathani, architect 
Shonan Purie Trehan and fashion influencer 
Masoom Minawala. Dravid notes that content 
here is approached from an editorial perspective, 
and The Edit has received keen interest from 
brands for exclusive collaborations. There are 
also e-zines created by brands like Falguni Shane 
Peacock, titled The Peacock Magazine, which 
includes celebrity interviews, fashion editorials 
and articles featuring the brand’s design along 
with other luxury and fashion products. “The 
Peacock Magazine turns five this August, and its 
success also led us to launch another magazine, 
Travel Peacock Magazine (in 2021),” says Shane, 

Home coming. NFT by Raghavendra 
Rathore

Actor Vicky Kaushal on The Peacock 
Magazine cover 

Snapshots from an interactive 
shopping video
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of the magazines which have their own 
Instagram pages, and a cumulative 
following of close to 200,000.

Instagram has emerged as a go-to 
social media platform for fashion, leading 
brands to develop content marketing 
strategies specifically around it. Kolkata 
based couturier Sabyasachi Mukherjee 
has multiple pages dedicated to various 
segments of his brands, and often 
unveils collections exclusively on the 
platform—the latest being his Heritage 
Bridal 2022 line. “We do a lot of business 
on [Instagram] direct messaging even 
though we don’t do sponsored posts 
in India,” says Patel Mehta says. Patel 
Mehta notes that the lack of a full-fledged 
Instagram Shop features (which enables 
shoppers to buy directly via the app)  
can be a hindrance. 

While it doesn’t enable transactions 
in India, Instagram remains a primary 
medium for product discovery. Milan 
Chokshi, founder of the Mumbai-
based jewellery label Moksh, notes that 
their platform has simplified visual 
communication—enabling brands to 
shoot their own content and posts. 
“The transaction may not happen on 
Instagram, but we receive a lot of  
queries but it’s the first touch point for  
a customer,” he adds, adding that they 
also receive queries from Tier 2 cities  
via Instagram. Dravid also notes that  
she is keen to explore Instagram’s new  
Creator Lab, a community-led platform  
for content creators and influencers  
which launched in March. 

The Gen Z Shopper 

and Metaverse 

Even while India is playing catch-up 
with digital technologies, the global 
luxury e-tail experience is transforming 
with new innovations such as digital 
fashion, NFTs and the metaverse. Poised 
to be technologies of the future, these 
trends are fuelled by Gen Z shoppers. 
In quantitative surveys for the Atlas of 
Affluence, Gen Zs comprise the highest 
number of online shoppers at 39% 
followed by Gen Ys (millennials) at 28%. 
Non metros also show an inclination 

towards online shopping, due to the 
high concentration of Gen Z consumers 
among those surveyed. 

Due to an inherent familiarity with 
technology, Gen Zs and young luxury 
consumers are seen at the forefront 
of consuming innovations like digital 
wearables—created internationally by 
brands such as British label Auroboros 
and the creator-led platform RTFKT. 
International luxury houses such 
as Gucci and Louis Vuitton are now 
creating NFTs in collaboration with 
artists and digital creators, as extensions 
of various collections and capsules. 
“The NFT space is very interesting for 
brands. But it is important to back it 
up with physical products because 
luxury is about touch and feel,” says 
Patel Mehta, who is keen to explore the 
technology for forthcoming projects. 
It is still early to assess the potential of 
these technologies, especially in India 
where the only a few designers like 
Manish Malhotra and Raghavendra 
Rathore (who launched NFTs in 2021, 
collaborating with digital marketplace 
WazirX’s and FDCI x Lakmé Fashion 
Week) and the metaverse an elusive 
concept. To enable greater impact on 
the luxury market here, these digital 
assets will have to take concrete shape  
in the imaginations of both brands  
and consumers.

The pandemic accelerated 
demand for online and 
distance selling.

Virtual and Whatsapp 
consultations emerge as key 
retail touchpoints. 

Blogs, e-zines and digital content 
crucial for brand marketing. 

Instagram enables product 
discovery and customer inquiries.  

Gen Z shoppers will lead future 
technologies like metaverse 
and NFTs. 

TOP TAKEAWAYS
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“Luxury is a condition and the quality of ‘navigating the now’ and adapting to the future, 

and its perception has changed due to pandemic-driven transitions. Improved well-

being and fulfilling experiences have become top priority. There is a growing need for 

individuality and exclusivity. Owing to new policies of supporting local crafts, Make in 

India campaigns, the influence of the Indian film industry and enormous online exposure, 

consumers are looking to own Indian luxury brands. Given the broad reach of the digital 

medium and the widened entry points, luxury brands are beginning to expand their 

presence through the online space. Investing in luxury couture too has spread much 

beyond top-tier cities. As customers return to stores after two long years, they’re now 

looking forward to thoughtful, valuable, and feel-good shopping experiences. Brands 

are nurturing and building lasting relationships and making clients feel they’re a part of 

something crucial. In these times, the viewing of the product digitally, connecting with 

its brand story, finally to its acquisition, the process has become personal. And that’s how 

every consumer wants to feel when they invest so much time and money into quality 

endorsed products/services aligned with superior functionality.” and feel-good shopping 

experiences. Brands are nurturing and building lasting relationships and making clients 

feel they’re a part of something crucial. In these times, the viewing of the product 

digitally, connecting with its brand story, finally to its acquisition, the process has become 

personal. And that’s how every consumer wants to feel when they invest so much time 

and money into quality endorsed products/services aligned with superior functionality.”

Couturier and Film Costume Designer

Manish Malhotra

Manish Malhotra’s ‘Diffuse’ line
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Michael Kors:
Case Study

One in f ive visitors on Ajio Luxe—the 
e-commerce portal that houses multi-brand 
luxury fashion apparel and accessories—has 
shopped at least one item from American 

bridge-to-luxury (BTL) brand Michael Kors (MK) which 
continues to be the highest selling brand on the 
platform since its launch in January 2021. That may 
just be an online story but Michael Kors handbags with 
prominent logos are ubiquitous on fashion enthusiasts 
in Indian malls, marketplaces, social gatherings and 
workplaces. According to data from Reliance Brands Ltd 
(RBL), which runs 7 Michael Kors stores in India, this has 
been the highest selling BTL brand since 2018 followed 
by Diesel. It retained its top selling position across all the 
years and through the pandemic. MK products are also 
retailed through online channels run by The Collective 
(present in its multi-brand outlets for luxury) and online 
on Tata Cliq Luxury.

Michael Kors opened its f irst physical store in India in 
2013, almost a decade back at DLF Emporio, India’s f irst 
luxury mall located in New Delhi. Since then, despite 
logomania’s volatile ebb and tide, MK remains a
retail triumph.

Store managers as well as customers 
interviewed for this white paper 
(customer names withheld upon 
request) say MK is a rite of passage. It is 
one of the first BTL brands many young 
professionals save up for mostly for its 
instant recall value through the logo. “It 
is the go-to brand for many when they 
buy a gift item and even the chosen 
brand when they want to explore a 
high-end purchase for themselves. We 
have customers who are browsers, who 
save and buy at some point. Purchases 
surge during the end of season sale,” 
says Sandeep Vaid, Store Manager, 
Michael Kors, and DLF Emporio  
in New Delhi.

Tarun Puri who heads the Michael Kors 
business in India at RBL, attributes 
this to diligence in customer care. “MK 
adopted a humanised communication 
strategy in the last two years, especially 
during the lockdown,” says Puri.

Suruchi Khubchandani 

Bridging Luxury For India
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 We reached out to all our consumers asking how 
they were doing, sans sales expectations. A distance 
selling strategy was created to meet delivery 
timelines when the store was shut during lockdown. 
Our ‘dark store’ was operational servicing the 
e-commerce orders, turning them around in quickest 
possible time. 98% of the orders were turned around 
within 24 hours, he adds.
Competitively priced accessories (mid-sized bags 
cost between ₹30,000 and ₹50,000) add to the draw. 
Handbags dominate spends. In Delhi, in the last six 
months from September 2021 to February 2022, MK 
handbags accounted for 50% of the brand’s total 
sales while in Mumbai they contributed 55% in the 
last month (February 2022) alone. 
Vaid says that seasoned customers who own LVs or 
Gucci bags also buy MK handbags for daily use or for 
travel. Teenagers and college kids too throng to buy 
an MK, but the skew is towards sling bags. Watches 
in gold and rose gold followed by small leather goods 
like wallets are the next best performing category
after handbags. 

Gender, Age and Other Factors 

“We observed that gifting became the order of 
the day for customers who wanted to express 
their gratitude to near and dear ones during the 
pandemic. We amplified our gifting catalogue and 
stocked small leather goods (SLGs) which performed 
well for occasions like Mother’s Day, Women’s Day 
etc.,” informs Puri. “The brand aesthetics appeal to 
all generations. Since July 2020, MK Mumbai has 
generated sales that amounts to almost ₹ 20 lakh, 

through virtual selling alone,” says Shruti Shetty, 
Boutique Director at Michael Kors, Mumbai. While 
female buyers have spurred the success of MK in 
India, (70% of total MK clients are women) men are 
catching up. “Men often come for buying gifts. They 
have a budget in mind and are not shy to rope in 
the store manager and take his/her advice. Men are 
more curious about the exchange policy, warranty 
etc. compared to women,” says a shopping assistant 
at a MK store. “The recent launch of MK’s men’s range 
shows that men do not need to be convinced to 
shop. They know their mind. If it (a clothing item) fits 
right, they will buy it in a larger number. We at times 
sell more than three polo T-shirts to a single male 
customer, in three different colours, if they like the 
fit and are not price sensitive. Women on the other 
hand are confused shoppers and are price sensitive,” 
says Shetty. 

MK Store, Jio World Drive, Mumbai  

1 in 5
Visitors on Ajio Luxe have 
shopped at least one item 
from Michael Kors which 
continues to be the highest 
selling brand on the platform 
since its launch in 2021.
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Sohini Dey 

Marking Time,
Keeping Watch

Watches top luxury product associations, as brands 
capitalise on consumer demand with bestselling designs, 

limited-edition offerings and conscious practices.

I f time is luxury, watches are its wearable 
emblems—and not just metaphorically. Watches 
command a steady share of the global luxury 
market, with annual sales worth $49 billion in 

2019 according to ‘The State of Fashion: Watches 
and Jewellery’ report by The Business of Fashion 
and McKinsey & Co. Following a pandemic slump, 
the global watch market is on a recovery route. 
According to Morgan Stanley’s yearly Swiss watch 
industry report published in partnership with 
specialist agency LuxeConsult, “business has 
returned to pre-COVID-19 level of sales, with Swiss 
watch exports up 31.2% compared to 2020, and even 
2.7% higher than 2019.” The segment is poised for 
growth, also illustrated by Watches and Wonders, 
the annual jewellery and watches trade show which 
hosted its first physical edition this year with 38 of the 
world’s top brands.

In India, a number of international luxury brands 
including Chopard, Cartier and Bvlgari retail watches 
from flagship stores. Other brands—Rolex, Panerai, 
Rado, Omega and Breitling to name a few—are 
available through authorised retailers. According 
to the Atlas of Affluence’s (AOA) 2022 quantitative 
survey, watches emerge on top of luxury product 
association, cited by 50% consumers. Even during 
the pandemic, luxury watch collectors did not 
stop shopping; according to an article in The 
Economic Times, three watches from Swedish brand 

Gustafsson and Sjögren each priced at ₹24 lakh, sold 
in India in May 2021 while a Pune resident purchased 
a Cecil Purnell watch at ₹3.4 crore. Watches came 
fourth in the list of spending patterns in 2021 in AOA 
2022 surveys, at 16%—second only to apparel, with 
Rolex and Rado among preferred brands. 

The Allure of Heritage Designs  
New iterations of classic designs such as the Rolex 
GMT-Master II launched in 1955, recognised by its 
two-toned bezel, remain popular among buyers. The 
bezel changes colours often, with green and black 
on offer in the 2022 model. Such examples abound 
in the world of horology—think Patek Philippe’s 
Calatrava Lineup, the Oyster Perpetual line of Rolex 
watches, the bejewelled designs of Italian luxury 
brand Bvlgari’s Serpenti timepieces and the Royal 
Oak, Swiss watchmaker Audemars Piguet’s most 
well-known offering which turns 50 this year.

Sports Luxe Timepieces

Google ‘bestselling luxury watches’ and chances 
are that you will find Omega’s Seamaster and 
Speedmaster recurring across lists. Both are sports 
watches, the first poised as a diving watch, and the 
second, a chronograph made iconic by American 
astronaut Neil Armstrong who wore it to the moon. 
Sports watches, conceptualised around diving, racing 
and aviation lifestyles never go out of fashion. This 
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year, legacy watchmaker Vacheron Constantin has 
reissued its iconic sports watch, the 222 in yellow 
gold while Italian luxury brand Bvlgari launched 
the Octo Finissimo Ultra, the world’s thinnest 
mechanical watch at 1.8mm thickness. The Zenith 
Chronomaster Sport, the Chopard Alpine Eagle 
Flying Tourbillon and Tag Heuer’s Aquaracer and 
Formula 1 additions are other new launches. 

Limited Edition Equals Luxury

One of the most talked about pieces at Watches 
and Wonders 2022 was the Grand Seiko Kodo 
Constant-force Tourbillon. The brand’s first 
mechanical complication watch, only 20 pieces 
will be available when it goes on sale in October. 
Rare, limited-edition timepieces are highly coveted 
among serious watch collectors also for reasons 
of design and innovation. In 2021, LVMH-owned 
watch brand Hublot launched two watches 
in collaboration with Japanese artist Takashi 
Murakami—the 200-piece Hublot Classic Fusion 
Takashi Murakami All Black and the 100-piece 
Classic Fusion Takashi Murakami Sapphire 
Rainbow—which sold out in days. 

The Rise of Fashion Watches

In 2021, Italian luxury house Gucci announced its 
entry into high watchmaking with designs like the 
GUCCI 25H, G-Timeless and Grip. At French luxury 
house Hermès, watches have emerged as one of 
the strongest verticals. According to the Deloitte 
Power of Luxury Goods 2021 report, the brand’s 
watch sales in 2020 rose by 2.3%, with “strong in-
store growth in Asian markets.” Chanel, another 
French luxury brand, is also creating innovative 
watches, such as the Boyfriend, Monsieur  
and J12, whose newest variation features a 
diamond tourbillon.

According to the Atlas of Affluence’s 
quantitative surveys, watches emerge 
on top of luxury product association, 
cited by 50% consumers.

Chopard Happy Sport 
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Smartwatches and New Technologies 

In tandem with the rising popularity of wearable tech, 
luxury brands too have turned towards smartwatches. 
Tag Heuer, which has launched two Connected 
Calibre E4 designs this year, the Montblanc 
Summit Lite and Frederique Constant Smartwatch 
Vitality timepieces are notable. Hermès has been 
collaborating with technology company Apple since 
2015 while French luxury house Louis Vuitton made 
news this January with the Tambour Horizon Light 
Up watches, distinguished by LED lights behind the 
brand’s monogram ring and smart features including 
an operating system that is the first outside 
Apple’s ecosystem to receive the Made for
iPhone (MFI) accreditation.

Meanwhile, with growing conversations around 
the metaverse, brands like Audemars Piguet, Bvlgari 
and Italian watchmaker Panerai have reportedly filed 
for trademark application to use their designs there. 
Hublot has gone a step further, launching two NFTs 
(non-fungible tokens) in continuing collaboration 
with Murakami this April.

Sustainability Movements

The Deloitte Swiss Watch Industry Study 2021 notes 
that “72% of brands (surveyed) are investing more 
in sustainability to reduce their carbon footprints 
and address consumer demands.” The report also 
highlights the popularity of the pre-owned watch 
market. Swiss watch brand Oris achieved carbon 
neutral certified status in 2021 and aims to lower 
emissions by 10% each year. Recycled materials, 
particularly ocean waste, have emerged as a popular 
choice for watches with examples ranging from the 
Tom Ford 002 Ocean Plastic Watch to the Ulysse 
Nardin Diver Net and Baume Ocean by Baume and 
Mercier (all launched in 2020). Meanwhile Chopard 
turns to ethically-mined gold in its designs while Tag 
Heuer’s new Carrera Plasma watch comes studded 
with lab-grown diamonds.

Panerai has made sustainability practices central 
to its design ethos, implementing energy-efficient 
manufacturing practices and aiming to create 30% 
of its collection using recycled materials. At Watches 
and Wonders 2022, the brand hosted pre-owned 
watch platform Watchfinder & Co at its booth, and 
introduced fresh innovations like incorporating 
eSteel, a trademarked material created from recycled 
steel scraps, in its Submersible range of watches. 

Heritage designs and sports 
watches continue to 
be popular.

Limited edition designs are 
instant bestsellers.

Luxury fashion brands 
are entering the high 
horological space. 

Smartwatches are getting a 
luxury makeover.

Brands are adopting sustainable 
processes and recycled materials. 

TOP TAKEAWAYS

Apple Watch Hermès Series 7
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THE ASCENDANCE 
OF INDIA
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Mayank Mansingh Kaul

Indian handmade creations belong to the 
phenomenal prisms in which luxury brands have 
taken over the world’s aspirations. Here’s why. 

Indian Craft in
the Global Ecology 
of Affluence

In the early 2000s, I was trained as a student of design 
in a pedagogy which saw its role, fundamentally, with a 
moral purpose. The seeds of such education emerged in 
the context of a new nation, India, which after a long and 

sustained movement for freedom from British colonial rule, 
was developing a mandate for its cultural institutions in the 
mid-20th century. Connected with the vanguard in the world 
at the time, their primary thrusts came from the need to 
address solutions, nevertheless, for employment creation and 
the regeneration of a fledgling economy. They were largely 
state enabled and led, with support from the country’s English-
speaking elite: industrialists, urban professionals and members 
of the country’s former landed class. They also looked to the 
role of the handmade—or the crafts sector as it has come to be 
generically defined today—to address its goals. 

These sentiments seeded the start of my career. From a 
small studio in South Delhi, I designed products that from 
today’s standpoint, might be considered artisanal. The stamp 
of hand processes were devised consciously: hand spun yarns 
in hand loomed fabrics which imp arted a distinct visual effect 
and tactile texture, hand-stitched details or hand finished 
edges. Such apparel and to an extent, home furnishings, were 
simple in their styles, and found a ready, niche market abroad 
and in the country’s wealthy, cosmopolitan conclaves. My 
practice belonged to a tiny ecology of makers who quite vocally, 
shunned the bling of the country’s burgeoning wedding and 
occasional wear industry, marked by heavy embellishment. We 
believed that there was merit in channeling the affordances and 
skills of hand craftsmanship to yet another, entirely different 
kind of high-end retail.

Mayank Mansingh Kaul
is a Delhi-based independent 
writer and curator with an 
interest in post-Independence 
histories of design, fashion 
and textiles in India.
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The Other Side of Impact 

on India’s Artisans 

However, it was clear that such interventions 
could not create impact for the millions 
of craftspeople and artisans. For a young 
entrepreneur in a country only beginning to 
recognise the role of such design start-ups, 
the large-scale formats of garment mass-
manufacturing and sale felt far. Practitioners 
of artisanal design were not fitted within the 
precincts of global luxury brands that were 
making their way, slowly, into Indian malls.  
Nor were they engaged asnot-for-profit,  
non-governmental entities, the ecology  
around which had grown significantly by 
then since the early years after Independence. 
Designers like me were primarily designing for 
people like us, looking for things of everyday 
use. Perhaps, to elevate the daily act of  
dressing up and living, into something  
more than just that.

A Small U-Turn 

For a couple of years between graduating and 
this phase as a designer, I researched policies 
for creative and cultural industries in Delhi’s 
corridors of power, simultaneously working 
and living in a new age spiritual and wellness 
commune on its outskirts. Also because a 
decade since I closed the doors on the studio, 
I now write on and curate handmade textiles, 
while being involved in the establishment of 
study centres and private museums which 
argue for the need to archive material, 
 

 
and histories of Indian fabric. Through these  
the quest to pursue a singular question has remained 
constant: why do things produced by hand invoke  
an immediate response impossible to put into words, 
leave alone any kind of later analysis?

The Immeasurable Hallmark of the Handmade 

It is this immeasurability which the present 
international luxury industry has tried to capture 
in objects and experiences. We may agree that 
they have succeeded or not, whichever side of the 
consumer fence we may find ourselves in. We may 
celebrate the icons and celebrities which it has 
propped up, or choose to acknowledge its unsung 
heroes who produce, consistently, qualities of 
excellence which have become its hallmark. But we 
may not be able to deny—whether as fashion and 
lifestyle, jewellery and timepieces, automobile and 
hospitality, or in recent years digital technology—the 
phenomenal way in which its luxury brands have 
taken over the world’s aspirations, whether in  
real or in the metaverse. 

Are Indian handcrafted products luxury from 
such prisms? The metallic brocades of Varanasi, the 
gossamer fine cottons of West Bengal, the double 
ikats of Gujarat, and the bold chequered patterns of 
Kancheepuram? Surely, none of them have propped 
up international labels that the world knows as much 
as those from the West.Their packaging is not parallel 
to the ways in which European and North American 
centric fashion of client servicing and immersive 
buying therapy. Their wearers don’t annually gear up 
to walk the red carpets of French Riviera press meets 
and Los Angeles film award galas. But to argue for 
such ends for India’s vast repertories of extraordinary 
artistic skills and contexts in hand manufacture 
might mean setting us on a path to blind mimicry 
from which there could be no return? I believe Indian 
luxury needs to find its own context, excellence and 
exceptionalism.  I write this as I am in the Rann of 
Kutch, passing through what seems like an endless 
desert. The herders tell us of the wool they shear 
which is as cool in the summer as warm in the winter. 
Their daughters embroider on shawls made of such 
fibre for their dowry. In recent decades, they have 
started, simultaneously, to supplement
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their family’s income by doing such embellishment on other kinds of fabrics, which makes it way to other 
trousseaus across several continents, to Non Resident Indians abroad. Some, are made to appeal to niche 
international tourists.It is a continuum which seems to get layered, in a constantly evolving eco system which 
has existed for millennia. An hour’s drive away is the Arabian Sea, the shores of which have attracted traders 
from around the world since ancient times. Far from disruptive, the region’s connections with such far flung 
markets seem inevitable. Possible, not for contemporary reasons alone, of a new global ecology for the kind 
of expensive consumption that is the subject of this report. But one which has forever sought some kind of 
intrinsic meaning, which is also at home elsewhere.

Chintz by Renuka Reddy, Cotton, Hand Painted, Mordant and Resist-Dyed  
with Pomegranate and Fermented Iron, Bengaluru, 2017

Untitled by Ajit Kumar Das, Cotton, Hand-
painted with Natural Dyes, Kolkata,  
West Bengal, 1995
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“Traditionally, Indian luxury has been the celebration of the most refined 
craftsmanship, be it the softest muslins, handwoven saris with pure silver and 
gold, exquisite jewellery or finely carved vessels—objects of deep desire. But I 
do believe that there is a subtler, experiential but extremely powerful concept 
of luxury that originated in India and which is now having a revival of sorts 
around the globe and that is the luxury of holistic wellbeing. The emphasis on 
the integrated-ness of mental, spiritual and physical wellbeing has evolved 
from our ancient Vedic philosophy. Svasthi or holistic wellbeing literally means 
‘being established within oneself’ and that is by being connected to our own 
inner nature, understanding who we are as we align both body and mind to 
the rhythms of nature. This is the start of what truly is a personal luxury—the 
luxury of choice, of enjoying the moment, of luxuriating in something that has 
been mindfully created. And so I founded Paro where we invite all to join us in 
our journey towards svasthi or true wellbeing. Paro is an experiential offering. 
With our apparel and jewellery line, we celebrate the beauty that delights our 
senses. With Botanica we tap into the power of nature. With our Deep Sleep, 
Sacred Agni and Yoga range we offer the rituals of peace and calm. Our vessels 
and vases offer the timeless delight of handcrafted objects. And through our 
workshops, we work towards creating a community of like-minded seekers.”

Founder, Paro

Simran Lal

Paro’s Sacred Agni range
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Indians have always loved luxury and had a fabulous 
propensity towards enduring style. No weave, no inlay, 
no carving was too much to ask for, and time, money 
and material were and are lavished on it. It is why 

the Europeans flocked here, and unfortunately left this 
country a shell of its former self. But 70 plus years on from 
Independence, the taste for luxury is exploding. It is 
our DNA.

I was brought up in a military, Jesuit and public school 
environment, where Indianness was not a priority. In fact, 
looking back, I realise there was too much emulation of 
the colonisers’ way and not enough education, exposure 
and appreciation of our own craft and luxuries. For me, 
and real lovers of beauty, it was never about the logo, it 
was love of the craft for itself.  It had nothing to do with 
bridal though that is a craft pinnacle since it was the 
foremost Indian celebration. Embroidery for instance is a 
skill the world comes to India for. From zardozi-couched 
Mughal carpets to the finesse of Lucknawi chikankari 
and their million interpretations, these are just two 
embroidery techniques, and this I learnt at the hands of 
master craftsmen who crossed my path at various stages. 
For me, luxury is entirely about comfort and fit, without 
which no luxury brand can survive, in India or abroad. 
This has been the studio’s reason to exist.

While modern marketing blitz and Bollywood are potent 
influencers, the real luxury user needs no endorsement 
or logo because luxury exists in their skin, for their senses.

Indian Couture as 
Global Luxury: 
DNA and Evolution  

Tarun Tahiliani
is a Delhi based couturier. The 
Tarun Tahiliani Design Studio, 
founded in 1995, creates cou-
ture, diffusion and prêt-a-porter 
which are Indian in sensibility, 
yet international in appeal.

Tarun Tahiliani
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Tarun Tahiliani campaign image 

Central to this idea of luxury is to  
consider our craftspeople as artists  
rather than faceless factory workers.

How does one define Indian 
modern luxury—our techniques 
and skills with beautifully cut and 
engineered clothes that hang on the 
body effortlessly in the same way a 
muslin sari would or a fine jaali chikan 
kurta or an angrakha on a man. This is 
what the global Indian demands and 
this is what we send out.

Being in fashion, working with our 
craftspeople and artisans and seeing 
what they do, the patience they do 
it with, and their single mindedness 
to create perfection, has made me 
understand luxury at a visceral level. 
This is what we pour into the products 
(clothes) to ensure that the bride 
can dance through the night, and 
more importantly, make everything 
sustainable, to be used and reused. 
There has to be the luxury to love and 
re-love! Through our different collections 
and techniques, we are finding new 

ways to make our crafts and 
techniques relevant. While modern 
marketing and Bollywood are potent 
influencers, the real luxury user needs 
no endorsement or logo because 
luxury exists in their skin, and for their 
senses. It is a personal engagement in 
the true sense. 

Many of us have the privilege 
of luxury between east and west—in 
mind space, at heart. But the more 
I understand our heritage and what 
we owe to it, as well as how we create 
it, the evolution becomes more 
organic and thought through. It is a 
gift! And one which we must nurture 
and preserve. Central to this idea of 
luxury is to consider our craftspeople 
as artists rather than faceless factory 
workers. It is only then that our 
engagement with our art and our 
practice will become more meaningful 
and full of possibilities.
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I n January, around 3,600 square feet of intricately 
embroidered fabric from the Chanakya 
International atelier in the bylanes of Byculla, 
Mumbai, got air bound for Musée Rodin in Paris, 

and the hallowed runway of the House of Dior’s 
Spring-Summer 2022 haute couture presentation. 
There, the panels, which meticulously translated 
Delhi-based artist couple Madhvi and Manu Parekh’s 
artworks to large-scale embroideries, served as 
a stunning backdrop for Dior’s artistic director 
Maria Grazia Chiuri’s vision. Painstakingly curated 
by Chanakya International’s managing director 
Karishma Swali and executed with finesse over three 
months by 320 men and women master artisans, 
the scenography had the honour of being displayed 
in situ for a week post-show. This was, the third Dior 
couture show that Chanakya International’s artisans 
set the mise-en-scène for, in the process showcasing 
India’s vast repository of craft for a discerning  
global audience.

“For generations, art and craft have seamlessly 
enriched one another but somehow the perception is 
that art holds the edge over craft. I wanted to blur the 
demarcating lines. If you hold a paintbrush, you are 
an artist; aren’t you an artist when you hold a needle, 
too?” asks Swali. 

This scenario would have been unheard of a few 
years ago: to have an international luxury label give 
glowing credence to an Indian embroidery atelier, 
usually considered the ’back office’ of a couture 
extravaganza; a healthy exchange of creative ideas 
to foster a ‘collective vision’; for women embroidery 
artisans to work alongside their male counterparts in 
what has hitherto been a male-dominated bastion.

Much has changed since Chanakya International 
was launched in 1986 by the artistically inclined 
Vinod Maganlal Shah, who took a sabbatical from 
the family’s iron and steel business to explore the 
country’s craft clusters. He came back with 20 master 
craftsmen from Kutch, Lucknow, Varanasi and

Kimi Dangor

Embroidery atelier Chanakya International and French fashion house 
Dior share a unique bond that upholds contemporary values of 

luxury—handmade craft, accountability and artisan welfare.

X
Chanakya

International Dior
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Kashmir to start an export house providing customised surface ornamentation. Today, his children—Swali 
and brother Nehal Shah—spearhead operations, working with regulars like Dior, Fendi, Valentino, Versace, 
Moschino, Alberta Ferretti, Celine, Yves Saint Laurent, and Maison Margiela. While Swali has partnered with 
sister-in-law Monica to launch the couture label Jade, the atelier also runs the Chanakya School of Craft, 
founded in 2016, where women are trained to become skilled artisans. The tenet of upholding Indian design 
and craft excellence is now woven with their ideas of worker welfare and women empowerment. 

The House of Dior’s Spring-Summer 2022 haute couture presentation with Madhvi and Manu 
Parekh’s artworks
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Traditionally, there was 

a confidentiality caveat 

that came with the 

collaboration between 

international labels and 

Indian artisans. How has 

that changed over  

the years?

Yes, in the past there wasn’t 
much focus on transparency 
and celebrating craft, it was 
more about design houses 
leading the narrative. But at 
Chanakya International, we 
understand that recognising 
skill is an important part 
of keeping craft legacies 
alive. We’ve made it a point 
to foster dialogues that 
harness transparency. It’s now 
visible, with design houses 
increasingly talking about 
their collaborations not just 
from a production perspective, 
but a design inspiration point 
as well. The narrative has 
changed. India has gone  
from being a hub to an 
inspiration destination. 

Do you think Indian 

artisans hold a unique 

space in global luxury?       
Within fashion connoisseur 
circles, there is no doubt that 
India has the largest artisanal 
base for handcraftsmanship 
in the world; the big houses 

come here because they 
choose excellence, not because 
they choose a cheaper 
production option. India is 
not just a place to produce 
something, it’s the best place 
to produce it. There is so much 
innate wisdom in craft: it’s 
naturally sustainable, with a 
nearly zero carbon footprint, 
something that’s nostalgic, 
meaningful, and for many of 
our artisans, almost meditative. 
People are recognising that.

Have these developments 

led to more reforms and 

better working conditions 

for your artisans?

Our atelier is SA8000 (social 
accountability) certified, which 
means that our pay scales, 
working hours, management 
systems, safety, welfare, health 
insurance policies are all 
globally complaint. Chanakya 
International employs over 400 
artisans; some have been in the 
company much before I joined, 
which was more than 25 years 
ago. We don’t even look at it 
as worker welfare, its standard 
operating procedure. The idea 
is to have a work environment 
that fuels ease and creativity.  
25 years ago. We don’t even 
look at it as worker welfare, it’s 
standard operating procedure. 
The idea is to make the work 
environment one that fuels 
ease and creativity.  

Interview with Karishma Swali on the world opening 
up to sourcing transparency with India and Chanakya 
International’s association with Dior. 

Karishma Swali
Creative Director, 
Chanakya International 
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Your collaborations with Dior amplify women 

artisans. Tell us about your unique synergy 

and Chiuri’s connection with the Chanakya 

School of Craft.     

Generationally, a craft is passed down from father 
to son and while there’s a certain beauty to that, 
the downside that it is not documented makes it 
vulnerable to the peril of losing some craft forms. So, 
we felt the need to institutionalise it, and also open it 
up to women by providing them equal opportunity. 
That idea came from Maria Grazia, who we have 
known since the mid-90s and with whom we share 
a passion for craft, the need to preserve it, innovate 
and make it relevant. Whenever she visited us in 
India, she’d wonder why there were only men in the 
ateliers. “Where are the women?” she’d ask. That’s 
when we thought we should do something about 
balancing that out and she has been a great mentor 
and visionary since. Working with her and Dior has 
been gratifying, especially when you see what it 
does to women artisans—to see your work on an 
international stage,  to understand what craft can do 
for you and what you can do for yourself.

How has the Chanakya School of Craft 

bettered the lives of the women who  

attend the school?

For our women who come from low-income 
backgrounds, it’s not just about learning a skill 
but also about developing design thinking, 
understanding quality assurance, finance and 
entrepreneurship. We teach them about body 
intelligence through yoga, too. It’s a one-year 
programme; at the end of it, they are offered a  
six-month internship, after which they are free  
to decide what they want to do. Some become  
trainers or entrepreneurs, others join their husbands 
who are tailors, many join the Chanakya artisanal 
workforce or other ateliers. They are able to stand  
up for themselves, gain financial independence,  
and have fun with their creative experimentation. 
The biggest takeaway is knowing that they are  
part of a community that cares. 

Manu and Madhvi Parekh’s paintings, embroidered as tapestries by artisans from Mumbai’s Chanakya School 
of Craft were the backdrop of the Dior show
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Kimi Dangor is a veteran fashion journalist. She 
has worked for and contributed to publications  
like India Today, Indian Express, PEOPLE, Vogue  
India and Mid-Day and  is interested in fashion’s  
role as a cultural chronicler.
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The pursuit of excellence called glamour is not about objects. It 
is a space created with integrity, authenticity, honesty. Luxury 
is when you can afford it but don’t allow yourself to have it. 

We all do it—we search for answers  
and we search for meaning. Self-
expression is a philosophical position, 
it is an evolutionary process and a 

dialectic one as uniqueness and individuality are traits 
that all ambitious individuals aspire towards. As we 
engage with the world, we learn from our experiences 
and our surroundings. We mould our environment and 
then our environment starts moulding us. In the end 
what remains of a civilisation, is its literature, art and 
architecture, everything else being ephemeral. This is 
illustrated in the way a Hindu temple is decorated— 
the lowest band of the facade is carved with battle 
scenes and chaos, while higher up appear scenes of 
everyday life. Higher still, like inside Odisha’s Konark 
temple, are images of the gods while at the very top, 
there is no decoration signifying the moment of truth 
where no image exists. 

As a species, we look for Convenience, Simplicity and 
Immediacy. New money, however, is hedonistic. 
It is a gathering of all that one can possess and even 
art becomes a commodity and every real artist, a victim 
of his/her own success. The comfort of traditionalism, 
however, allows a false sense of history albeit in a sloppy 
manner. This is understandable as architecture stands 
with one leg in a world that is 3,000 years old and 
another leg in the 21st century, making an architect’s 
profession incredibly deep and their contribution hard 
to comprehend for an underexposed lot. 

Homing In With 
Architecture: What Does A 
Luxury Space Really Mean

Akshat Bhatt 
is Principal Architect at 
Architecture Discipline, a New 
Delhi-based multi-disciplinary 
architecture practice he founded 
in 2007. His work spans across 
residences and workspaces, 
retail and hospitality interiors, to 
large-scale urban assignments.

Akshat Bhatt
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So, how does an architect decide on a spatial palette for someone who has the means to experience 
everything? Consider the options. The flexing of architectural muscle in the Post-Independence, modernist 
era led to celebration of exposed concrete, brick, lime stone as seen in the Sarabhai House in Ahmedabad 
designed by Le Corbusier. On the other hand, the comfort of traditionalism leads everybody to desire a white 
Lutyens-esque bungalow from Central Delhi complete with wainscots, relief work and a chequered marble 
floor. The former emerged from a period of uncertainty and demonstrates a confidence in one’s judgement 
and belief in the future. The latter, however, is a borrowed image for someone seeking comfort in the past–
because it has existed before, it will probably continue to exist forever.

The Oberoi Amarvillas, Agra
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We Need a Little Space to Read, to Eat, 

to Sleep, to Bathe. But We All Need a 

Lot of Space for Our Mind

Money and life experiences are merely 
enablers. Real luxury has to do with the 
quality of space, light and air, it is not about 
expensive materials and shag pile carpets. So, 
good architecture is not about the last perfect 
room, it’s about the beauty of scale and 
rhythm expressed through construction. It 
sets up dialogues for continuity and contrast. 
Real luxury is about creating space for the 
mind (and in a philosophical sense creating 
time). Timeless spaces do not express a rigid 
philosophical framework but nurture its 
evolution. More often than not we design 
these spaces from first principles and they  
are glamorous because they are in the  
pursuit of excellence, they are not about 
fancy objects.

The First Principles

When there isn’t something engaging to 
see, we create a simple engagement within 
a courtyard for instance—never something 
gimmicky. The material selection is not 
fetishised, it is simple. It could be a beige 
sandstone floor or even a white terrazzo 
floor, simple in its appearance, malleable 
and lending itself to the space but always 
impeccably installed and maintained. Simple 
materials like the sandstone, a locally available 
stone, used for flooring in The Oberoi Amar 
Vilas in Agra or The Oberoi Rajvilas in Jaipur. 
It inherits a tactile and grounded quality and 
encourages direct engagement such as to 
walk on it barefoot. The same can be said 
for a timber floor. Many luxury homes have 
dhurries on the floors which also encourage 
similar engagement. Similarly, for a Delhi-
based project, I will always use regional 
materials like granite, marble, quartzite, 
dolomite, limestone, sandstone. As with 
business, the idea is to play to your strengths. 
Importing material is an absolute no-no and 
you don’t want to create a Venetian villa in  
the heart of New Delhi. Louis Vuitton Foundation, Paris
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Architecture Moves The Spirit and 

The Things You Can’t Measure

We are always asked to create distinctive 
and distinguished spaces that have scale 
and intimacy and are uplifting. A place that 
our clients can call their own is made for 
the right reasons, one with a unique story 
to tell in a way that only they can tell it. A 
space with integrity, authenticity, honesty. 
It does not need to fit in, it needs to be just 
so. So an office can become about just one 
old motorcycle with a memory or the wing 
from an aircraft. A special object or art is a 
family heirloom or a gift from a friend, not a 
purchased piece unless you’re a discerning 
collector. These spaces have to enable 
dialogues for the future, they must remain 
relevant over decades for an enormous 
multiplicity of values and encourage 
evolution and change.

Preservation and The Path Forward

We might think we are misplaced to deal 
with the present, but what we offer the 
present is memory by inculcating a sense 
of continuity and connection to the wider 
world. Designing a building from the 
inside-out as much as from the outside-in 
with a goal to create spaces that are both 
functional and elegant, while evoking a sense 
of place and complementing an outward 
expression. Buildings which lead the modern 
architectural discourse follow an inside-out 
approach—they are robust from outside 
and comforting from inside. For example, 
the Lloyd’s building in London, the Centre 
Pompidou and the Louis Vuitton Foundation 
buildings in Paris. 

Centre Pompidou is a high-tech, mechanised 
building which also houses a museum and a 
library with functional structural elements of 
the building on the outside. It is the second 
most visited architecture space in the world. 
LV Foundation is a glass marvel and the 
building uses laminated glass panels as  
well as flooring created using locally 
sourced stone. 

We Are All Raconteurs: Making Space 

Relevant for Inhabitants 

We have accomplished individuals as clients 
who continue to be successful due to their 
hard work. But their intensity and spirituality 
is rooted elsewhere. Just as flying is oxygen 
to John Travolta (an advertisement for 
Breitling said Profession-Pilot, Career-Actor). 
Most truly successful people engage with 
something beyond business, we have worked 
with a super bike racer, a racing driver, an 
Everest summiteer, a triathlete, a cyclist, a 
few marathon runners, a musician.  Intensity 
and human endeavour is a common thread 
through this. Luxury is when you can afford it 
but don’t allow yourself to have it. The fittest 
never ask for a gym, the racers will have 
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Interior of Centre Pompidou, Paris
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commuter cars through the week and the only 
time you will see the hyper car is on the track. 
The diverse bunch of our clients fundamentally 
look for the same thing in their homes—for it 
to be utilitarian and created as an environment 
to enable interaction with space. They all have 
value-based understanding of things and are 
not hoarders. They don’t have wardrobes full of 
Louis Vuittons or garages full of cars. They seek 
timeless designs in their wardrobes, lifestyle 
and in their home. Spaces that make sense for 
generations to come and will outlive them. The 
focus is excellence as the space inhabited must 
become a sanctuary for evolution. This quest 
usually results in tall and well-lit spaces, devoid 
of clutter, surprisingly negligible wardrobe 
space and a simplistic material palette. Most 
homes we have designed don’t have big formal 
dining in living areas. The colonial hangover 
is over which meant having large separate 
entertainment spaces especially kept to 
entertain guests. 

Transparency Lives On 

The accomplished lot is looking for transparency 
in interactions and in their spaces. Within a 
home, we design an appropriate public space 
as the home is for the family. The ones with new 
money, however, are looking for trend-based 
designs that will help them locate their space 
in society. 

It’s only logical you buy well and buy once. 
Learn to value your time, effort and intellect and 
you will buy things that reflect that same value. 
This doesn’t mean one is cheap, it just means 
one is conscious. When an object has served its 
utility it is discarded making way for something 
better. It would be extremely inefficient and 
wasteful to do this with architectural space, 
therefore do it once, do it well and leave room  
so you can grow into it in the future.

Real luxury has to do with the 
quality of space, light and air, it 
is not about expensive materials 
and shag pile carpets.

Architecture Discipline’s project uses an aircraft wing as an 
office table
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Managing Director and CEO, 
The Oberoi Group

“Real Affluence is 
About Dharma”

Vikram Oberoi

I f luxury is about time, Vikram Oberoi chases it on 
superbikes which he races on, collects and fans 
over. If it is about freedom, he f inds it within the 
delicate enslavements of personal and professional 

commitments. The granular feeling of affluence that 
the wealthy are theoretically supposed to own and 
stash may be for him an exhilarating moment when 
the world (and life) whirrs past while he is speeding 
inside his mind and body on a motorcycle. But it is 
certainly not in the make or sake of his boisterous, 
fancy, and intimidatingly expensive bikes. It is not in 
the sharp suits he wears to work either. Certainly not 
in the f ine, dine and wine of his life at the top of a 
luxury hotel chain. His closet is lean and taut and if he 
is a fan of clothes at all, it is only athleisure and was 
so long before the pandemic sent it to lounge in our 
lives. Talking about the culture of affluence, Oberoi 
argues for human values threaded with sensitivity. He 
says he forensically burrows into the quality of service 
that the Oberoi hotels are known for and why real 
affluence is about dharma. Don’t be surprised if you 
f ind him obsessively tracking consistency and care on 
his Garmin watch.

Defining Luxury through Time and Freedom 

For me, luxury is about time and freedom. Time is scarce 
and once gone, it never comes back. My father always says: 
if you spend 10 minutes discussing something, we are short 
of those 10 minutes as time is the most limited resource
 we have. 

The other way to describe luxury for myself is freedom. 
We have a number of commitments with work or with 
family and friends. You don’t want to compromise on any 
of those. But to do them passionately, limits the time and 
the freedom for something you may want to do besides 
that. I love what I do, so I am very fortunate and my biggest 
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 The Oberoi Udaivilas, Udaipur
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responsibility is to lead through personal example. 
I have a simple rule: never ask someone to do 
what you can’t do yourself. For instance, I started 
going to the office every day before many of our 
colleagues returned to office after the lockdowns. 
How can we ask our colleagues to return to work if 
we are not going ourselves? With a commitment to 
making a difference at work and contributing in a 
meaningful way, time for other things often comes 
second. With these constraints, I often think that 
time and freedom are the biggest luxury of all. 

The Culture of Affluence 

I don’t have a def inition of affluence for myself 
and I don’t know what the right answer would 
be because I am really not driven by physical 
possessions. I love to ride motorcycles and to 
me more than the motorcycle itself, it is the 
liberty to be able to ride on a track which I 
try to do as often as I can on weekends. The 
physical possession of a motorcycle allows me 
to pursue my passion so to that extent it is an 
enabler rather than simply a possession.  

The Culture at Oberoi Hotels

It is not important what I think, but what 
our guests think of the service and care they 
receive at our hotels. I do everything I can to 
create an organisational culture that places 
our guests above all else. The single most 
important feedback we receive from our 
guests is the level of human interaction and 
the quality of service and care they receive at 
our hotels–people doing everything they can to 
make guests feel special. That’s our culture. We 
start with the mindset that not even one guest 

should leave unhappy and the things we must do to 
exceed the expectations of all our guests. Our culture 
is about sincerity and care. Not only for our guests, 
but for each other. How can we ask a colleague to 
care so deeply for our guests if we don’t demonstrate 
it among ourselves? I also feel that in India we are 
blessed because the family and family values are so 
strong. Our parents and our siblings demonstrate 
these important human values in day to day family 
life. Extending this to our guests and to each other 
is almost second nature. We just need to create 
an environment that enables this and allows it to 
flourish. A culture that places our guests first without 
boundaries and limitations. 

“I don’t have a definition of 
affluence for myself and I don’t  
know what the right answer would 
be because I am really not driven 
by physical possessions.”
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Training and Values 

We are meticulous on defining and 
documenting our service standards. 
If you take this hotel, (The Oberoi at 
Zakir Hussain Marg in New Delhi) 
there are over 2,000 documented 
service standards across departments 
that people should know and follow. 
Standards are a guide but over and 
above, we ask people to apply our 
values also referred to as our Dharma 
in looking after our guests, in their 
interactions with each other or with 
anyone else. 

Being a Leader 

At our hotels, I observe if colleagues 
are properly groomed and dressed. If 
I go to a restaurant and it is busy, I ask 
for the least desirable table as guests 
must have access to the best. While 
in the restaurant, I observe the level 
of service and the attentiveness of the 
restaurant staff and most important of 
all, how our guests are treated. I also pay 
attention to how our colleagues interact 
with each other. If I notice something 
that could be improved, I bring this to 
the attention of the General Manager, 
discuss the issue with him or her along 
with what needs to be done. I start 
with a philosophy that we all come 
to work and want to do our best. But 
things sometimes do go wrong and 
the leadership’s role is to support 
people to do their best. It is important 

that people are selected with care and 
trained to a high level of competency 
so that they can flourish and grow. And 
we must never compromise on our 
Dharma which ultimately defines our 
culture and our conduct. When things 
go wrong, we must understand the 
core of the issue instead of assessing 
it superficially. And as a manager or 
leader, we must ask ourselves “what 
could I have done differently to prevent 
that error or incident from happening?” 
If something has failed, the first 
question to ask is what could I have 
done differently to have supported a 
person or the team to have done better.
 
Secrets of a Small Closet

I wear formal suits to work and  
casual clothes or sportswear during  
my personal time. I may be caught 
buying fitness clothes on e-commerce 
sites (laughs). In winter it is a pair of 
cotton trousers, a T-shirt and a sweater, 
and in summers, it is shorts or casual 
trousers. I have a limited number of 
suits, shirts and casual clothes. I never 
have to apply my mind to what I wear 
as I have a small closet. Everything I 
have, I wear. If I don’t wear it, it’s best 
not to have it.

Interviewed by Shefalee Vasudev 
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“We have been able to push the boundaries of a superlative cinema experience 
to its very zenith, with a selection of gourmet food, well-designed interiors and 
premium amenities that set a new benchmark for luxury cinema blending the 
best in high-end hospitality and entertainment. There is a growing trend of 
many brands that have institutionalized luxury in fashion or hospitality and build 
socio-cultural spaces where people can interact. Our latest cinema Maison PVR, 
the House of PVR at Mumbai was born out of the quest to define deeper and 
newer facets of luxury.  We have explored every element that constitute this 
paradigm of luxury to create the ultimate viewing experience full of glamour 
and sophistication.The crux of the unique cinematic and hospitality experience it 
promises to deliver, is the strong belief that story telling is not merely consigned 
to the big screen, but in fact begins the very moment our guests enter the 
entrance lobby of the property. Maison PVR invites guests into a journey through 
grand entrance foyers, libraries with art and curiosities, grand living rooms, 
sophisticated open kitchens and bespoke private screening experiences.  PVR’s 
strategy has always revolved around the changing aspirations of its customers 
to offer them a differentiated and premium experience”.

Chairman and Managing Director, PVR Ltd.

Ajay Bijli

Maison PVR Library Hall



Amit Pande of The Collective on customer 
relations that drive sales, the e-commerce 
surge and the age of athleisure.

Stor(i)es of Today
and Tomorrow

It’s only March and The Collective, the multi-
retail store that houses apparel and accessories 
from global luxury brands has already 
opened three stores this year—in Noida, 

Pune and Lucknow, with plans for more across 
the country. Positioned as a super-premium 
lifestyle retail chain by Aditya Birla Fashion and 
Retail Limited (ABFRL), it adds to luxury fashion’s 
resonance in India with over a 100 brands in its 
portfolio studded with apparel, accessories and 
footwear. The likes of high-fashion players like 
Etro, Dsquared2, Philipp Plein, Karl Lagerfeld 
and Vivienne Westwood, along with Kenzo, Polo 
Ralph Lauren, Michael Kors and Marc Jacobs. 
As we assess the expanding luxury market in 
India, Amit Pande, Brand Head, The Collective 
and International Brands, speaks to us about 
pandemic learnings, the power of e-commerce 
and why the luxe T-shirt is a surprise retail star.

The Trend Shift in Luxury

The silhouettes were already changing pre-
COVID-19 to something more relaxed and 
forgiving. That trend has continued with 
elements of athleisure and sports ruling the 
inspiration. One of our largest selling categories 
has been men’s polos which cements the trend of 
comfortwear. During COVID-19, the demand also 
shifted to T-shirts—traditionally, it has not been a 
great seller for us—sneakers and leather loafers. 

Amit Pande 
Brand Head, The Collective  
and International Brand
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What Is Affluence in 2022 

Today, the ability to buy is frequently trumped by 
the propensity to buy. We could have prospective 
customers who are inclined to shop but may not 
have that kind of purchasing capacity. But, many  
are likely to still go ahead and do it because it’s  
more of a lifestyle choice now. Today, affluence 
comes about with a certain confidence about the 
future. Many Indians today want to claim a better 
quality of life, and rightly so. This mindset will fuel 
the demand for premium and higher quality 
products and experiences in the near future. 
And, one can certainly hope this affluence comes 
alongside a deeper thought and respect for  
human life and the environment.

Traditionally, nearly 50-55% of 
e-commerce transactions come 
from cities where The Collective 
doesn’t have stores, which are 
typically non-metros. Raipur,
for example.

The New-Age Brand Brigade

In the fiscal year 2020, our business grew more 
than fiscal year 2019—despite the disruptions. 
There have been many brands that have done 
well. An interesting case study is the one of 
Domrebel (the Canadian label) that make T-shirts 
with designs that are typically provocative. This 
was a bit of a surprise. There’s also a clientele 
for DSquared2, Kenzo, Polo Ralph Lauren and 
that’s where (The Collective) we come in. We 
take a significant amount of time to understand 
how Indian consumers will react to a brand. You 
cannot bring in Western brands, plonk them onto 
an Indian city, put them inside a great store and 
only hope that people will buy it. 

Luxury’s Digital Transformation

This fiscal, 25% of our sales will come from our 
e-commerce website—a number which is very 
competitive as per global standards. And this is 
only through our own website, not marketplace. 
Also, 50-55% of e-commerce comes from towns 
where we don’t have stores. Internally, we also 
created digital tools for our customers during 
the pandemic. The PRM (Partner Relationship 
Management) tool is used for our top customers. 
The first transaction as part of this personalised 
programme was a Hugo suit bought by a client 
in Visakhapatnam and this became emblematic 
of the potential of this tool. Technology is 
transforming how we do business.

The New Markets 

We have already opened three stores this year 
and one more is in the pipeline. One of them is in 
Lucknow. We picked up our existing customers 
from in and around the city and let them know 
that we were there—just to pique interest—and 
this led to a great start. We have observed that 
the acceptance of premium price points has 
become better and is driving the trend. We have 
also noticed that the KPIs (Key Performance 
Indicators) of this store are working like they 
would in Delhi or another Metro city.

Emporio Armani’s leather satchel, The Collective

Interviewed by Snigdha Ahuja 
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CEO, Ermenegildo Zegna

Spending is on a rebound but the mind of 

the affluent customer is processing many 

transitions after COVID-19 disruptions.  

How must a luxury brand assert its 

distinction through the quagmire of  

multiple sales channels, new marketing 

frameworks and customer’s seeking 

personalization and mindset alignment?

We are currently experiencing a sort of new ‘normal’. 
The pandemic has brought about fundamental 
changes – to us as individuals, and to the world as 
a whole.  This is particularly evident in the luxury 
fashion industry, where disruption to trade as well as 
the limitation of international travel and in-person 
experiences have pushed us to rethink and reinvent 
concepts and ideas that have been a bedrock of 
our industry for decades. We must reconnect with 
our local customers in new and different ways. 
In the post-Covid world, companies need to be 
nimble and agile in responding to an ever-changing 
industry and macro landscape.  This carries over into 
everything that we do, from the technology we

use to create our products to the conversations we 
have with our clients on how the world is changing. 
Customers wants the choice of channel and at Zegna 
we are offering a true Omnichannel approach: from 
click and collect to talk to a real person and not to a 
chat box. During the pandemic we opened a new 
channel “Distance Sales”, giving our loyal customers 
the opportunity to chat live with their sales assistant. 
But we can’t forget that Indian customers love the 
store experience and we keep working on offering 
the best industry standards (from store design to 
human experience). We see a resurgence of people 
willing to go back to their normal life after the 
COVID-19 restrictions and there is a strong demand 
to re-start the in-store events to interact with the 
store managers, enjoy new arrivals and mingle 
with other customers.  We have also focused more 
on personalization as it is part of our company 
DNA through our made to measure and bespoke 
products. We also offer some specific silhouettes for 
the Indian market like the Bundi and the Bandhgala.

NFTs challenge the physicality of cloth, 

finesse and tailoring in which breathes  

the true, intimate experience of luxury.  

Where does Zegna stand on this forking  

road between technology and legacy 

narratives written down and experienced  

in fine fabric and tailoring? 

NFT is for sure the new technological frontier, but it’s 
not for all. NFT is definitively something to watch and 
properly study to understand if there are areas in our 
company in which it could be applied. But if I have 
to think of key strengths of Zegna, I will definitely 
highlight our vertically integrated business model 
which has allowed us to be fully responsible and 
accountable for every product, from start to finish, 
with complete control over the quality of both our

Gildo Zegna

“A True
Omnichannel 
Approach”   
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products and our service. Being a family business 
gave us the chance to remain authentic and to 
have the strength to protect and pass down from 
generation to generation our core values since the 
inception. To be sure that our unique identity and 
powerful sense of tradition are still grounded not 
only in the company mission but also in the Zegna 
family legacy. We remain committed to excellence 
and quality, innovation and ethical entrepreneurship, 
to the wellbeing of our employees and community 
and to absolute care for the environment. All of 
this helped us further the perseverance of the 
company towards those pillars that continue to lead 
us endlessly.  Having a clear long-term vision and 
a team capable to respond to changes proactively 
and being flexible is key. Vision to me means having 
a consistent and disciplined approach on the brand 
management and its future development. 

Your thoughts on the India market in the 

global ascendance of local luxury and local 

buying across different regions. 

The Indian local market has shown a lot of resilience 
during the COVID-19 times also thanks to our strong 
base of loyal customers and the various ways we 
have been able to interact with them. But we can’t 
forget that Indian customers are very important 
to us globally. The Indian community is very 
international and spread around the world and we 
do treasure our global relations with them, from 
Dubai to London to NY.
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Co-President, Artistic Director 
of Chopard

Do you see new challenges in India for 

Chopard given a certain resurgence  

towards local buying?

Customers in India are increasingly environment-
conscious and want to be responsible citizens of 
the planet. With this growing fundamental shift 
towards transparency and durability, we see a 
genuine appreciation for Chopard and our journey 
to sustainable luxury. This trust is precious and we 
will always seek to preserve the customer loyalty 
we have earned in this market. Indian clients are 
very sophisticated and knowledgeable about fine 
jewellery, and I think they certainly appreciate the 
fabulous stones, expert craftsmanship and signature 
style of Chopard. We share a lot of values with the 
country, especially with the love of quality and 
tradition. We often have the pleasure of dressing 
Indian celebrities with our statement pieces for 
the Cannes Red Carpet events and have Deepika 
Padukone as a friend of the Maison for our Happy 
Diamonds campaign. This only strengthens our 
relationship with this beautiful country.

How important is D2C (direct to  

consumer) marketing now especially 

for jewellery in the context of the  

millennial consumer?

The pandemic has pushed brands to innovate 
in order to stay relevant, developing new, digital 
approaches to marketing and communication 
which led to the emergence of new strategies 
in the luxury sector. Bespoke Omni channels, 
customised and targeted content as well as 
personalised customer supports through live  
video chats have enhanced customer servicing 
digitally. We find that, at Chopard, this approach 
is capable of attracting both our digitally-savvy 
millennial customers as well as more mature 
clients often pressed for time for boutique visits. 
Our aim is to create digital experiences that 
accompany and complement the welcoming  
and expert retail experience we provide our clients. 

What does “value” mean in luxury in the 

post pandemic world?

For me, true ‘value’ in luxury comes only when you 
know the handprint of your supply chain; where 
your precious metals and gemstones come from, 
under what conditions they were sourced, and 
how your jewellery was crafted. It is imperative 
to first respect the planet and humankind, and 
be responsible in the ways of using products in 
a world where everything happens very fast and 
people don’t always realise what they are buying. 
The pandemic has taught us the hard way the 
importance of preserving nature, preventing 
a future climate catastrophe and spreading of 
diseases. Sustainability is no more a choice but 
rather the need of the hour, and I am glad that  
the luxury sector, including fine watches and 
jewellery, has realised the significance of going 
green. This change is strongly echoed and  
certainly nourished by consumer preference 
and expectations.

Chopard’s commitment to only buy diamonds 
and gemstones through suppliers who comply 
with rigorous guidelines on environmental, 
employment, and human rights factors, has  
been a challenging journey but the results are 
incredible. In addition, all of our creations are made 
from 100% ethical gold since 2018, meaning gold 
that is sourced from certified, sustainable mines 
or recycled. Our journey to sustainability started in 
2013 and is a long-term initiative. 

Caroline Scheufele

“The Handprint of 
the Supply Chain 
Brings Value”   
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President and CEO, Canali

Stefano Canali
What is the role of the new CEO, as the 

definition of luxury evolves to align with 

changing consumer mindsets, altered 

channels, climate change and other concerns? 

Recent years have been rather challenging  
for the luxury market and all CEOs had to  
experience new decision-making processes and 
changing settings but, at the same time, new  
energy and reflections on their roles and priorities.  
I strongly believe in being a gentle leader,  
passionate, authoritative rather than authoritarian, 
and, especially, ambassador of corporate values and 
able to transmit them both internally and externally 
to the company.Focused on business priorities, of 
course, but at the same time very responsive to 
social and environmental challenges: it is a matter of 
respect towards the world where we live, to people, 
customers, and their expectations.

Beyond history, excellence and creativity, how 

can a brand like Canali create value for the 

consumer as the playing field shifts? 

Having a long-lasting heritage, a story to tell, credible 
and coherent, has made and will make the difference 
for a brand to the extent that the brand itself will adapt 
to new market demands while preserving its identity.
Stay true to your core values and be sincere with your 
customers. I believe this comes in the first place, before 
following any trend. The trend continually shifts, but 
your brand image is long-lasting. How your brand 
conveys true stories and how it involves the audience 
is one of the key parts of the purchasing process. 
Identification with the brand values and vision matters 
more than ever. A consistent narrative at every step of 
the way is of high significance. From the visual display 
at a store to a model picture from social media, the 
audience nowadays interacts with the brand in various 
ways. At the foundation of longevity, there is the subtle 
balance between innovation and tradition, which 
requires great determination and discipline, strong 
consistency and real values.

.
Is it important for luxury brands to include 

circular textiles in manufacturing processes?

Yes, of course it is. We are proud of having guaranteed 
throughout the years a 100% made in Italy process, 
thus producing all our collections in our territory 
with a short supply chain and respecting people and 
local partners. Durability is also a key theme for us 
and it is a matter both of excellent materials as well 
as constructions.Also, the usage of recycled fabrics is 
one of the resources available to reduce the climate 
impact, which still requires important technological 
evolutions that guarantee higher quality to meet 
the expectations of a consumer of luxury goods, we 
are focused to keep working and investing in this 
direction. \It is important to keep these values in 
mind whilst also striving for innovation, not just in 
terms of aesthetic and design but also in developing 
exclusive fabrics that meet the evolving needs of our 
customers. I believe that there is a desire to turn 
to brands that are known for their authenticity, 
credibility and that lay emphasis on substantial 
quality and durability that come at a 
right price point.

“Telling 
True Stories”
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Brand Spokesperson

After a tough pandemic and several 

challenges, how does a luxury brand  

like Burberry define “growth”? Is it  

still primarily about turnover and trade? 

As a business, we are focused on delivering 
sustainable, high-quality growth and value for our 
stakeholders and communities. Inspired by Thomas 
Burberry, we are guided by a commitment to doing 
well by doing right by them. Burberry is a unique 
brand with a rich heritage and alongside growth  
in its traditional sense, we are resolute in  
our focus on driving positive change – whether  
that’s contributing to the local economies in  
which we operate, supporting communities  
around us through partnerships, or creating a  
more sustainable future through our ambition  
to be Climate Positive by 2040.

Digital relevancy and tech-led stores are 

altering business strategy and competition. 

But luxury also needs touch and feel and 

customer indulgence. Must brands seek 

resolution or move towards rehauling old 

ways of making, marketing, selling?

Customer expectations are always evolving. They 
still want to experience our products and services 
within a physical store environment. But they also 
enjoy exploring our collections in other ways, such as 
through virtual appointments via a video call. It’s the 
integration of physical and virtual experiences that 
represents the future of luxury and it’s something 
Burberry has been experimenting with for some 
time. Interactions offline should facilitate the online 
experience and vice versa, and both should be woven 
seamlessly throughout the customer journey. We’re 
passionate about meeting the changing needs of 
our customers and inspiring and exciting them 
with exceptional products and experiences – in 
India and abroad.

Expansion is a cautious word for  

most luxury brands. How do you  

view Burberry’s expansion in India? 

Would you consider smaller cities  

as potential markets? 

Burberry has operated in India for over 12 years and 
enjoys strong brand awareness in the region. We are 
present in core cities, including Bangalore, Mumbai 
and New Delhi, and cater to loyal customers from 
cities all over the country who visit our stores both 
physically and virtually. Store expansion is largely 
dependent on availability, and it’s very important 
to us that each location reflects our brand’s spirit 
and our luxury positioning. Smaller cities hold great 
potential, too. We’re confident that we’ll be able 
to expand our reach and serve our customers in 
smaller towns with the launch of our Burberry.com 
e-commerce site. 

“Our Aim is to Be 
Climate Positive
by 2040” 
 

Burberry 

All Global Luxury Leaders represented here
are interviewed by Shefalee Vasudev  
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Study, Design and 
Data Analysis    

Primary Data Collection

The aim of this research was to understand 
affluence through luxury consumption among 
Indian buyers. Multiple methods of data  
gathering were employed including qualitative 
and quantitative methods. A structured 
questionnaire was administered including CAPI 
(Computer-Assisted Personal Interviews), CATI 
(Computer-Assisted Telephonic Interviews) and 
PAPI (Pen and Paper Personal Interviews) for the 
quantitative leg. For the qualitative analysis, a 
discussion guide was used to collect primary data 
from major cities of India vis-à-vis Delhi, Mumbai, 
Bangalore, Hyderabad which are bucketed as 
Metros. While Chandigarh, Ahmedabad are 
bucketed as Non-metros.

The study employed snowball-sampling method 
for collecting the data. It is a non-probability 
sampling technique, which helped to identify 
luxury consumers as they form a significantly small 
proportion of the large population. Moreover, it was 
difficult to access this niche segment and motivate 
them for the participation in the survey. 

For quantitative, a sample of 1663 responses 
were collected and a final sample of 975 was 
retained after discarding the incomplete 
questionnaires. We followed the five-step back 
checks i.e., validation through data collection, 
accompaniment, mock calls post validation, 
personal back-checks, and social back-checks.

For the qualitative aspect, 48 online immersions 
across cities (9 immersions in each metro city 
and 6 immersions in each non-metro city) were 
done with rigorous filtering to ensure high quality 
engagement, followed by over 900 pages of 
transcriptions, quote banks and insight mining. 

Additionally, 10 top level industry one-on-one 
interviews were done by The Voice of Fashion  
team to discuss findings and take other points of 
view. Some of them have been reproduced in  
this white paper. 

Respondents Recruitment

To collect data, luxury users have been identified  
as respondents.

Along with demographic checks (mentioned 
under “sample characteristics” section) multiple 
psychographic statements around luxury from our 
previous research were used in the recruitment 
questionnaire to ensure we were meeting the right 
respondents - it was mandatory for respondents to 
pick those psychographic statements to be qualified 
as luxury users.

Sample Characteristics 

The sample population is NCCS A1+ within the age 
group of 18-56 years with ~60% males and ~40% 
females. ~30% of soft quota had been kept for each 
gender. The rest was natural fallout. Nearly equal split 
of different generations was ensured in this study 
with 37% of Gen Z i.e., 18-25 years, 32% of Gen Y i.e., 26-
40 years and 31% of Gen X i.e., 41-56 years. A majority  
of the luxury shoppers in the sample population  
are married (62%). About 54% has their own business 
and 21% are working professionals/salaried. Most  
of them hold at least one graduation or post-
graduation degree. 

Statistical testing including Significant Testing 
has been done throughout the data (wherever 
applicable) to ensure the findings are statistically 
significant and there are no implications driven by 
the skewed demography.

(Since this is the first edition of Atlas of 
Affluence—AOA, all comparisons have been drawn 
through secondary research on the India market 
along with several stories that have formerly 
appeared in the Indian media on luxury—its 
connotation, pursuit and preferences).

For both the modules i.e., qualitative, and 
quantitative, respondent recruitment, data 
collection and moderation were handled by Ice 
Studios and Fresh Think, which are market  
research agencies.
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1 Balenciaga - Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise to be launched NO                                            
2 Bally 2011 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 3 YES  
3 Berluti 2018 Bequest Group Master Franchise 1 NO  
4 Bottega Veneta 2008 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 2 NO  
5 Brunello Cucinelli 2019 Bequest Group Master Franchise 1 YES* 
6 Burberry 2010 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 5 NO  
7 Canali 2007 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 6 NO  
8 Chanel 2005 DLF Ltd. Store Franchise 1 NO  
9 Christian Louboutin 2012 Tarz Distribution Pvt Ltd. Master Franchise 2 NO  
10 Coach 2016 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 6 NO  
11 Corneliani 2013 OSL luxury Master Franchise 1 NO  
12 Diesel 2010 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 12 YES  
13 Dior 2006 Subsidiary - 2 NO   
14 Emporio Armani 2008 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 5 NO  
15 Ermenegildo Zegna 2008 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 3 NO  
16 Fred Perry 2020 Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. Master Franchise 1 NO  
17 Giorgio Armani 2008 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 1 NO  
18 Gucci 2007 Ambit Group Joint Venture 4 NO  
19 Hackett 2012 Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. Master Franchise 6 YES* 
20 Hermès 2011 Individual - Neelam Khanna Joint Venture 2 NO  
21 Hugo Boss 2008 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 9 NO  
22 Isaia 2020 Regalia Luxury Master Franchise 1 NO   
23 Jimmy Choo 2009 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 4 NO  
24 Kate Spade 2017 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 3 NO  
25 Louis Vuitton 2003 Subsidiary - 3 NO  
26 Michael Kors 2013 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 7 NO  
27 Mont Blanc 1994 Subsidiary - 10 NO  
28 Paul & Shark 2010 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 3 NO  
29 Paul Smith 2009 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 3 NO   
30 Polo Ralph Lauren 2019 Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. Master Franchise 2 NO  

  31 Ralph Lauren 2019 Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. Master Franchise 1 NO  
32 Rimowa - Ethos Master Franchise to be launched  NO  

33 Saint Laurent 2019 Ambit Group Store Franchise 1 NO  

34 Salvatore Ferragamo 2010 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 4 NO  

35 Santoni 2021 Sanjay Kataria Master Franchise 1 NO  

36 Stefano Ricci 2015 Subsidiary NA 2 NO  

37 Ted Baker 2018 Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. Master Franchise 4 NO  

38 TOD’s 2007 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 2 NO  

39 Tom Ford 2010 DS Group  Master Franchise 1 NO  

40 Tory Burch 2021 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 1 NO  

41 Tumi 2011 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 8 YES                

42 Valentino                                                             -                                                        Reliance Brands Ltd.                                                                                                                 Master Franchise                                                           to be launched               NO                             
43                                    Versace 2010 Reliance Brands Ltd.  Master Franchise 1 NO  

S.No.  Brand    Year of Entry Current Partner

Partnerships, Stores, Digital Presence

India’s Luxuryscape

INTERNATIONAL BRANDS - FASHION AND LIFESTYLE
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1 Balenciaga - Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise to be launched NO                                            
2 Bally 2011 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 3 YES  
3 Berluti 2018 Bequest Group Master Franchise 1 NO  
4 Bottega Veneta 2008 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 2 NO  
5 Brunello Cucinelli 2019 Bequest Group Master Franchise 1 YES* 
6 Burberry 2010 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 5 NO  
7 Canali 2007 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 6 NO  
8 Chanel 2005 DLF Ltd. Store Franchise 1 NO  
9 Christian Louboutin 2012 Tarz Distribution Pvt Ltd. Master Franchise 2 NO  
10 Coach 2016 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 6 NO  
11 Corneliani 2013 OSL luxury Master Franchise 1 NO  
12 Diesel 2010 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 12 YES  
13 Dior 2006 Subsidiary - 2 NO   
14 Emporio Armani 2008 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 5 NO  
15 Ermenegildo Zegna 2008 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 3 NO  
16 Fred Perry 2020 Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. Master Franchise 1 NO  
17 Giorgio Armani 2008 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 1 NO  
18 Gucci 2007 Ambit Group Joint Venture 4 NO  
19 Hackett 2012 Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. Master Franchise 6 YES* 
20 Hermès 2011 Individual - Neelam Khanna Joint Venture 2 NO  
21 Hugo Boss 2008 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 9 NO  
22 Isaia 2020 Regalia Luxury Master Franchise 1 NO   
23 Jimmy Choo 2009 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 4 NO  
24 Kate Spade 2017 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 3 NO  
25 Louis Vuitton 2003 Subsidiary - 3 NO  
26 Michael Kors 2013 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 7 NO  
27 Mont Blanc 1994 Subsidiary - 10 NO  
28 Paul & Shark 2010 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 3 NO  
29 Paul Smith 2009 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 3 NO   
30 Polo Ralph Lauren 2019 Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. Master Franchise 2 NO  

  31 Ralph Lauren 2019 Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. Master Franchise 1 NO  
32 Rimowa - Ethos Master Franchise to be launched  NO  

33 Saint Laurent 2019 Ambit Group Store Franchise 1 NO  
34 Salvatore Ferragamo 2010 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 4 NO  

35 Santoni 2021 Sanjay Kataria Master Franchise 1 NO  

36 Stefano Ricci 2015 Subsidiary NA 2 NO  
37 Ted Baker 2018 Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. Master Franchise 4 NO  

38 TOD’s 2007 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 2 NO  

39 Tom Ford 2010 DS Group  Master Franchise 1 NO  

40 Tory Burch 2021 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 1 NO  

41 Tumi 2011 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 8 YES                

42 Valentino                                                             -                                                        Reliance Brands Ltd.                                                                                                                 Master Franchise                                                           to be launched               NO                             
43                                    Versace 2010 Reliance Brands Ltd.  Master Franchise 1 NO  

Type of 
Partnership

Monobrand
Stores

Monobrand
Website
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*International website redirects to an India website. This is operated by the brand.

INTERNATIONAL BRANDS - HOME

INTERNATIONAL BRANDS - WATCHES AND JEWELLERY

44 Bovet 2016 Regalia Luxury Store Franchise 1 NO                                           
45 Bvlgari 2014 Subsidiary - 1 YES* 
46 Cartier 2009 Subsidiary - 1 YES* 
47 Hublot 2019 RNM luxury Master Franchise 1 NO 
48 IWC Schaffhausen - Ethos Store Franchise - NO 
49 Jaeger-LeCoultre 2018 Ethos Master Franchise 1 NO 
50 Longines 1878 Swatch Group India Pvt Ltd. Master Franchise 7 NO 
51 Omega 1998 Multiple Franchisees Store Franchise 10 NO 
52 Panerai 2012 Multiple Franchisees Store Franchise 3 NO 
53 Rolex 2008 Multiple Franchisees Store Franchise 3 NO 
54 Tiffany&Co. 2020 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 1 YES 
55 Tissot 1998 Multiple Franchisees Store Franchise 10 YES 
 

56 Bo Concept 2016 Zoe Concepts Pvt Ltd. Master Franchise 6 YES                                     
57 Natuzzi 2010 Multiple Franchisees - 9 YES    
58 Poltrona Frau 2010 Tata Sons Ltd. Joint Venture 1 NO 
59 Pottery Barn - Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise to be launched - 
60 Pottery Barn Kids - Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise to be launched - 
61 Roche Bobois 2014 Hurtado Home Décor - 1 YES* 
62 Rosenthal 2009 Mehra lifetyles Pvt Ltd. Store Franchise 1 NO 
63 Villeroy & Boch 2013 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 3 NO 
64 Vista Alegre 2018 Suamya & Anirudh Agarwal Master Franchise 1 YES 
65 West Elm 2021 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 2 YES 

S.No.  

S.No.  

Brand    

Brand    

Year of Entry

Year of Entry

Current Partner

Current Partner
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44 Bovet 2016 Regalia Luxury Store Franchise 1 NO                                           
45 Bvlgari 2014 Subsidiary - 1 YES* 
46 Cartier 2009 Subsidiary - 1 YES* 
47 Hublot 2019 RNM luxury Master Franchise 1 NO 
48 IWC Schaffhausen - Ethos Store Franchise - NO 
49 Jaeger-LeCoultre 2018 Ethos Master Franchise 1 NO 
50 Longines 1878 Swatch Group India Pvt Ltd. Master Franchise 7 NO 
51 Omega 1998 Multiple Franchisees Store Franchise 10 NO 
52 Panerai 2012 Multiple Franchisees Store Franchise 3 NO 
53 Rolex 2008 Multiple Franchisees Store Franchise 3 NO 
54 Tiffany&Co. 2020 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 1 YES 
55 Tissot 1998 Multiple Franchisees Store Franchise 10 YES 
 

56 Bo Concept 2016 Zoe Concepts Pvt Ltd. Master Franchise 6 YES                                     
57 Natuzzi 2010 Multiple Franchisees - 9 YES    
58 Poltrona Frau 2010 Tata Sons Ltd. Joint Venture 1 NO 
59 Pottery Barn - Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise to be launched - 
60 Pottery Barn Kids - Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise to be launched - 
61 Roche Bobois 2014 Hurtado Home Décor - 1 YES* 
62 Rosenthal 2009 Mehra lifetyles Pvt Ltd. Store Franchise 1 NO 
63 Villeroy & Boch 2013 Reliance Brands Ltd. Joint Venture 3 NO 
64 Vista Alegre 2018 Suamya & Anirudh Agarwal Master Franchise 1 YES 
65 West Elm 2021 Reliance Brands Ltd. Master Franchise 2 YES 

Type of 
Partnership

Type of 
Partnership

Monobrand
Stores

Monobrand
Stores

Monobrand
Website

Monobrand
Website
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INDIAN BRANDS - FASHION AND LIFESTYLE

1 Abhishek Gupta 2005  - 1 NO                                         
2 Abraham & Thakore 1992  Reliance Brands Ltd. 1 YES 
3 Abu Jani & Sandeep Khosla 1986  Reliance Brands Ltd. 8* YES 
4 AK-OK 2019  Reliance Brands Ltd. to be launched YES 
5 AM:PM 2002  - 3 YES 
6 Amit Aggarwal 2012  - 1 YES 
7 Anamika Khanna 1995  - 3 YES 
8 Anavila 2011  - 2 YES 
9 Anita Dongre 1995  General Atlantic 260* YES 
10 Anju Modi 1990  - 1 YES 
11 Anushree Reddy 2010  - 1 NO 
12 Ashdeen 2012  - 1 YES 
13 Ashima-Leena 1992  - 1 YES  
14 Ashish N Soni 1991  - 1 YES 
15 Bodice 2011  - 1 YES 
16 Eka 2011  - 1 YES 
17 Falguni & Shane Peacock 2007  - 3 YES 
18 Gaurang 2012  - 3 YES 
19 Gaurav Gupta 2004  - 5 YES 
20 Gauri and Nanika 2022  - 1 YES 
21 Good Earth 1996  - 7 YES 
22 Hemang Agrawal 2016  The Surekha Group 1 YES  
23 Jade by Monica & Karishma 2008  - 4 YES 
24 JJ Valaya 1992  - 1 YES 
25 Kunal Rawal 2006  - 4 YES 
26 Manish Malhotra 1990  Reliance Brands Ltd. 4 YES 
27 Masaba 2009  Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. 7 YES 
28 Monisha Jaising 1990  - 1 YES 
29 Namrata Joshipura                                                                       1996                                                                                                                                              -                                                                                                                              2                                                       YES 
30 Nitin Bal Chauhan 2007  - 1 YES  
31 Pankaj & Nidhi 2006  - 4 YES 

  32 Payal Khandwala 2012  - 1 YES 
33 Payal Singhal 1999  - 1 YES 
34 Péro 2008  - 1 NO 
35 Raghavendra Rathore 1994  Reliance Brands Ltd. 6 YES 
36 Rahul Mishra 2006  New brand to be launched with Reliance Brands Ltd.                           2                                                       YES 
37 Rajesh Pratap Singh 1997  - 2 YES 
38 Raw Mango 2008  - 4 YES 
39 Reynu Taandon 1999  - 1 YES 
40 Rimple and Harpreet 2010  - 3 NO 
41 Rimzim Dadu 2007  - 1 YES 
42 Ritu Kumar 1960  Reliance Brands Ltd. 86* YES 

43 Rohit Bal                                                                                         1990                                                                                                                                            -                                                                                                                             4                                                       YES                                    
44                                                          Rohit Gandhi + Rahul Khanna 1997   - 3 YES 

S.No.  Brand    Year of Launch
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1 Abhishek Gupta 2005  - 1 NO                                         
2 Abraham & Thakore 1992  Reliance Brands Ltd. 1 YES 
3 Abu Jani & Sandeep Khosla 1986  Reliance Brands Ltd. 8* YES 
4 AK-OK 2019  Reliance Brands Ltd. to be launched YES 
5 AM:PM 2002  - 3 YES 
6 Amit Aggarwal 2012  - 1 YES 
7 Anamika Khanna 1995  - 3 YES 
8 Anavila 2011  - 2 YES 
9 Anita Dongre 1995  General Atlantic 260* YES 
10 Anju Modi 1990  - 1 YES 
11 Anushree Reddy 2010  - 1 NO 
12 Ashdeen 2012  - 1 YES 
13 Ashima-Leena 1992  - 1 YES  
14 Ashish N Soni 1991  - 1 YES 
15 Bodice 2011  - 1 YES 
16 Eka 2011  - 1 YES 
17 Falguni & Shane Peacock 2007  - 3 YES 
18 Gaurang 2012  - 3 YES 
19 Gaurav Gupta 2004  - 5 YES 
20 Gauri and Nanika 2022  - 1 YES 
21 Good Earth 1996  - 7 YES 
22 Hemang Agrawal 2016  The Surekha Group 1 YES  
23 Jade by Monica & Karishma 2008  - 4 YES 
24 JJ Valaya 1992  - 1 YES 
25 Kunal Rawal 2006  - 4 YES 
26 Manish Malhotra 1990  Reliance Brands Ltd. 4 YES 
27 Masaba 2009  Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. 7 YES 
28 Monisha Jaising 1990  - 1 YES 
29 Namrata Joshipura                                                                       1996                                                                                                                                              -                                                                                                                              2                                                       YES 
30 Nitin Bal Chauhan 2007  - 1 YES  
31 Pankaj & Nidhi 2006  - 4 YES 

  32 Payal Khandwala 2012  - 1 YES 
33 Payal Singhal 1999  - 1 YES 
34 Péro 2008  - 1 NO 
35 Raghavendra Rathore 1994  Reliance Brands Ltd. 6 YES 
36 Rahul Mishra 2006  New brand to be launched with Reliance Brands Ltd.                           2                                                       YES 
37 Rajesh Pratap Singh 1997  - 2 YES 
38 Raw Mango 2008  - 4 YES 
39 Reynu Taandon 1999  - 1 YES 
40 Rimple and Harpreet 2010  - 3 NO 
41 Rimzim Dadu 2007  - 1 YES 
42 Ritu Kumar 1960  Reliance Brands Ltd. 86* YES 
43 Rohit Bal                                                                                         1990                                                                                                                                            -                                                                                                                             4                                                       YES                                    
44                                                          Rohit Gandhi + Rahul Khanna 1997   - 3 YES 

Strategic Partner 
Monobrand
Stores

Monobrand
Website
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45 Sabyasachi 1999  Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. 4 YES 
46 Samant Chauhan  2006  - 5 YES 
47 Satya Paul 1985  Reliance Brands Ltd. 20 YES 
48 Shades of India 1992  - 2 YES 
49 Shantnu & Nikhil  2000  Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. 15* YES 
50 Shivan & Narresh 2010  - 2 YES 
51 Shyamal & Bhumika  2003  - 6 YES 
52 Suket Dhir 2011  - 1 YES 
53 Suneet Varma 1987  - 1 YES 
54 Tarun Tahiliani 1995  Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. 12* YES 
55 Troy Costa  2008  - 1 YES 
56 Vaishali S 2001  - 1 YES 
57                                                           Varun Bahl                                                                                       2001                                                                                                                                              -                                                                                                                              1                 YES 

S.No.  Brand    Year of Launch

1 Raj Mahtani 2000  - 2 YES                                           
2 Sunita Shekhawat 1991  - 3 YES 
3 Amrapali 1978  - 13 YES 
4 Gem Palace 1852  - 16 YES 
5 Studio Renn 2018  - - YES 
6 Ganjam 1889  - 1 YES 
7 Zoya 2011  Titan Company Ltd. 3 YES 
8 Sabyasachi Fine Jewellery 2017  - 5 YES 
9 Bina Goenka 2007  - 1 YES 
10 House of Rose/Biren Vaidya 1981  - 2 YES 
11 Harakh 2017  - - YES 
12 Farah Khan Ali 1994  - 1 YES 
13 Ananya Fine Jewellery 2017  - - NO   
14 Gaurav Gupta Fine Jewellery 2019  - 5 YES 
15 Alok Lodha 2022  - 1 YES 

S.No.  Brand    Year of Launch

INDIAN BRANDS - JEWELLERY

The Annexure is created with the filters below
Has mono brand retail store presence
Has showcased at a major fashion week
Has noticeable international recognition and/ or sale and distribution outlets

* Denotes 2 or more brands / labels under the umbrella brand 
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45 Sabyasachi 1999  Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. 4 YES 
46 Samant Chauhan  2006  - 5 YES 
47 Satya Paul 1985  Reliance Brands Ltd. 20 YES 
48 Shades of India 1992  - 2 YES 
49 Shantnu & Nikhil  2000  Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. 15* YES 
50 Shivan & Narresh 2010  - 2 YES 
51 Shyamal & Bhumika  2003  - 6 YES 
52 Suket Dhir 2011  - 1 YES 
53 Suneet Varma 1987  - 1 YES 
54 Tarun Tahiliani 1995  Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail Ltd. 12* YES 
55 Troy Costa  2008  - 1 YES 
56 Vaishali S 2001  - 1 YES 
57                                                           Varun Bahl                                                                                       2001                                                                                                                                              -                                                                                                                              1                 YES 

Strategic Partner 
Monobrand
Stores

Monobrand
Website

1 Raj Mahtani 2000  - 2 YES                                           
2 Sunita Shekhawat 1991  - 3 YES 
3 Amrapali 1978  - 13 YES 
4 Gem Palace 1852  - 16 YES 
5 Studio Renn 2018  - - YES 
6 Ganjam 1889  - 1 YES 
7 Zoya 2011  Titan Company Ltd. 3 YES 
8 Sabyasachi Fine Jewellery 2017  - 5 YES 
9 Bina Goenka 2007  - 1 YES 
10 House of Rose/Biren Vaidya 1981  - 2 YES 
11 Harakh 2017  - - YES 
12 Farah Khan Ali 1994  - 1 YES 
13 Ananya Fine Jewellery 2017  - - NO   
14 Gaurav Gupta Fine Jewellery 2019  - 5 YES 
15 Alok Lodha 2022  - 1 YES 

Strategic Partner 
Monobrand
Stores

Monobrand
Website
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COMING UP NEXT 

The largest consumption in India’s food services 
market came from restaurants and hotels in the 
pre-pandemic fiscal year of 2020. According to 
Statista.com, which put the market value of Indian 
restaurants and food service industry at ₹4 trillion 
in 2020, casual dining restaurants had the highest 
market share. The food business in restaurants and 
hotels in the next two years of pandemic restrictions 
and lockdowns went into a severe belly crunch. 
Restaurant business shrank as much as 53%. But 
the recovery since, and the recent, rushing trends 
point to an appetite for finer, curated, exceptional 
dining experiences. Even though there is a large 
unorganised sector in this industry, the organised 
sector is steadily growing. Accordingto the National 
Restaurant Association of India (NRAI), the recovery 
this year in 2022 will be 85% of pre-pandemic levels. 

However, it is not only about the seven star plus 
potentiates of fine dining that lead India’s current 
tryst with EO (Eating Out) but the noticeable boom 
 in different segments of this sector. 

Shefalee Vasudev

Food is in
Fashion on 
India’s Eat Map 
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Consider the quick menu: The growing shelves 
of condiments, ingredients, sauces, spices, fruits, 
vegetables, pickles, fresh meats and seafood from 
across the world for home cooking. The Indian 
affluent customer no longer wants a bottle with 
Truffle Oil labelled on top, they want authentic  
truffle-soaked oil. Tomato sauce must come from 
Bologna, red wine from a French vineyard, prunes 
and apricots from Turkey. 

A thousand odd varieties of rice in a diversity of 
colour charts from white to dark, brown to red dot 
the shelves. Once the king of the Indian food market 
shelf, Basmati is now just one player in the luxury 
basket. The surge of cloud kitchens across cities 
delivering specialised cuisines beyond quick retail 
menus of fast food are another indicator how much 
the EAH—Eat At Home— industry could fire up. 
Not to mention the inflating number of food and 
restaurant apps. 

And then the cherry on the cake. Celebrity chefs 
from India and abroad hosting ultra-expensive, 
exceptional dining experiences and tasting menus 
for Indian guests. A meal priced as high as ₹40,000 
if it is someone like Italian chef Massimo Bottura, a 

Michelin star restaurateur who was recently flown 
in especially to Mumbai under a global culinary 
programme by Masters of Mariott. The reverse trend 
is equally gratifying for the industry. Indian chef Vikas 
Khanna can’t just cook delectable meals.He is food 
philosopher, author and television anchor—from 
Manhattan to Cannes. Chef Manish Mehrotra’s path 
breaking menus at Indian Accent restaurant in New 
Delhi won it a place on the Top Ten Asian restaurants 
while it continues to be voted as best Indian 
restaurant at home. 

Aditi Dugar’s Masque in Mumbai was voted yet 
again among Asia’s Top 50 restaurants. From Bombay 
Canteen to Bukhara, the French Le Cirque at Delhi’s 
Leela Palace to Comorin, the pie of cuisine-led luxury 
spaces (as complimentary to Chef-led experiences) is 
only growing bigger. Top Indian restaurants abroad 
minting fame and name and Indian chefs serving 
intimately cooked food to groups of international 
guests or creating a literal khana khazana (food as 
treasure) for NRI weddings keep the food chain  
of this industry thriving. In its next, sub-category  
volume later this year, The Atlas of Affluence  
will trace India’s Eat Map.

The food at MOTODO 
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